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Preface 
In 1976 the Canadian H~anger Foundation and Brace Rex-arch Institute published 
the Handbook 0” Ap,~mpriate Techno&) to htip promore the concept and provide 
alternative technological choices. The handbook agued the case for apidropriate 
technology (AT), described some options, and provided further sources of infor- 
mation. Many readers around the world have found it useful. 

There is now much more experience in applying thP concepts of AT in the 
field. The term ‘appropriare recbnology” appears regularly in development pro- 
posals, thousands of groups have been formrd to promote it, and major de&ion 
makers use the words liberally. But it is not a concept that fits easily with the 
canvenrional methods of choosing technology as it attempts to widen the whole 
pgcw~, of assessing and h .’ c oosng ec rroogy and queitiuns who makes the t h I 

This book is a sequel to the Handbook on Ap>ropriate Technology. The case 
studies in this book were chosen to clarify the concept of AT by showing the 
process cf choosing better technologies in low-income commi?nities. We &cted 
case studies of AT which were assessed and used by local people. In our research 
we found it diffi;& <and sometimes disappointing) to find out uhm happened to 
even the best of initiatives. We also realize that there arc r~any successful. 
unrecorded initiatives outside the international developmem and publishing 
circuit. 

A description of a technique by itself, divorced from a social context, is not 
AT. The process of choosing AT is a blend of technical and social details. It is a 
gto>~p process which attempts to connect the resources in :ow-income cxnmuni- 
ties with the wealth of outside technical knowledge. It is precisely this gap that AT 
practitioners are trying to bridge. 

Appropriate technology succeeds ot fails in app!ication zt the local level, not 
in scientific research and development institutions. In the 1970s there were many 
pioblems in applying this concept in pracrice. Only through discussion of ieal 
situations can the concept be grasped. 

These case studies can be used as a focal point for discussion on applying 
technology. Why did a particular application succeed or fail? What are the con- 
straints on applying appropriate technology? They provide examples of projects 
and questions for people who are funding projects. The results of these studies can 
be applied to any development project, large ot small. 

Many people still believe that AT is only windmilis, solar energy. ccmposting 
toilets, ot water pumps. It is not so much a particular type of hardware, buy a pro- 
cess of local people methodically choosing one that will best help generate social 
and economic development. Like any qther technology, the hardware of AT is 
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nuts and bolts, systems and procedures. motors and tools. It differs in its applica- 
tion. It is both a technology which combines existing local knowledge and 
resources with nw information and a style of technical, social, and economic 
development where there is close interaction between the users and consulrants. 
One can easily photograph rhe hard<: are of AT, but nor the process elf local 
people identifving problems, discussing oprions, and choosing feasible solutions. 
This process is the critical element ofrcn lacking in most descriptions of AT. More- 
over, in many cases, local knowledge 01~ skills are not morr producrive because 
social, political, or economic condiriox prevent them from being so. An 
approach IO .AT ri~ar only focuses on adapting whnoiogy to local social and 
economic conditions, and not on helping to strengthen local or&zations to 
changp these conditions, is incomplete. 

Three of rhe case studies (in Haiti. Afghanisrnn, and Newfoundlsnd, Canadai 
provide second reports on srudies in the Handbook an Appropriate Technology. 
Another ini:iative in India, described rhrre, started with people rebuilding broken 
bits for wsll-drilling equipmcnr. They are now man&cruring bits and the well- 
drilling rquipmenr itself. From modest beginnings relatively sophisticated 
techniques may emerge. 

It is no surprise that mosr of the case studies here describe the activities of loca! 
people and ouaidr ~onsulrazxs unaffiliated with large development organizations. 
Experience ovrr the last 20 years has shown repeatedly that t’he links between 
sdl groups and low-income communities can be much more effective and 
responsive to local needs. However, these small initiatives ax limited unless 
internarional and national, social and economic conditions supporr &em. 

The case studies do nor describe projects, bur proi-esses. Projects xc writren 
uaith aims, objectives, procedures, and budgets for the benefit of funding agencies. 
As imporrant as these are. in practice, all of them have vz be continually revised. 
Projects have a beginning and end. The use of AT in development is an open- 
ended process. At the local level the sharing of knowledge, the Icarning from 
twxrirnce. the devrlomncnr of local organizations and rechnioues are rhe 
oigoing thr,:st~ of AT.’ 

The concern of AT is evo1vir.e. In the 1980s as much emohasis has to be 
placed on developing strong local and decentralized organ&ions which can 
choose and impiement the hardware as on developing the hardware. Without this 
dual emphasis, the concrpt of AT will be thrown ~.n the scrap heap of panaceas 
for underdevelopment. 



Introduction 
The Roots of Appropriate Technology 
The concept of appropriate technology.emerged from Third World development 
projects of the 1960s. In response to the low impact and often negative 
consequences of insensitive applications of imported technology, many people 
began to question the choices of technology and the way these choices were made. 
Even the most optimistic observer had severe doubts when faced witi the 
discarded tta~tors that farmers could not maintain; broken and abandaed water 
pumps; new city hospitals which treated disease in the absence of clean water 
supplies which couid prevent it; the small diesel-powered rice hullers that put 
millions of wornen out of work; the promotion of powdered milk form&s as a 
substitute for breast feeding. Well-documented cases of inappropriate and, in some 
Casey. ruthless choices abound. Manv choices of technoloev simolv didn’t work in 
a particular Third World environment; some choices increased the gap between 
the rich and the poor; many were posiwely harmful. The fenced enckwes of 
modern industry have provided very few jobs and demanded heavy dependence 
on foreign advisors, capital, and governments. The social COSTS appear to be 
greater than any benefits. 

The 1970s were marked by a growing awareness of related problems in highly 
industrialized countries - environmental pollution, unemployment, aiienati~on, 
dependency on non-renewable energy, low-income communities on the fringe of 
rich societies. Many people perceived the development of a global economic 
system which removed the ability of individuals and communities to verve their 
own needs; a system whose growth was becoming increasingly expensive, tenuous, 
irrational, and inequitable. 

These problems are both local and international in scope. New actots (OPEC, 
Third World governments) have appeared on the global stage to assert their rights 
and gain more control over their own development. Local communities have 
united to address local issues. So!ving these problems has met with some success 
but in many cases neither the global economic system nor local political systems 
serve the needs of the majority nor allow them access to information on and par- 
ticipation in decisions on rhe choice of technolvgy. Such decisions ate usually 
made from the “top down” for people rather than with people. The poorest 
major.ty are somehow supposed to select and maintain better technology, and not 
hold these decision-makers accountable for any failures. The links between low- 
income communities and the few engineers, bureaucrats, corporations, and poli- 
ticians who make such choices are weak. Rich people make demands through 
market and political systems. Low-income communities ate both poor and 



Development is 2 process of social, economic, and political change and 
growth where people’s needs for land, food, shelter, education, health 
care, energy supp!+es, and improved techniques are merhodical!v ‘xing 
satisfied. 
Underdevelopment is a process of growth where the benefits arc 
accruing to a minority; the needs of the majority are not being met. It is a 
perricular form of malignant growth bearing the seeds of poverty, in- 
jm,-ix, and conflict. 
The Third World refers to the people in any country who are excluded 
from development. 

powerless. In many cases the local corxnuniry is too weakly organized to make 
decisions which would give it access to better services and increase its bargaining 
power with central authorities. In other instances such organization has been 
ruthlessly suppressed. 

A number of groups formed which promoted alternative technical choices 
and development policies from different perspectives. Some strongly advocated 
scalier-scale, non-polluting, locally-made technologies. Their critics initially 
viewed them as anti-technology or anti-progress. In the face of formidable 
resistance, these alternative technologists tended to over-promote their cause. 
Hand, wind. and solar power became panaceas. In retrospect, these advocates 
generally agree that their emphasis on small-scale was on!y part of the solurian. A 
network of development issues - land reform, education poiicies, decentralized 
decision-making, suitable consultants, and agricultural and industrial strategies 
among others - must also be addressed. 

Much of the activity in &eloping thz hardware of AT, particularly in North 
America and Europe, has focused on renewable energy technologies (using solar, 
wind, water, or wood energy), future energy supply options, and the environ- 
mental and poiitical implications of these choices. Some of these technologies are 
suitable for low-income communities; others are not. Solar water heaters, a 
popular and cost-effective technology reintroduced into North America, are, para- 
doxically, not very relevant PO most communities with greater solar radiation 
nearer the equator. There, more often than not, the problem is access to water 
itself. 

In the early 1983s AT practitioners form a motley crew: pragmatic techno- 
logists, commune-based activists, development economists, anti-nuclear 
advocates, adult educators, smzll b,uinessmen and farmers, anti-government 
conservatives, development professionals, alternate energy consultants, designers, 
and craftspeople both inside and outside rcientific research institutions and COT- 
porations. They often move alongside, xot with the mainstream of their chosen 
trade. These people inquire into the choice of everything from a village hand 
pump to nuclear power plants in !arge cities, and offer options. Initiatives by 
groups of craftsmen and entrepreneurs world-wide, who are already making the 
best use of local resources and skills, go unrecorded. 

Behind the diversity of these people there are some Iunifying perceptions. They 
seriously doubt the wisdom of conventional international development strategies 
whose bankrupt practices, while more evident in many Third World countries, are 
being questioned in industrialized countries. 
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AT practitioners are dubious rhar the benefits of invesrmenr in rerhnical 
research and development in demonstration cermes, laborarories, universi+ or 
corporations will “trickle down” to marginal income groups wirhout accom- 
panying financial and political incentives co link this research with rhe needs rhat 
local people express. In the 1960s investments in developmenr projecrs based on 
economic theories for integrated economies generally assumed chat somehow the 
benefits from these invesrmencs would evenrually reach a broad majority. These 
theories have prowd false and are “OW largely discredited. In many cases the 
benefirs have accrued ro a small minority. 

Another concern of AT practitioners is that communities be allowed co drfmc 
their own problems, use their ability to find solutions, and u!timately assume more 
control of their deve~opmenr. There is a srrong anti-bureaucratic element in AT, a 
belief in grearer decentralization. Amrmg the professionally trained practitioners 
there is also a recogninon of the limitations of their brand of “expertise” and the 
importance of expanding their narrow training and experience by listening to 
local people. AT is nor something ro be practised on people by experts. for if it is, 
its participatory, self-reliant basis disappears. 

Finally, AT practirioners are concerned with choosing rechnologies, provid- 
ing a wider range of options and benefits, and supporting local organizations in 
selecting these options. 

Technology and Appropriate Technology 
Technology is used here co include not only rechniqucs, prod~crs and tools, but 
also the less tangible aspects - knowledge, management and organization of 
work. All are interconnected and do not exist in a social vacuum. 

The term “appropriate technology” has been :sed very loosely. In the last five 
years many organizations have jumped on the AT bandwagon, some because it is 
no- fashionable, others because they are seriously grapp!ing with answers fo the 
questions it addresses. Critics have dismissed it as an extremist, anti- 
modernization or anti-industrialization ethic. It is none of these. AT does ask 
what style of progress or industrialization is wanted, what balance between large 
and small-scale production is needed, what choices of technology will promote 
development. and who wi!l participate in the selection of options. People involved 
in AT will not accepr that the choices be monopolized by bureaucrats, consul- 
tants. and corporations. 

It has been only in the past 10 years that rhese questions have been asked oa 
such a scale. Previously it was assumed that the most modern technique was 
universally suitable. This has rendered many countries dependent on foreign 
advisors and capital, and made local communities vulnerable to the whims of 
central governments or the marketplace. Many choices are based on political 
expediency, choices that iainof be justified technically, economica!ly, or socially. 

People have always searched for more beneficial technologies. More technical 
knowledge is potentially av&ble than ever before, hut the global disparities in 
social conditions render generalizations on what is suitable in a particular environ- 
ment impossible. Transferring any technology from one social concexf to another 
is risky. Simply dismissing traditional technology as obsolete does not indicate 
what is a better choice. Should one jump all rhe way IO the most modern 
techniques. haif the way, a quarter the way? Often, as ~omc of the case studies 
here show, the mosf beneficial and feasible technique ran be a blend of modern 
and traditional skills and resources. These serfs of options are too seldom avail- 



The Dimensions of AT: An Approach to Development 

(a) A technology designed, developed. or chosen in caljunction with 
local users to increase their productivity and meet their immediatr 
and longer cam needs, withoat significantly increasing their 
deprndence on outside SOUKCS of marerials, energy, funds. and 
knowledge. 

(b) A social and polirical process oi integrating better technology into 
low-income communities. 

(c) A style of development which recognizes the fact rha: the potential 
usen of any wchnique ha:,e significant and necessary social, 
economic, and technical information and resources to contribute. 

(d) A rechnology chat can promore and strengthen local organizations 
and small-scale entreprrner~rs so that they can increasingly assume 
more conrro! over the choice of improved technology and adapt 
outside inputs to their own res~ilrces. 

(e) An approach :o designing technology rhac promores local economic 
linkages between low-income users, insritutional technologists, local 
craftsmen and entrepreneurs, and larger scale production. 

(0 A technology that will work; that local inhabitants or organizations 
can afford and continue CO maintain and improve. 

able CO low-income communities. Such “intermediate” technologies are tier in- 
tended co chain communities to an inferior technique but co increase local in- 
comes and use locai resources chat can improve over rime. The country or com- 
munity becomes less dependent on outside knowledge. The engineer or agrono- 
mist should not present a rechnological “black box” co a remore village, leaving 
them dependent on his expertise and reliant on his services. 

No technology, even proven ones, can be lab&d “appropriate” before care- 
fully explaining why in a particular context what options were considered, and 
how the choice was made. This is understandably the major omission in most 
descriptions of appropriate technology as choices are seldom presented fer open 
discussion. The reasons for a particular choice are often hidden within a 
bureaucracy, or unclear even to the decision-makers. 

The Approach to Appropriate Technology - 
Linking Technology and Users 
Approaches ro implementing AT dep,, Id on the local situation. An ideal case 
would have w&-organized users who have clearly identified the problem and have 
some proven technologies ro choose from. Technical assistance in helping rhem 
adapt the technology to their conditions would be forthcoming. They can 
overcome outside influences which might block them from implementing their 
choices. What has been termed a “social carrier of techniques”’ already exists, 
whether it be a fanner, an agricultural or building cooperative, a village wafer 
supply committee, a government agency, or a multinational corporation. 

1 c. Edqvisr and 0. Edqvirt, “So‘ia, Cmiers oi Techniques for Development”, SAREC @mrr, 
R3 6vedirh Agency for Research Cooperarion with Devr,oping Countries, 1979. 
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The reality is thar. more ofren than not, the necessary social carrier does not 
exist in poor communities, as shown in this book. The case studies focus on rhe 
powerless but porential sac&l carriers and their efforts to analyse their sitwrion, 
xquire technical assistance which will rcspecr the risks they haw co takr in 
choosing a parricular technology, and promorr their efforts in overcoming rhc 
barriers in their way. Many of rhe case xudirs here are rooted in cwnmunity de- 
velopment and adult education techniques rather than engineering design. 

AT groups now number in the thousandr. Some wwk on specific technical 
problems in a local cor.tcxf; others promote socio-political conditions rhar might 
reduce the power of large organizations to impose choices that scrvti narrow 
inrrrests and thwart rhe devrlopment of local sol~rinns. Rerawn these wo groups 
are people aware of the need for sound technical and economic information, yet 
are &a avme of the social and political aspecrs chat ulrimately determine choices. 

It has been said repeatedly that one of the major constraints in promoting 
AT, perhaps the greatest. is the fact that different professionel biases and bureau- 
cratic sfrucmr~s hinder interaction between all rhc parriciparrs. 

Given a specific problem. an engineer will usually ask quesrions different from 
those considered by a development economist or a community development 
worker. The desk-bound bureaucrat will have different pcrceptisns and needs 
from the peasant in the countryside. As John Kenneth Galbmith said, “Farmers 
rightly sense that there is danger in the counsel of any man who dc’rs nor himself 
have m IiYe by the results.” This prob!em is recognized, a gear !leal of lip-service is 
paid to it, but very little is, in fact, done about it. Even the call for “multi- 
disciplinary” approaches to problems implies a professional I&:;. This usually 
excludes low-income farmers from the ranks of profes:;ionals. Such an approach is 
too often divorced from the specific problems of a communiry whcsr plight is the 
focus of all this nlulri.disciplinary research, has had Ii& in(wt or say in the 
nmter. and hence very little chance to implement these solurions. 

Some Questions from Experience 
Each case study presented here nor only describ.zs an experience, but also asks 
some questions. How do local people adopt better technologie:.! What helps or 
hinders this process? What style of technical, economic, or political assisrancc will 
help them? Can the organirxion or individuals at the local Love! control the 
choice of technical options? 

Are rhe usual requirements of AT (law cost, labour intensive,;local resources. 
and so on) really sufficient ro describe the full dimensions nichoosing rechnologies 
that support local development? Who is rhe AT experr? Is the dictionary defini- 
tion of technology itself sufficient ro describe what 1s happening in many of these 
case studies! 

The answers fo the questions have to be analysed in a specific situation; global 
generalizations are r&y and misleading; many questions remain utunswered and 
unasked. The images of the development process pn:sented here an: much more 
intimate than the computer-enhanced photographs from satellites 9:IO km above 
the Earth’ or rhe images a international conferences oi development “experts”. 
The case studxs here focus on communities and “technology with a human face”. 

One case study from Tanzania shows that indigenous blacksmiths, .who have 
always produced good farm implements. have until recently been excluc’ed from 

2 See ior example, “Economic De”r:opme”t”, Scimri,ic Ameiican. Sepreinbq ,980. 

~~---.-. 



rural development plans. Th e mxnediate problem is nor co provide better work- 
shops for them, but to change attitudes which dismiss their knowledge and prod- 
uccs as backward, and to provide rhcm with sreel. In Canada. a remote Indian 
community is waging a long struggle co organize itself, do its own research. and 
install rr more appropriate technology than the one imposed on if by the govern- 
ment. The community chose co hire its own technical conwlm.~~s co help find 
technical options and negotiate with the government. Part of Cairo’s garbage is 
effectively recycled by a low-income minority group operating in a sensitive social 
balance. Proposals co introduce “improved” waste disposal technology without an 
understanding of existing solutions could make this group even worse off. In 
indonesia, potenrial users found a number of small-scale technologies neither 
reliable ncx suitable, despite the fact that they had been lab&d “appropriate” by 
outsiders. AT organizations in Papua New Guinea, the United States, and 
Ghana have developed a network of services to assesss, design, deliw, and fund 
small-scale technical options that local people can choose from. In Lesotho the 
success or failue of some village water supply systems is based more on village and 
national politics than on providing suitable hardware. A rural development 
scheme in Newfoundland using intermediate-scale fishing boats will not be 
effective untii traditional fishing techniques are revived and all sires of boats share 
access co the limited stocks of fish. The other case studies amplify ehe basic premise 
of AT: people must find suitable assistance which will support th-ir own efforts ro 
adopt and control their choices in technology. 
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A Women’s Toilet, Nepal 
B. R. Saubolle’ 

In a walled-off space, about 250 meters squaw, on the outskirts oi Patan near 
Karhmandu, Nepal, 900 local wornen came every morning to answer the ca!l of 
nature. There were no cubicles, no doors, no water. no seats, no flooring. The 
place had servrd its purpose for ays, the accumulated filth was knee deep in some 
spots, and the stench was appalling! Women using this “roilet” lifred their skirts 
just high enough to keep them above the dirt, cautiously stepped into the mess 
where it was not too deep, and did their business as best they could. Then. just as 
cautiously, they stepped out of the area, crossed a pathway and went down to a 
meam co clean themselves. They did that dav after day, year afte: year, because 
there was nowhere else for them unless they sat our in the open. 

!n 1976 a foreign volunreer working with the local Cephrrment of Agriculture 
decided to try to improve the situation. He proposed a biogaa digester be installed, 
using human wastes as input to produce biogas (60.70% methane, 3040% carbon 
dioxide) and organic fertilizer. A plan was drawn up to clean the area thoroughly, 
dig a deep, &c&r pit 5m deep and 4m in diameter, install a floating drum for gas 
collection, and pipe the gas to eight or ten nearby houses for cooking. The plan 
also included 18 cubicles backing on the pit to be neatly built with cement floors 
and squatting plates. The waste would be taken in pipes, one for each cubicle, to 
the bottom of the pit. Clean municipal water was planned <afar washing. 

The women. delighted that something was firxally being done to help them, 
gladly bare a lack oftoiler fa:ilities in the hope of soon obtaining a clean, hygienic 
toilet with the added bonus of cooking fuel. For the Agriculture Department it 
meant J constant supply of good, well-digested rnanwe. 

During the construction, curious women were always around watching, com- 
mentin~, smiling. While the cubicle doors were being attached, there was a 
pmrest. Who wanted doors? They were utterly unnecessary! And what a strange 
idea to separate ane woman from the next with a wall! How could they talk? For 
centuries they had chatted together as they crouched side by side. So the doors 
were done away with, and openings cut in the dividing walls to facilitate comrnu- 
nication. Finally the women were satisfied and the toilet was formally opened. 

The voiunterr who designed and installed the toiletibiogas plant had built 
many cowdung biogas p!ants in Nepal and had heard of the use in China of 
human wastes for methane production, but he had no specifications for night-soil 

Lsr. Xavierr School, Godavar,. Karhmandu. Nepai. Graphics from “Biogar Newsletter”. 7. Winrrr. 
,979. 
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Tynical Chinese and Indian biogas plants 

biogas plants when he designed the women’3 toilet. It’s not surpri:,ing that the 
toilet wes a technological failure. 

Shortly after the formal opening, problems appeared. The plant was soon 
overloaded as women from other areas came to use the new toiler and the number 
of users was somewhat larger than predicted. The pir volume should have been 
about 60 litreslperson under local conditions where the daily input of fzec-s and 
wash wafer is about 2 litres/person. This estimate assumes a retention rime in the 
digester of 30 days. 

The inout Dines from the toilers extended almost to the bottom of the nit. 
Consequently, solid matter piled up in the pipes and overflowed into the cub&s. 
An attendant had :o push it iaw with a plunger every day. The input pipes 
should not have extended more than 0.3m below the level of the slurry in the 
digester. 

The steel sheeting used for the gas collection drum vas too thin. It corroded 
quickly and all the gas escaped, but not before it was found thar the carbon 
dioxide concenc of the gas was too high for combustion. 

It is now planned co build another toilet near!y, thus cutting the inpur in ha:f. 
It is also proposed to build a men’s toilet in the same part L I town. If the techno- 
logical problems noted above we avoided in the new constructions, both projects 
should be successful. 

Further Reading: 
Biogas Newsletter. P.O. Box 1309, Karhmandu. Nepal 
A. Barnett, L. I’+. S. K. Subramanian, Biogas Technology in the Third World: A 

Mulridisciplitr~~ Review. International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 
Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada KlG 3H9. 1978. 

Michael Crook and Ariane van Buren, A Chinese Biogar Manual. Intermediate 
Technology Publications Ltd., 9 King Street, London WCZE 8HN. 1979. 

M. G. McGarry and J. Stainfcrth, (eds.) Compost, Fertilizer, and Biogas Pmduc- 
tion fram Human and Funn Waxes in the People’s Republic of China. 
international Developmenr Research Came (IDRC), Box 8500, Oc:awa, 
Canada, KlG 3H9. 1978. 
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The Persistent Blacksmiths, Tanzania 
While helping to prepare a development plan for the West Lake region 
of Tanzania in the mid.l970s, jens Miiller’ found that farmers were 
sometimes unable to buy tbr most important implement in Tanzanian 
agriculture, the “jembe” or digging hoe. It is an essential tool in a coun- 
try where about 80 percent of the land is cultivated by h;, nd and costs of 
importing foodgrains are high. He also came upon ski&d rural black, 
smiths who forged a variety of implements, including jembes. They too 
were often unable to obtain such essential materials as scrap iron, 
charcoal, and hand tools. At the same time the government was consid. 
ering a number of proposals to develop the manufacture of tools for use 
in agricultural production. All of these proposals overlooked the 
existing skills of the blacksmiths. 

At the request of the Tanzanian Small Industries Development 
Organization (SIDO) Miiller proposed an alternate program which 
would use the blacksmiths. His research and experience highlight some 
questions central to the future of .4T and, more important, small~scale 
farmers and craftsmen in Africa. They are already using the most 
feasible techniques, given their existing resources and access to 
markets. New workshops or b.ztter techniques will not necessarily 
improve their situation. Without much wider improvements in their 
economic environment and development programs, their numbers will 
continue to diminish. 

Rural Tanzania probably has over 10,000 traditional biacksmiths. Not only do 
they manufacture and repair a variety of far, implements, such as axes and ox- 
plows, they supply 10 to 20 percent of the country’s single most important 
agricultural implement, the “jembe”, or hoe. 

As part-time farmers, the blacksmiths know local soil conditions, crops, and 
farmers’ preferences. Therefore their jembes vary a great deal. The sires and 
weights are determined by whether they are used for digging or weeding. A 
different jembe exists for every crop and soil condition: some are heart-shaped, 
others in the fern? of a dish; the fcmner is for hard soil, the latter for soft. In con- 



Fig. 2. Examples of locallymade and large-scale manufactured jembes 

The mass-produced 
srraight-edged and 
round-eyed jembe 

The locally-made 
heart-shaped and 
pronged jembe 
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CIBSC, rhc hoes that are mars,producrd by large-scale industry in Tanzania cbmc 
only in one shape; smiths are frequently asked to modify them (fig. 2). 

Easr Africa had a tradition of blarksmithing long before the Arab and Euro- 
pean penetrations. During the colonial era, biarksmitiGng was often actively sup- 
pressed in order fo promote the use of imported goods, maximize the production 
of export crops, and prevent rhe manufacrure of guns. Blacksmiths survived bc- 
cause peasants needed their products for subsistence agriculture. However, as 
Mtiller writes, an axitude of secrecy and wariness remains as part of the colonial 
legacy: 

My survey of the smiths’ workshops wasn’t always easy. Let me give an 
example of the difficulties. During 1974 I had visited a relatively well-equipped 
workshop in a village. We spotted it by chance. Wanting to revisit it in 1976 
turned out to be a problem. 1 couldn’t remember exactly where it was located 
in the village. In fact I iyas first told that there was no blacksmith workshop 
there any more. “Try ar the next village” (30 km away) I was told. Af:er 1 kept 
insisting, 1 was finally taken to a workshop, which looked very shabby and 
had only a few tools. The blacksmith threw up his arms and complained how 
bad his business had becn for many years. But then we suddenly recognized 
each other, !augt cd, and off we went down the hill to his real workshop. This 
I :hen recognned, and it looked almost as neat and busy as it did two years 
before. He confided to me that he had always kept away from “government” 
as much as possible. 

Today blacksmiths still face numetous prchirms. Steel, xew or scrap, is diffi- 
cult to find. The Tanzanian gcvernmrnt has been aware of the value of scrap 
metal for some tine and most of it ends up in a scrapecycling furnace in Dar es 
Salaam. Charcoal for forging can be hard to obrzin; in some instances, a customer 
has ro provide the charcoal necessary to produce the object he warm. 

Smiths produce many of their own hammers. tongs of different sizes, bellows, 
and drills. The anvil is gencraliy a stone (fig. 3). Only occasionally have the wood 
and goarskin bellows been replaced by manually-operated mechanical ones. There 
has been lit& investment in the improved to& that one might regard as sign of 
technical change. “In several places the wish to buy a particular rool, for example 
hackwas or four-pound hammers, was expressed; the money for cash payment 
was even available. But nowhere in the region was it possible co buy such tools.” 

Fig. 3. Examples of the self,made tools of the blacksmiths 
A 
A 



Although smiths distribute their products through local marker places and 
nerwc;!;s of middlemen. they have litde access to cooperative stores. The black- 
smiths’ jembes BCC competitive in price with t!le centrally-produced hoes, and are 
of berre; quality. Howwer. mass-produced items arc idenrical and sold at fixed 
prices, rhua simplifying administrarion and bookkeeping. 

The blacksmiths’ technology has largely remained, like subsistence 
agriculture, at its pre-colonial level of development, Miller’s studies have shown 
their techniques r” be efficient; given their existing conditions of production they 
are already practicing appropriare technology. Their technical expertise could 
have been a fundamental parr of zny proposal f” promote rural production or 
repair faciliries for agricultural implements: 

The blacksmiths’ knowledge is entirely based “pan accumulated empirical 
experience, which has been ‘inherited’ from one generation of blacksmiths by 
rhe next. Tnis knowledge is part of the blacksmith’s senses and annof be sep 
arated from him. If you give a blacksmith a piece of scrap, he will first test if. 
He weighs ir a couple of times in each hand, heats it in rhe furnace and 
observes how long if takes to reach a certain colour. 

Finally, he bears it and looks at the sort of sparks it gives. listens and feels 
how the iron ‘responds’ and perhaps he will also smell the sparks. Meanwhile 
he mum&s, as if he is talking CO rhe steel. After resring it, he knows what sort 
of steel he is working with, furthrrmare, he even knows for which purpose 
this steel is best suited. He cannor converr his knowledge into the percentage 
of carbon conter.t. but he ‘knows’. 

In the past these smiths smelted their own iron; it is now completely uneconomic 
and smelting has virtually disappeared. 

Miiller found examples of the smiths’ ability CO innovate when provided with 
no more than access co an assured supply of scrap steel. For example, one group of 
village blacksmiths he visited had refined their technique S” that they could make 
“x-plows: 

We left the :“ad n-work and went about 20 km further along bump:’ cattle 
tracks co reach the place. The group had three master-smiths and six assist- 
ants. Their tools were essentially the same as rhe tools used by the other 
groups in the survey. But anvil and hearth were raised so that all u.xe 
standing while working, except for the airblower assistant who was half-way 
lying down, pedalling a bicycle placed upside-down connected f” the air 
blower. As it turned “UC we got part of the explanation for why the group had 
diversified into “x-equipment production: they had an almost unlimited 
supply of steel scrap from a nearby abandoned goldmine. 

It can be seen therefore that the immediate problem is nor a lack of 
rechnological expertise or potential carriers of improved terhnology, but of 
support services, infrastructure, and raw materials. 

lnfrastrucrurc is the network of services provided largeiy by the state without 
which a local economy stagnares. Ir includes roads, transportation. postal and 
banking services, energy supplies, and links between local Froducers, rural shops, 
and larger-scale industries. The existing infrastructure of Tanzania services the 
needs of large industries, stafe farms, and urban areas hu: not those of rural 
blacksmiths. Any improvements granted outlying areas are small in relation to 
those provided CO large-scale industry. For example, a bus route might smrc 
passing near small industries once a week delivering scrap metal; but at the same 



rime rhe large industries might have been provided with a railway link. a high- 
voltage crammission line, and z: sep;>rate wil:er supply. \Vhcn faced wirh this com- 
petition, the condiCons of production of small indusnie> and their chances of 
survival drtcrivraw Without improved services (nor necessarily a capital-intrnslvr 
undertaking) thrir outlook is grim. 

Miillrr adds another dimension to [be problems faced by craftsmen: a 
prevailing ideology hidden in development planning dismisses these craftsmen as 
“Iazy, crazy, and backward” and their products as unskillrd. Without changing 
these attitudes, there is little hupc that the blacksmiths will survive. let alone 
improve their presrnr conrriburio- to agricultural production. Miiller b&eves 
That if they disappear, subsistence agriculture will probably suffer. 

Tanzania is moving slowly toward more mechanized agriculrural production 
and World Bank studies indicate char a mix of hand and oxrn cultivation 
methods is the most feasible policy for the immediate future. The porenriai con- 
tribution of existing blacksmiths has been largely overlooked by development 
planners. M&r does not suggesr rhar their technology be preserved, as in a 
museum, or that it is rhe only way ro produce hoes, but that conditions be 
provided for ic co gradually develop morr diverse products and operarions such as 
tractor repair. Nor doer he recommend that rhe smiths he the only mex~ of 
producing farm implemcnrs. However, given their ciosr connection with existing 
farming methods. rhey form the best base for serving rural areas in rhe near future. 

In the mid-1970s a number of rural icdustrializarion proposals were pur 
forward by various inrernational and Tanzanian development agencies. 

the reports all contain narrowly defined analyses. Yet, practically all are 
trimmed with remarks about the “urgent need” for an “integrated approach.” 
Thx would have been all right if the various analyses supplemented each 
other and msde uv a vholr. But this is not the case Some of the 
explanation for this could be rhat they all, excepr (one) havt been made by a 
foreign aid agency, expressly four the purpose of designing some aid project. 
Invariably they all end up with a project design. Reading the reports, one gets 
an inkling of competition between (aid) donors, a competition which 
seemingly results in paralyzing the implementing authorities in the country. 

By and large the reports assumed that new village blacksmith workshops had 
co he established and ourside “experts” imported. That existing productive 
workshops were suffering from lack of raw materials and that new workshops 
would probably suffer the same difficulties were overlooked. 

It is instructive to look briefly a the approaches of these proposals, 
particularly since some have come from organizations which advocate AT. Listed 
according to Miiller’s classifications, they are: 

1. Start~from~scratch 
This stresses modem methods. It proposes the establishment of government- 
managed farm implement workshops (at approximately $500,000 US each). 
Workshops of this kind which have been ser up in Tanzania face distribution 
problems and under-utilized capaciry. Village blacksmiths are still ignored. 

At present there is no worthwhile vii&e or small-scale industry which 
can undertake manufacnxe of hand tools and manually-operated machin- 
ery in appreciable numbers. Due fo the conspicuous absence of the tradi- 
tional artisans and basic wcxkshop tools, with the existing skills and 
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xsources, only very limited qusnririrs of crude hand tools of pour qualily 
cm be manufactured. 

2. Overqboasting 
As in the previous approach, this assunes that :he blacksmiths are unimpor- 
mnc, prodwit;, axes and jrmbes that are “crude bllt improvable.” It is pro- 
posed that each of the approximarely 6,000 villages ir: Tanxwia reql?irr z new 
workshop, extensi.m servicer, and expert advice. If one prrcer.r of the Tanzan- 
ian budget for development wrs devoted annually IO this plx-~ it would rake 
about 100 years fo reach all I!Y villages. 

K”: r;: thus laced Grh a typical case of. an idea bGng spoiled by ex- 
panding it info near impossible financial and sdministrarive dimension<. 
The idea is conseqwntly easily abandoned. 

3. Thorwlgh-direct support 
Lack of skill and new product designs are sren as the immediaw problem. It 
therefore recommends investment in one large cluster of workshops. costing 
about $800,000 US, CC> provide raining and develop new products. 

4. Start,below.scratch 
This proposes chat rural ind~xrialization has co start “with virtually nothing, 
except men arid the things that they find around them.” There is no 
rrcognirion. of indigenous technology. Details are given on how CO make 
srnple ~01s and agricultural equipment in 225 pages of instruction wrirten in 
a foreign ianguage. This approach might be worthwhile in situarions where 
metal-working has never existed or has disappeared entirely. 

5. &art.before-the-ox 
This proposes the establishment of village technology demonstration centres. 
After learning prototype products from the demonstrations, people can 
return to their own villages to start their own workshops. 

Most of these proposals are highly dependem on outside advice and zssist- 
ace, aild nor economically feasible. There is little appreciation of the reasons why 
existing skills are not as productive or innovative 3s they could be. In the long run, 
some of these schemes might be worthwhile either after the existing blacksmiths 
have been consolidated or in areas where the local craftsmen have already 
disappeared. 

M&r spent several years helping design a program, called “Utundu,” to 
develop the indigenous blacksmith workshops. It approaches the problem of rxal 
industrialization. wrticuiarly the productim of farm implements, according to the 
following penpective: 

1. Some rural blacksmithing already exists and the blacksmiths. being in direct 
contact with the market, know best which items to produce. 
2. Small-scale production is fully exploited within the existing infrastructure (the 
blacksmiths are not “lazy, crazy and backward”). Production improvements are 
rat possible without a simultaneo~~s development of this infrastructure. 
3. Large-scale industry has to support small-scale industry; for example, by 
providing raw materials. This would require changes in national industrial 
strategies. 
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“Utundu” is the Swahili word for “stubborn”. used here in its positive sense: 
insisting, inventing, and crying again. The program is modest and realisric. The 
first period lasts five years and costs about $350.000. Ir is a consolidation phase, 
designed CO ccun~eract a furrher decline of the trade, and provides direct support 
CO 300 groups of blacksmiths, about one-third of the established blacksmirh 
population. During this time access to raw materials is esrablished. Only after the 
blacksmiths form groups and have assured support will they be ab!e CO progress to 
the mastery of new techniques and products, which makes up the second phase. 

The most obvious departure of Miiller’s proposal from previous ones is that 
no technical assistance, training, or new workshops are to be provided in rhe first 
phase. The program proceeds at the pace of the infrastrucrural support. He feels if 
would be a WISR of investment resources in the first phase to provide equipment, 
techniques, or new designs dependent on exwrnal advice or input nor readily 
available. 

The existing workshops would be roughly classified according to thr type of 
tools they use and what they produce (figs. 4, 5, 6). In the first phase the simplest 
workshops would be supported so they would continue CO make and repair their 
existing products, integrate their activities, and strengthen rhrir existing links with 
small farmers. Outside assistance would be catalytic, no, G method of controlling 
the craftsmen’s production pruers. 

Fig. 4. Examples of possible products of a type C workshop 

jiko (charcoal stove) 

0 

kisu (knife) 

m=-s-=LL.a& 

kihosho (bill-hook) 
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Fie. 5. Examples of possible products of a type A workshop 

Assembling of ox-plough. 
Making and repair of parts. 

Pedal operated air blower 

Fig. 6. Examples of tools proposed for type C workshops 
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‘Uith assistance from an international industrial development agency, :he 
program was initiated by SIDO in 1977.0 ver two years later Mullet assessed t,oth 
its status a.nd its prospects for the future; neither are particularly CL: nor 
optimistic. 

So far there has been no arrangement for the delivew of raw materials tc rbe 
smiths, The implementing authorities have requested feasibility stud& of a model 
blacksmith’s workshop to determine profitability even though the ..miths can 
determine this themselves. 

The program is straying from its original philosophy. The development 
agency has assigned an expert in industrial engineering to the program to “teach 
the blacksmiths how to use the (simple) tools delivered”: 

Mo:t technical extension sewice experts invariabiy end up behaving as in- 
stru~tor~, and in the hope of helping the pow ignorant people as much 3s 
possibie they often start ordering all sorts of tools and machines for the p:o- 
gramme. If this happens, we are moving into a start-from-scratchiover-boast- 
ing/thorough-direct, “l-tell-you-what-to-do” approach, which under no cir- 
cumstances benefits the blacksmiths nor in the last resort the peasants. 

If the experts are needed at AI they should be zoncentr~ing on getting steel to the 
blacksmiths and new markets for their products. 

Fig. 7. A master smith ad his assistant 
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In the future thrre will be increasing competition brtweert the rural smiths 
and larger-scale government hoe factories, with accu~npanying competition for 
scrap med. It is not certain that the rural infrastructural support will be forth- 
coming; larger factories and agricuitural estaws still ga priority. Also. there is little 
coordination ot cooperation between the gwernment agencies in charge of large 
and small.sc& industrial policies, particularly when large industries arr requested 
CC, supply emi.finished steel to the blacksmiths. 

Despite the fact that rhe blacksmiths are already Angus ,~ing an agricultural 
need, and could be a basis for rural industrialization, ,.I+ future is bleak. 
Economic forces have replaced the direct suppression of r:x colonial era. Miiller 
argues that although the Utundu program is econwnically and technically 
practicablr ir is not socially or politically feasible. He also, finds that programs such 
as Utundu are simply not compatible with the present ~rganizatian of production 
in Tanat& and it is impossible for development agenies to execue programs not 
based on the conventional approach of bringing in heign experts. 

Mullet attempts to shatter the belief that one can actually choose and 
implement a so-&led appropriate technology when under existing conditions 
local producers are already using the most feasible technology. In the immediate 
futur as well, they will not r.ecd better techniques. 

lnanr initiatives in AT focus solely on new techniques without questioning 
the existing conditions of production that hinder the evolution of <existing 
techniques. The Utundu program addresses this and reveals some contradictions 
in implementing rural techndogy, given existing development practice in 
TZt!l2n:& 



Designing With Users: 
Developing the Lorena Stove, 
Guatemala 
Donald Whamn’ 
The Lorena cookstove is one appropriate technology that is gaining ac- 
crptance in rural households in Central America. Most 4 the printed 
information on the stove is of the “howPto.build-it” :;ariety. This is net- 
essary, but often insufficient for people introducing woodstove projects 
elsewhere. The particular materials or the local craftsmanship used is 
not always available. What is more important than the technique itself 
is the design and diffusion process described in this case study. This 
process is more universally applicable than blueprints showing how to 
constntct better stoves. 

The mud cookstove was originally developed by the personnel of the Choqui 
Experimenral Station, a small independent organization dedicated to promoting 
culturally appropriate technologies in the rural highlands of Guatemala. 

An open fire surrounded by three rocks as pot supports ha& been the cooking 
method for generations of peasant families. In the morning the coontryside is a 
landscape of houses serenely wreathed in smoke, but inside the houses smoke is a 
constant harassment and a danger to health. The incidence of respiratory disease 
and eye problems is higX among women. 

In rural Guatema!a, as in very many other countries, the primary source of 
cooking fuel is an ever-decreasing supply of firewood. Over 70 percent of this 
country’s six million cubic meters of annual wood harvest is cut specifically for 
cooking purposes. The demand for wood in a region with the densest population 
in Central America has led to serious soil erosion of the loose volcanic soil. 
Erosion. however, is not considered the primary problem by the people who are 
more concerned with the high cost of wood. The average rural family in 1978 
spent approximately one-quarter of its yearly tncome on the purchase and ttans- 
potcation of firewood. 

‘Fomleriy at rhe choq”i Enperimenral S&O”, Q”eialtenango, Guarema!a; “OW a conruking 
engineer in Calgary. Canada. 

Supplemenied wirh information p,vided by rhe Apro~ccho Initiure and Lai;r,acobi. Draaings 
.lre by Michael Bautctte. 
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The i’evelopment of the Lorena stow (a contraction of the Spanish words for 
mud and sand) responded to this energy crisis by providing a more efficient 
alternative to the traditional method. Other options included expensive cemenc 
smves, topped with cast-iron plates, which con.wme more wood than an open fire, 
or ,berosene burners. 

In 1976 women complained to rhe Station about the increasing expense and 
smoke of the open fire cooking methods. Several members of the Station 
undertook a six-month project to build and test prototype stoves on a research 
budget of only $1,000. Design constraints were iargely self-imposed by the feam: 
cookrroves should .x more fuel efficient, smokeless, very inexpensive, and built 
from local materials with local technology. A stove of mud was chosen beca,lse it 
fitted well into a culture using sophisticated adobe technology, and the designers 
were aware of similar mud stoves in both India and West Africa. 

The design program followed a plan used with some success by the Station on 
prior projects. First, a number of experimental models were constructed according 
to the design constraints. Then the stoves were shown to the large number of 
visitors for commerxs on construcrion and use. The stoves were then refined on 
the basis of these comments, and several of the better models were selected for 
field trials. For example, the first design was a low floor model which local women 
were invired ro try. They were polite, but uninterested. After several changes they 
finally provided some definite feedback. One woman demanded to know why they 
were trying to make a stove on the floor. “iVe women are no fools,” she stated. 
“We know char a stove is higher than that.” So the next models were made 
between 75 and 90 cm in height, and the women showed more interest on the 
next “LSLf. 

The evolution of the design was characterized by field experimentation rather 
than a strictly scientific approach of measuring such factors as temperatures and 
heat loss, which would have required more instrumentation and time than was 
available co the designers. (Also, there is still some controversy on methods of tesr- 
ing woodstove efficiencies,) The versatility of the mud/sand mixrae allowed the 
designers to excavate the fire box and par holes out of a block of this material 
instead of building up a sfrucfure around frames or forms (fig. 1). Therefore, new 
models and design changes could be made quickly during the development stage 
and tested against each other. Experimentation with firebox shapes, flue siring, 
and burning efficiency was done while cooking with the stove. Improvements 
which reduced the cooking time for a pot of beans, for example, or which used less 
firewood to boil a litre of water, were adopted. Flue sizes were determined not only 
by how well and how long the fire would burn, but also by what sizes of chimneys 
were available from local suppliers. 

There is no exact formula for the “correct” proportions of sand and clay in the 
Lorena mixture. Constructing stoves from such materials requires considerable 
practice and local experimentation co obtain a mixture which will not crack. 
Additives to strengthen the material such as cow dung, a mud binder used 
worldwide, and rice husks have been successful elsewhere. 

The stove itself consists of a block of clay and sand mired together with water 
which is supported by adobes, blocks, or any other locally available solid base 
(fig. 2). The tcols Tequired to build a stove are a hoe or shovel, a large knife, and a 
spoon for excavation. The scow design is basically a firebox with internal tunnels 
to the ~,ot holes on the top of the stove and the chimney. The por holes are 
formed by carefuliy fitting various sized pots into the body of the stove. The 
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Fig. 1. A Simplified Look at Lorena Stove Building 

l3FxK,sTo~, 
4 

-crc. POTHOLES. 

WRENA. 

EXF 
EUlX,‘cTT 
SDw&~b&. 

t!oOLES 

Fig. 2. A basic Lorena 
cookstove. 

perfect fit ensures that little heat or smoke will escape. Heat is controlled by means 
of vertical sliding dampers of &et metal (fig. 3j. 

Since the fire is enclosed in a massive brick-like structure and the induced 
draft can be control!ed, more heat goes directly CC the pots. Moreover. slow. 
burning fuels such as sawdust and other wastes can be substituted for wood once a 
wood fire is started. 
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Fig. 3. Stove Details 
Side view of pothole 
showing tight fit of 
pot. Shape of the bcxom 
of the tunnel forces hot 

Efficiency tests were conducted in local households on a iChour basis over a 
one-month period by a Station member who lived with families during the testing. 
Three local women who had bee” using the Lorena stove for a monrh were asked 
to return to using the three-rock fire for two weeks. By estimating al comparing 
the true volume of wood used during this period with a subsequent two-week 
period using the Latena stove, and bearing in mind that the efficiency of any low- 
cost wood stove is largely dependent on the skill of the user, it was calculated that 
wood consumption with the Lorena decreased by about 35 percent compared to 
the three-rock fireplace. Other tests using similar methods (though not on a 
24.hour basis) at the Station indicated savings of up to 50 percent. 

To a technician in a well-equipped research centte these testing methods may 
not have much scientific validity. Such factors as the varying moisture OT energy 
conten; of woods and the actual efficiency of the stove (percentage of available 
wood energy converted to cooking energy and space heating) are not accounted 
for. However, theoretical results ate ftequently unobtainable when the stoves ate 
used in low.income households and the results of the Station’s tests indicate 
significant monetary savings to Imal people - one of the criteria of any “CW 
technology. 

Local families saw the stove as the answer to a recognized problem and adopted 
it quickly. It was built from familiar materials, easi!y maintained, and, perhaps 
most important, was easily understood. The low cost of the stove played a large 
part in its rapid acceptance. Station members origirlally calculated that the cost of 

gases against the bottom 
of the ,YX while spreading 
the heat out across the 
bottom. 

Top view of pothole 
which shows that decreasing 
the angle between the 
inlet and outlet to the 
pothole creates a 
vortex which keeps the 
heat under the pot 
lO”get. 

Front view of the 
fir&ox illustrating 
the simple sheetmetal 
damper controlled 
by a nail placed 
in a hole in the damper 
itself. 
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a stove was approximately $4 if the clay and sand were free and families built their 
own stoves. In many locations, however, suitable aand or clay was not locally 
available. A more actuate average cost of materials. considering transportation, 
may be $10. 

About two to three days of labour are required to build and finish a stove. 
Same maintenance is also required to fill cracks which may occur and to replace 
the chimney about every three to four years. The life span of the Lorena mudsrove 
is not yet knavn. The best models have been operating continuously for three 
years without signs of breakdoun. 

Stove users perceived different benrfits. Many considered the savings in 
firewood to be the principal benefit. The amount of money spent on wood has 
been reduced by about $4 to $5 per month, a large portion of the local monthly 
income. Other benefits were generally secondary to the wood savings, and 
included the following: 

1. Ease of cooking. Many people stated that the fire required much less attention 
than an open fire; for instance the fire would not go out easily and required 
little fanning. The raised Lorrna stove also allowed the cook to get off her 
knees, handle the pots without risking burns from the flames, and place the 
pots without worrying about them falling over. 

2. Decreased smoke. Smoke was greatly reduced or eliminated completely in ai! 
CaS*S. Women often commented that they enjoyed cooking more without a 
constant haze of smoke and tears. 

3. Hygiene. The raised platform kept dirt and animals from getting into the food. 
4. Safety. Because the pots are almost cornpIer+ enclosed by the stove body, 

there is little danger of small chdd ren spilling boiling food on themx!ves. 
Many people considered this a very important feature. 

5. Cost. The low cost of building the stove made people feel co&dent about 
constructing them. 

A more general benefit was the emergence of local artisans who became profi- 
cient at stove construction and created small enterprises in a number of villages. 
Even among the rural poor, people were frequently prepared to hire a stove 
builder for about $15 who, in run, would provide all the materials and bwld the 
stove. In some cases, these entrepreneurs gave courses in the villages on stove con- 
struction techniques. The introduction of the stoves also provided an opportunity 
for government health workers to discuss home hygiene, nutrition, and health 
care. 

One unforeseen disadvantage came to light as more stoves were built. A 
number of users disliked the stoves which did not heat the house as much as the 
traditior,al open fire ~ .m important consideration in the temperate highlands 
where the night temperature frequently drops below freezing. Some resolved this 
problem by building separate open firss for warmth on cold nights. Other users 
said thar the Lorena stove did indeed heat the hourc as well as an open flame. In 
any event, though most people missed the sight of the fire and its direct heat, the 
majority felt that this drawback was more than compensated by the savings in 
firewood and the reduction in monthly expenses. 

Despite pressure from various national and international groups to launch an 
intensive promotion of the stove, the Experimental Station allowed the idea to 
spread on its own, without being forced. This is not to say that the stoves were not 
publicized. Efforts were made to build demonstration stoves in different commu- 
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nit&, make instructional literature widely available, show the SIOYCS at fairs snd 
public places, and conduct worksho,x on scow construction. Usually members of 
a community learned of thestoves bq word-of-mouth. Oncesufficient interest had 
been generated in the community. B course was arranged. The Station often pro- 
vided trained promoters or helped the group concacf a person in the area who was 
proficient in sfove construction and could give fwo- or three-day courses in the 
villages. 

This slow. gentle method of introducing the stove was necessary due to the 
limited resources of rhe Station. and beneficial because it allowed individuai c- v 
munities and ardsans ro adopt a technology, absorb it at their own pace. and 
adapt it to local needs and preferences. This served to create a strong feeling of 
participation in the project among the trainees rather than mere passive accep- 
fZA”‘.Z. 

Certainly some mistakes have been made. The greatesr deficiency has been 
the lack of follow-up by the Station or other trained stove-builders in the 
communities where sroves had been built or courses given. As with many new 
ideas introduced into traditional cultures, if the initial technology was poorly built 
or unused, the sentiment of an entire village could be negatively affered. In one 
case the stove was rejected because the rype of clay was incorrect, and small 
particles of mud were gerring into the rortillas. The initial emphasis was on 
construction. often the role of the man of the family. Unfortunately, in ~omt: cases 
the husband was excited about the stove but the wife was still unsure. The result. 
of cuwse, was that there were some well-made stoves which were never used and 
eventually fell into disrepair. To avoid this, more women are now involved in the 
program. 

The oi;erall popularity of the stove has proven the Station’s belief that if the 
stoves are truly appropriate to the needs of the rural pecp!e, then the project will 
carry on on its own without continued financial or technical supporr. i&r three 
years this goal is now in sight, and the Station is slowly withdrawing fr,om 
promotion of ihe stove and is moving on +o other progmms in appropriate 
technology. 

Further Reading: 

Some Performance Tests on Open Fires and the Family Cooker. A report 
from the Woodburning Stove Group; Departments of Applied Physics and 
Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Eindhoven and Division of 
Technology for Society, TNO, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands. June, 1980. 

Ianto Evans, The Lorena Owner,Built Stove. Volunteers in Asia, Box 4543, 
Stanford. California, 94305, USA. 1979. Detailed instructions on consfruc.- 
don. 

S. P. Raju, Smokeless Kxchens for the Millions. The Christian Literature 
Society, Post Box 501. Park Town, Madras, India, 1953. An earlier booklet on, 
how m construct similar stoves in India. 

Contact: The AF.ovecho Institute 
359 Polk Street, 
Eugene, Oregon 
USA 97402 
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Two Professionals: 
Complementary Skills 
and Cast Iron Stoves, 
Afghalmistan 
Claus Chrixenren 

One case study in the first Handbook on AT described three years of 
work to improve the traditional technology of an iron foundry in Herat. 
Afghanistan, which produced plowshares. Local foundrymen, in con* 
junction with a group of Danish engineers, designed a cupola furnace 
which was more efficient and produced grey cast iron - a more versa- 
tile and better quality casting material than the white cast iron obtained 
previousiy. With the new technique the foundry could produce a wider 
range of better quality products at a lower cost. 

The new furnace is made from three oil drums lined with refrac:ory 
clay (fig. l), and uses a gasoline-powered centrifugal blower. It is 
charged from the top with coke, limestone, and scrap iron. It can 
operate at temperatures up to 135O”C, for about four hours, and can 
hold I to 1.5 tons of mo!ten iron. The furnace was recently modified for 
easier maintenance of tke refractory lining. 

The design criteria heavily emphasized the basic concepts of AT: 
reasonable costs and close collaboration between the users and the 
outside advisors - in other words, it was feasible. With the help of a 
prototype furnace h&t in Denmark tke outside advisors acquired a 
practical expertise comparable to that of the Afghans and could 
therefore appreciate the remarkable level of skill required to use this 
process. A prototype of a large six-man manual bellows made in 
Denmark proved impractical. 

This case study is an example of secsitive technical advice given in 
the context of the user’s reality, not that of the outside advisor. The 
original case study was terminated only after initial technical problems 
had been solved and a new furnxe constructed. 

Now, after another five years of operation, some pertinent ques, 
tions may be answered: Did the design really prove itself in practice! 
Did the foundry fulfill its potential to produce new products? Was the 

x.4 co”s”ki”g engineer, “irum. Denmark. 
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Fig. 1. 
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improved technology adopted by other fwndries in Afghanistan or 
elsewhere? 

The results in Herat have been impressive. The Noor foundry now 
produces a variety of coal stoves, pressure cookers, pots and pans. spare 
parts for local industry, an& most of its own capital equipment. Claus 
Christensen, the original “rapporteur,” has continued to provide 
informal technical assistance to Mr. Nureddin, the foundry oiyner, and 
his sons. His description follows. 

1 visid rhc foundry again over three years later in late 1977. I was amazed co see 
that all the equipmenr was in working order. The cupola looked well used; more 
recently a new cupola of similar design has been put into use. Cast iron is still 
poured from a ladle into moulds set in the ground (figs. 2, 3). Alrbough many of 
rhe machines and tools had occasionally broken down, all had been repaired 
because thry were useful and because they could be repaired locally. Nureddin had 
invested a lot in raw materials, patterns, and new products. 

The new furnace is fueled with ccke. The traditional fuel, charcoal, will nor 
produce high enough remperarures. Nureddin now has a coke oven made from 
locally-available brick (fig. 4). He does not produce high quality ake: the !ocal 
coal is not exirely suitable for this purpose, nor are good refractory bricks 
available for making ovens; bu: thr coke he does produce is af sufficient quality. 

Visually and technically, the sfwes produced by tlir foilndry are most 
impressive (fig. 5). Nureddin was producing fax ,fiffercnt types for space heating, 
wafer heaxing and cooking -. and made about 330 sfcwes since 1974. These stoves 
can use local coal which is much cheaper than wood. Deforestation is almost com- 
plete in rhr region. Stoves made of mild steel sheeting, sometimes lined with clay, 
are also available but they deteriorate rapidly w en fired with coal. On the other h 
hand, they cost about one-third of the price of the cast iron stoves. 

ail. 3: Pouring iron into moulds 
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of SII:OW 
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The first stove design was done mainly by me during my last stay with them in 
1974, but it was based directly cm a pattern which his sons had made. Their idea 
was based on a scrap piece of an old, stove, probably Russian. Their design, 
however, suffered from two major faults: it was :oo large to make moulds for it 
with the weak local moulding sand, and assemQ]y of the srwe would have been 
difficult. We improved the design and introduced a new casting technique, using 
patrerns made by a carpenter employed at the foundry. From there, Nureddin has 
been able to develop and produce three other kinds of stoves, one of which is 
round. 





Fig. 6: Nureddin with d”rni”“rn p”tr and pressure coders 

Fig. 7: New casting technique 
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the old furnace he can casf plows, and only plows, from otherwise useless marerial. 
In one melt with the old furnace he can produce 500 to 1000 plows. He produces 
about 3000 plows annually. 

The cooking pot shouw in your first handbook was made by me in Denmark. 
Although Nureddin has tried many times, he has -xver been successful with this 
very thin iron casting. It is more or less a joke between him and me chat he tries, 
because he does nor believe anybody would like the Danish design. The pattern 
was donated by a Danish pat foundry. To produce aluminum pots he USE mainly 
aiumirum pwons from scrap engine blocks which he melts in a crucible. For the 
pressure cookers 1 developed a polishing method in Denmark and taught it co 
Nureddin by correspondence wirh success. He also makes rough castings of spare 
parts for a local cotton factory, which the factory then machines to size in its own 
workshop. 

The traditional technique for making moulds for plowshares was highly 
developed but ir could not be improved without introducing real maulding 
machines, nor is the technique easily adapted for manufacturing other products. 
Moulds for pots or mormrs were made individuallv on a rotating tilrnrable, a slow 
technique not suitable for mass production. 

To make new products such as saves required a new casting technique (fig. 7). 
We introduced mouldboxes, or iron flasks, which ia~l be made at the foundry, co 
cast the relatively large and flar stove components. To make the sand mould for 
one component, a flask is ser on a wooden p.attern plate forming one face of the 
component and sand is packed on top. After turning, rhe pattern CPI) be lifted off 
without breakage of the sand; this flask is then mated with another flask 
containing the lnould of the other face (fig. 8). Wooden patterns are made in the 
carpentry shop. Circular patterns such as those for srove cooking rings are made 
on a pedal-powered lathe and sand&p, machine (fig. 9). 

Whiie Nu:rddiE’r foundry has soccessfti!ly adnpccd rxw techniques, his 
competirors have nor Pdopred either the trupola foundry or the flask moulding 
technique. One other foundry is using a ,gasaline-powered blower, made by the 
same blacksmith who made Nureddin’s (fig. 10). A few people who used to operate 
the hand-powered bellows we? pur out of work but only temporarily. At that 
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Development. Workshop: 
A Local Catalyst, Iran 
Julia Williammn’ 

For the last seven years the Development Workshop, a group of 
architects, town planners, and researchers, has been concerned with 
shelter and settlemect needs in Asia, Africa and the Middle East. 
Working with local zuiiders, they he!p improve local materials and 
methods for setting up> small~scale building industries such as lime and 
brick kilns, and implementing building and planning projects. 

The efforts of the Workshop are guided by the following general 
perceptions: 

1. indigenous housing systems are being neglected, if not activeiy 
undermined. Since traditional systems nre outside the international 
market economy, they cannot compete with the large construction 
firms which create a market by discouraging self-reliance. 
2. Local people have the best understanding of their own areas, even 
though they may have difficulty articulating this. 
3. Where locally available answers to a particular problem are unclear 
because of changing conditions, one should look at sohniona arrived at 
in similar socio.economic and environmental conditions. 

The experiences of the Workshop in Pran, described here, 
demonstrate its catalytic methods of encouraging self~reliancc. 

In Iran, over the last few decades, a disproportionate amount of invesrmenr 
went info urban rarher than rural areas. One result of this was a vat discrepancy 
between regions in available education, medical care, employment, services, food, 
and energy suppliers. With the migration of workers to cities, the passage of 
legislation allowing only registered conttactors (usually urban based) to construct 
public building projects, and a hew.;-handed government policy uf capitrl 
intensive development, indigenous rwthods of building were disrupted. Local 
materiais such as mud brick, an excelient insulator against extremes of heat and 
cold, were ignored in favour of expensive conctete ard steel generally imported to 
Iran. In the north, metal sheeting replaced roofing tiles, creating unemployment at 
the kilns. Throughout han, the traditional narrow streets which protected 
inhabitants from sun and wind were ripped open by windswept boulevards which 
offered no shelter from the elements. 

1 A member ofrhe Deveiapmenr Workshop. Drawings ace by Alhl Cain. 
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Fig. 1. Village builder’s drawing of his house 

In 1074, the Development \Vorkshop was invited to participate in the large 
S&&h Integrated Development Project in the mountainous western province of 
Luristan. The majority of the province’s inhabitants, the Lurs, had a short history 
of permanent settlement and their agriculrure, building, and settlement planning 
were not highly developed. While their nomadic tents were skillfully designed, 
their permanent housing ~was of extremely poor quality. The ambitious project 
sought to improve public health. literacy, agriculture, roads, water supply, 
building, and planning, with Development W ,;kshop involved in the latter two. 

Development Workshop researched lccal techniques, as;essed the potential 
for development, and decided what could b e d one at region-J and village levels. 
The Workshop decided that the following should be estabiished to develop self- 
reliance and keep capital within the region: 

1. A building ream to do contracting on a cooperative basis with local labaur. 
2. Small industries such as kiln manufacture for making bricks and lime. 
3. A bui!ding team to handle community projects such as schools and clinics. 

Training was directed to that group of men who, in the relatively short period 
of permanent settlement, assumed the task of building for other villagers. 

These men were generally from a landless class of the area. In a society where 
land is the prime investment and the only security, these people represented one 
of the poorest economic classes of the community and had little technical speciali- 
zat:on. Despite their lack of skills, however. they were able to ident& the 
p&ems 2nd :CSOUICCS of the area, and the appropriateness of sugg-sted solu- 
tions. 



Fig. 2. Villaee Bathhouse: Drawing technique adapted from 

P 

Training was assisted by traditional masrer builders from central Iran, where 
vault 2nd dame building is among the ma:,c technically sophisticated in the world. 
Kiln-fired and sun-dried mud bricks were their basic material. 

Development Workshop acted as a catalyst between the two groups. In the 
winter of 197i when rhe projxt area was snowed in, they organized a training 
workshop in the desert city of Yard. This city maintains an active tradition of 
building which srill responds CO today’s needs. As well, Yazdi maser builderr had 
been en&wed in Luristan in public building projects 30 a preceden: for a “tech- 



Fig. 6. 
Interior of Village Bathhoure 

nology transfer” txd already hem set. Discussions took plaw indoors in :I make- 
shift classroom, while an nurdoor yard was used for raring and practising. 

In the chilly mornings the buildus sat in discu;sion around rhc classroon~ 
stovr. The workshop lrader made an effort to dra:v out e\cr, the most rcriccnr 
parnclpants. 

In rhc afcrnwon diffcrcnr designs for such things as arches and foundarions 
were rakcn out to rhu yard. construcre.i, rrsted. and compared. In rhis way, the 
builders trsred a variety of techniques rhat they could adapt indri:cndently in 
rhrir own work and cominue cc improvr upon. The rwnings were devorrd CO 
literacy classes which incorporatrd rhr building rrrminology cncounrerrd in thr 
daytime techxical sessions. 

Earlv in rhc insrr~rion a gross-cultural problem cmergcd: how could rhe 
\?llagcrs, master builders, and Dcvrlopmcnt W/orkshop lnrmhcrs cmnmunicafc. 
ideas? Each had differcnr merhods of designing buildings. Thr village builders did 
IIOC USC drawings. The master huildcrs only USCI graphics to siww rhe intri~atc 
parrcrns of their tile and brickwork, hut nor rhe form of tbc building. 
Developmrnt Workshop used modern drafring plans, sections, and elevations. 
Somr standard practice was nredcd, particularly if the local builders were ever co 
comprtc for commercial contrasts. Modern rechniqucs had ro he adaprcd co local 
drawing skills and perceptions. 



The village builders were aswd to draw their houses and all produced the 
same sac of dxawing (fig. I), a combination of a building plan and clrvations of 
doors, windows and trees, as if rhcsc wrre folded Oar. ‘Thrrc i> nuch cnore 
emphasis on the m~jn door, thr courtyard spacr and mcs than on the physical 
StT”Cc”re. One can view this drawing from any direction; rhere is no top or 
borrom. This drawing rrchniquc reflects rhc way in which buildings are dcsigncd 
in the projccr area: CUS~O~U and builder walk around a building sic?, roughly 
sketching rhe form on the ground. Construction details wrre not drawn, they 
come our of :he builder’s head. Likewise, chr mainees couid sit around a sketch 
and discuss it, unlike rhe modern draftman’s drawing which can hr read from one 
side only. 



Development Workshop combined the local approach with more formal 
drawing techniques (fig. 2) for a village bathhouse later built by the workshop 
participants. Four sectional views are folded out frcm the plan drawing in rhc 
centre; like traditional drawings. it can be viewed from any side. The concept of 
sectional views was explained by cutting sections in cardboard models. 

Other simple and affordable techniques were introduced. Though Luristan is 
a region with frequent major earthquakes, few people built hauscs resistant to 
them. The possibility of strengthening rradirional vault construction with wooden 
ring and tie beams was rested and lacer incorporated into construction projects in 
the villages (fig. 3). An ordinary soft-drink bottle was found useful for testing soils: 
local soils and water were mixed in it. When the components settled, the propor- 
tions of sand, clay, and silt could h e e ermined and the soil’s hearing strength d t 
estimated to determine if more sand or clay needed co hc added for a particular 
application. Buoyed by a new-found spirit of inquiry, the trainees exprrimrnted 
wirh adding stabilizers such as lime, bitumen, or crmem to mud-wall coarings to 
improve their wearher resistance. 

The three-month workshop completed, the builders went on to on-the-job 
training in comr.unity projects (figs. 4.5,6!. Armed with new technical solurions 
and a training technique all within the abilities of the builders, the following 
wincer they conducted their own workshop an their own initiative. They rook on 
more apprentices. roughly followed the previous curriculum, and doubled the size 
of their ream ro about 30. 

Contact: The Development Workshop 
15 Strathmore P.d. 
St. Catharines, Ontario 
Canada L2T 2C4 



Social Structure and Solid Waste: 
An. Adventure in Problem Analysis 
Tom D’Avanro’ 

Trash can be valuable - literally, as a source of livelihoods and, figuraP 
tively, as a sowcc of insight into defining development problems. 

Solid waste disposal in most of the swelling cities of the Less- 
developed countries is poorly served by public facilities: dumptrucks, 
trash compactors, and other modern means are lacking. The result is an 
impulse to intervene with bureaucracy and technology. 

An analysis of solid waste disposal in Cairo started with conven* 
tional assumptions. But an anthropologist and an operations research 
specialist combined their talents to look at the social and economic 
aspects of the city’3 waste processing system. The aim was to avoid a 
conveational technological/bureaucratic “fix” for a problem that could 
better be defined in other terms. 

An ana!yjis oi Caids m!id Waste n.-nageme... ..C-Y_I -* --.A. i!lustrsces sn obvioi?s and 
often ignored facr: Defining a problem sets the confar for its solution. Socially- 
oriented analysis may complicate a problem, introducing factors that resist tech- 
nological manipulation. Rut the results may he worth the trouble. 

The solid wares of a big city must he disposed of - buried, burned or reused. 
Reuse requires a production sysrem and a market for the products. Waste manage- 
ment in Cairo is based on materials reuse, Cairo has no elaborate waste disposal 
system. In poor areas of the city, residents and goats dispose of what trash there is. 
In middle and upper income .xeas, which produce potentially valuable trash, sca- 
venging has hcen developed into a large, elaborate system. Ir is motivated by self- 
interest, rooted in powerful social structures, and is impressively effective in keep- 
ing important parts of the city clean. 

The traditional Cairo system depends on wo groups: Muslim Wahiya and 
Coptic Chzistian Zabaline. The Wahiya act as brokers. They purchase wasfe col, 
lection rights from building owners, paying commissions that vary with the size of 
a building and the value of irs wzsfe. The Wahiya brokers collect fees from the resi- 
dents. They also rent to the Zabalinr the actual right fo pick up the trash. 

1 Reprinted wirh permission from “Pasitnm Design Notes” No. Ii, i’W. Ondiana Lhivcrsit”. 
Bloominpron, Indiana. USA. 47405) This i5 a iummary oi a” analysis oirhc Cairo solid wxm dirpoial 
sysrem by &ngi,ey hyrer and shcrifb,. ~,.~akim, “~~~ro,,iiaw Technology and Publir Palicy: The 
“rhan Waste Managemenr syxen in Cairu,” The Geogniphicol Reuiru. 69:1 fJa”“ars ,979). 
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The Zabalinc Christians are socially-marginal people in a Muslim counrry. 
About 40,000 Z&line families liar in I I shantytown sxrllites of Cairo. They 
deri\,e their inwme from collecting snd sorting waste imo markctahle compo- 
menu, and by breeding and selling pigs (pigs arc not unclean to Christiansj. 

Nothing is wasted. About 2,000 tons of paper are recycled every month. Cot- 
con and wool rags are reprocessed for upholstery and hla;lkcts. Tm is pressed and 
soldered into vessels, rays. and spare pars for machinery. Glass and plastic are 
reused. Organic matter is fed CO pigs or used fur composr. Bows arc used to make 
glue, painrs, and high-grade carbon for sugar refining. Hundreds of workshops 
and factories within rhc city depend on the Zahaline for raw marcrials. 

In rerms of sanitation, the Cairo system is efficienr. Solid waste is collected 
and reused. The Christian Zahalinc also sell about ren tons of pork carb day. The 
Zabalinc make money out of trash. Some retire in financial security. 

But the system is nor wirhuut its costs, These include a high infant mortality 
rntr - usrimarcd ai 60 perccnr ~ among the Zabalin:s whu live amid wasws in 
the desolate fringes of the city, and are often uprooted as Cairo’s horders expand 
Health cenrres, schools, water, elcctriciry, and other municipal sewices do not 
cx,st. 

The Governorare of Cairu has considered importing incincrarors, waste 
collection vehicles, and other sophisricatrd waste disposal rechnologies. These 
could satisfy immediate waste-disposal nerds. At Iwst one development agency 
has considered the Cairo trash situation as XI opporrunity for a technology-bawd 
waste-disposal projecr. Trucks with trash-compactors would collect so!id waste. 
But the Zabzline and Wahiya would he d;F;rivrd of income, and Cairo would lose 
a source of raw materials. 

The Zabalinr’s high infant mortality rate poses a problem of public health. 
Social services, porablc warer, and other public facilities might resolve it - at a 
car, How would such imervemions affect the waste collection system! What 
aspects of the system are most sensitive to intervention! In short, how does the 
system work and what facrors muf he considcrcd when trying to improve it? 
What, in the final analysis, is the problem? 

In modern Western urban srttings, waste disposal problems are chiefly econo- 
micirechnolagical and environmental. The high cost of labor impels capital substi- 
tmion. (The high cosn of public labor have in some places stimulated the use of 
ccmtracnxs for waste collection znd disposal.) Sheer volumes of trash plus the 
high costs of recycling creaw problems of where to put it. And trash has become 
rhe subject af elaborate specialized technology, a high-capital technology of mate- 
rials handling, compaction, and disposal. 

To transfer such technology to Cairo and other cities of the developing world 
is fairly simple - and not unlikely, if trash technologists (solid waste management 
system specialists) are invited co define the problem. 

But the appropriateness of a technology is never just a technological question. 
A technological fix could he costly and inefficient in social, organizational, and 
economic terms. Here. as in BIIV effort to define a systcrn design problem, the crux 
of the mater is nor to rely on technological intuition or CO copy an arrar.gement 
that works somewhere else. It is instead to ask and answer certain essential 
problem-defining questions. 

1. What is currently going on? How does it work? What are its apparent costs and 
effects! (What. in other wards, is the initial system!) 



2. \Vhar is good and what ic 5ad about this sysrcm! (What \,alues will lx servrd 
and hurt by c:hanging or re~-racing ir!) 
3. Then, and only then, what mighr bc dono and how! 

Somewhar fortuitously there was a multidisciplinary examination of rhcse 
rhrec quesrions in the car of solid waste disposal in Cairo. The analysis looked RT 
social and economic faacrors as well as the narrwvrr topic uf technology. h 
discovered a waste collrction system that is labor intensive; thal does not have co 
bc ordered, managed, and capiralired by rhc public x~tor; chat recycles materials 
rff~ciently; and char incurs grievous health costs. 

The Cairo analysis established the basis for an intclligenr dcfinirion of sonw 
significanr problems. It illustrates an importam poinr: Many dewiapmcnt proh- 
irms can be defined in alwrnzciw ways. The cffrcriwncss of a drfinition will he 
dercrmincd by the kind of analys.; that is made. Too often such analysis is con- 
strained by prcconceivcd soIutic,ns. Th’ is i ist o .i ff us if not il mudcl. then at least an 
argumenr for using mow rhan rechnulogical intuition in drfining certain kinds oi 
developmental problems. 



Who’s Listening? 

A description from One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest of the insensitive 
weight of bureaucracy coming to bear on a remote community is more 
eloquent than nonefictional accounts. Here the government is going to 
install a large hydroelectricity dam;’ the case study following describes 
the installation by the Canadian government of a sewage disposal plant. 

The first man stops and looks the village over. He’s short and round and wearmg 
a white Stetson hat. He shakes his head at rhe rickety clutter of fishracks and 
secondhand cars and chicken coops and motorcycles and dogs. 

“Have you ever in all ywr horn days seen the like? Have you now? I swear fo 
heaven, have you evei!” 

He pulls offthe bar and pats his red rubber ball of a head with a handkerchief, 
careful, like he’s afraid of getting one or the other mussed up - the handkerchief 
or the dab of damp stringy hair. 

“Can yoc imagine people wanting to live this way? Tell me, John, ran you?” 
He talks !oud on accounr of nor being used ro the roar of the falls. 

John’s next :o him, got a thick gray mustache lifted tight up under his nose to 
stop out rhe smell of the salmon I’m working on. He’s sweated dawn his neck and 
cheeks, and he’s sweated clean our through the back of his blue suit. He’s making 
notes in a book, and he keeps turning in a circle, looking at our shack, our little 
gwden, at Mama’s red and green and yellow Saturdayaight dresses drying out 
hack on a stretch of hedcord - keeps turning till he makes a full circle and comes 
hack ro me, looks at me like hc just sees mr for the first rime, and me not but two 
yards away from him. He bends toward me and squints and lifts his mustache up 
x his nose again like it’s me stinking instead of the fish. 

“Where do you swpose his parents are?” John asks. “Inside the hour? Or our 
on the falls! We might as well talk this over with the man while we’re out here.” 

“I, for one, xrn not going inside that hovel,” the fat guy says. 
“That hovel,” John says through his mustache, “is where the Chief lives, 

Breckenridge, the man we are here to deal with. the noble leader of these people.” 
“Deal with! Not me, not my job. They pay me to appraise, not fraternize.” 

This gets a laugh out of John. 
“Yes, that’s true. But someone should inform them of the governmmt’s 

plans.” 

1 From ONE FLEW CWER THE CLJCKOCX ‘VEST by Ken Kesey. CupyrightO ,962 by Krr Krsey. 
Reprimed by pcrmisrion of “king Penguin ini. 



“li they don’t already know, they’ll know soon enough.” 
“It wotild be very simple CO go in and raik wirb him.” 
“Inside in rhar squalor? ‘Y’hy, I’ll just bet you anything char place is acrawl 

\vith black widows. They say these ‘dobe shacks always house a regular civilizarion 
in the walis berwecn the suds. And hot. lord-a-mercy, I ‘hope 10 tell you. I’ll wager 
11’s a regulzr oven in them. Look, look how owrdone litric Hiz.arha is here. Ho. 
Burnt CO a fair run, he is.” 

He laughs and dabs ar his head and when Ihe woman looks a~ him he srops 
!augiGng. He clears his throat and spits into the dust and then walks over and sits 
down in rhs swing Pspa built for n.? in the juniper CTCIL‘. and sirs there swinging 
back and forrh a linlc bit and fanning himself with his Stetson. 

What hc said makes me madder the morr 1 chink about it. Hc and John go 
ahead talking about our house and viilagr and proprrry and what they arc worth, 
ad I get rhe rrotion they’re ralking ahour &SC things around mc bccausc rhry 
don’t know I speak English. They are probably from the East somrplacr, where 
proplc don’; know anything about lniiians but what they see in rhc movies. I 
think how ashamed rhey’re going to be when they find ouc I kno\\a what they are 
saying. 

i irr rhem say anothc~ thing or wo about the hrilt and the house; then I stand 
12p ad te!l the fat man, in my very berr schoo!bc& languagr, that our sod house 
is likely co be iooirr than any one of AC housrs in town. 10~s co&r! “i know for a 
{cm rhat it’s ccoler’n that school 1 go w and even coolcr’n thar moG house in The 
D&s rhar advert& on rhat sign drawn with icicle letters rhar ii’s ‘cool inside’!” 

And I’m jut abou :o go and reli rhcm, ho\., if rhev’li come on in. I’ll go get 
Papa from rhe scaffolds on rhe falls, when I FCC thar they don’t look like rhey’d 
heard me talk at all. They axn’t ewn looking ar me. The far man is swinging back 
and forrh, looking off down the ridge of lava CO where the men are sranding their 
places on zhr scaffolding in the falls, just plaid-shined shapes in the mist from rhis 
distance. Every so oftcn you can see somebody shoot out an arm and fake a step 
forward like a swordfighter, and tnen hold up his fifteen-foot forked spear for 
somebody cn rhe scaffold above him CO pull off the flopping salmon. The far guy 
watches the men standing in their places in the fifty-foor veil ofwater. and bats his 
eyes and arums every time one of them makes a lunge for a salmon. 

The other fwo, John and the woman, are just standing. Not a one of the three 
ICE like they heard z rhing I said; in facr rhey’rc all looking off from me like they’d 
as zoon 1 WSIL’C there ai all. 

And everything srops and bangs this way for a minute. 
I ger the funnies; feeling that rhc sun is turned up brighter than before on the 

three of them. Evrryching else looks like ic usually does ~ the chickens fussing 
amurd in rhe grass on top of the ‘dobe houses, the grasshoppers batting from 
bush to bush, the flies being stirred into black clouds around the fish tr?c!:s by the 
ii& kids *virh sage flails, just like every other summer day. Except t’he sun, on 
these three srrangers, is all of a sudden way the hell brighter than :~sual and I can 
see senmr where they’re put together. And, almost, see rhe appa~~us inside 
rhcm take the words I just said and fry CO fir the words in here and there, this place 
and thar, and whm they find the words don’t have any place ready-made where 
rhq’ll fit, rhe machinery disposes of the words like they weren’t even spoken. 



Users Making Choices In 
A Fragile Environment, Canada 
Most of the case studies in this book describe a style of interaction, a 
sharing of knowledge between local people and outside consultants. 
This case study illustrates a variation of this process, termed “participa, 
tory research.“’ Briefly, participatory research is a method of social 
investigation, an educational process, a means of taking action 
involving a whole commumty, including the most powerless. 

It has long been recognized that there is an unde%,utilized sto .k of 
indigenous technical knowledge, partic&rIy in zg:;i:dture, in many 
Third World communities. In some cases, local peep:., :I more capable 
of providing background data on the social and eco?:+: ic aspects of the 
problem; in others, they can provide accurate technical information, 
though not necessarily in a formal manner. But in many development 
initiatives this local expertise is not respected. The outside experts have 
a monopoly; only they can sell their knowledge, local people are nqif in 
rhe international knowledge marker. 

Participatory research attempts to involve a broader base of the 
community by promoting local control of the research process and put- 
ting the tools of inquiry into the hands of the community. It attempts to 
demystify the process of social or technical research by having investi- 
gation and analyses of alternative solutions conduct&d by the communi- 
ty itself. 

In some ways, participatory research is an extension of earlier work 
in community development by Paula Friere and others who have 
looked for a variety of techniques to promote ommunity action. At a 
theoretical level, participatory researchers are trying to clarify the con- 
ditions under which this process is possible. 

Is real local control (of this process) ever possible, and if so, under 
what conditions? Does this approach ignore the inertia of a state 
apparatus which, in i:.ost countries bonsts access to huge amounts 
of capital and labour relative to individual villages, and which his- 
tory has shown with few exceptions, favours urbanization and 
industriaiiration to the neglect of rural production? 



The last section of the Handbook on Appropriate Technology dis. 
cusses the necessity of community participation and the role of an AT 
“catalyst” - whether a community development worker, an adult edu. 
cator, a technologist, or a group of such people - who is willing to dis- 
toss and assess options with the local people and help them implement 
their chosen solutions. 

Sometimes, though not often, the community itself chooses consult* 
ants who are willing to blend their knowledge with local ability. But 
what is the “catalyst” to do when local or central government officials 
block the discussions of options or hinder the implementation of corn. 
munity choices? Are the outside consultants generally willing to go 
beyond simply applying technology and enter into negotiations with au. 
thorities on behalf of their clients? Are the consuitants able to view the 
immediate project as part of a larger process of change? Clearly the con. 
s&ant is not always in a position to do thir, Frequently he or she is 
chosen and paid by an outside agency whicF does not have a basz in the 
community and the community is not the direct client of the expert’s 
services. 

The following case study illustrates a unique experiment in 
Canad:l’s “Third World.” It provides no definitive answers to the above 
questions but it does indicate why it is necessary to ask them. An Indian 
community in northern Canada has been trying for over four years to 
overcome an imposed anu inappropriate answer to a water pollution 
problem. It is an uncommon situation: the Indians hired their own tech- 
nical consultants. 

Big Trout Lake is a smzll ndian mserve in a remars region of Northern Canad; 
which needed an improved warer supply LA sewage disposal system (fig. I). The 
lake, rhc main source of drinking water. had become seriously polluted by human 
wasfes. To solve this problem, rhc Sx~+c!m federal government devised a scheme 
which is a classic application of unrmlisric deasions, irrsrnsiriviry to cultural con- 
cerns, and indifferent, u lo.ral +nion, social or economic ;mts. 
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One of the reasons for the failure of the government solution is a century of 
federal government control of Indian affairs. Little, if any, emphasis has been 
placed on working with lndian communities, particularly those dependent on 
government funds. Government bureaucracies have traditionally resisted local 
participation when allocating government resou~es and this has become a 
common plight of low-income communities worldwide. Only within the last 15 
years have Canadian Indians had a chance to participate in managing their own 
development and choosing more suitable technologies. Recently, both withi7 
gorwnment and Indian organizations, it has been recognized that a less 
dependent structure is needed to strengthen Indian institutions and change the 
government’s traditional “top down” approach. New initiatives are proceeding 
but the inerua of the past remairal 

The Big Trout Lake community consists of a number of setrlrments linked 
together by a causeway (fig.2). Its 600 inhabitants are Nishnawbe (Cree) Indians. 

F:;. 2. Big Trout Lake community 
and sewage sysfern 
initiated by federal 
government 

RN Lx”, AREA 

Sanitary Sewer System 

: See The Nariond in&n Sce.Eco”omic Deveiupmenr Commirree. ‘7” Hvvc V’hat 15 One‘s o\vn.” 
Orrober 1079, ior a mmmary ui pm initiatives id new pmposais ior change. 
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with rhr escrptiwr of 60 gowrnciwnr cmployres who run rhc school. nursing 
swtion, weather station, and air strip. The rrstlwc is inacccssihlc hy road or buar 
and is scrked by rrgularly-scheduled small aircraft. blast supplies and per~nnei 
must he flown in, making transportatmn and travel coss a major cspcnsc. 

‘The region is flat, rocky, and spar!;cly forcstcd. The climate in winter is sevcrc 
with average high and low rcmperarures cf brtwcen -20” and .1O”C. By mid- 
~‘un,,,,cr the remprrar”re has climbed co betwrrn IO” and 20°C. Snow covers rhr 
ground for more than half the year. 

Over rha lass few decades, rhc rraditionai i&al economy of Big Trour Lake. 
based on t,unting, fishing, and rrapping, has been eroded hy ihe change from a 
nomadic co a se&d socirry. The Indians now have a uclfarr rconomy dcpcndcnr 
on governmcnr funding for dwlopmrnt programs. Even ia, ,xwIlane”~ wage em- 
ployment is normally available for less than 10 percent of rhe Indian community. 

The Nishnawbe of ljig Trout Lake, rhough isolarrd, do havr access ro [he 
most modern consumer technologies (rhr 150 h “useholds buy nearly 300,0X 
disposable diapers a year). H.xxuver, they have had only limircd access co rhr pre- 
duction 0~ service rechnologi.s which they need co dcvriop rhrir agriculture and 
forestry rcso”rc~s. 

Ii, rhe lasc decade, rhe localiy.cle<trd Band Council has been granrcd rhr 
aurhority and some reso”nxs ID adminiswr its own affaiairs. The older leaders and 
younger adminisrrators now realize that rhey m”sc control local dcvrlopmrnt pro- 
jects. Local leaders have had tlJ”blc translating international AT jargon into 
Gee, but the Indian people do have a conrepr of AT which is largely inf”ifiw: 
“The,, are simply technologies which make sense :O !ncal people.” Onr women’s 
group meeting dccidrd thar AT is compariblr with rhe Indian philosophy chat 
“what we see is crrared for us co “SE and not destroy.” 

Mos; of rhe Big Traur Lake area consists of bedrock covered by a ien feet of 
soil. The Indian households have ourdoor pir latrines and when an ourhouse is 
located near the iake, concaminared w,ater can be carried underground a!ong rhc 
rock shelf co rhe lake. Most of the warcr used domesrically comes from the !skc 
and, after “SC, if is rcrurned to the lake along with fecal pollution from septic ranks 
and outhouses. 

The popularion was well aware ttat the water was contaminatrd, and that its 
quality, clariry, and taste were deteriorating yearly. For this reason, rhey obviously 
prefered to fzrch chlorinared drinking water from the “safe” taps at the school CT 
weather sat:on, or rake waer from far o”t in the lake. In winter, blocks of lake ice 
arc c”f and hauled ashore by snowmobile. 

The homes of the non-Indians, on the other hand, are provided wirh a piped 
wager sqpiy. Furthemore, almost all non-Indian households have septic tanks 
and indoor plumbing with flush toilers. 

The spring run-off of rain and aeltin~ snow incre.wz rhe pollution and the 
incidence of diarrhea, dysentery, and hepatitis, particularly in the Indian cornrn”- 
nity. In the early 1970s. eight bore holes quipped with hand pumps were in- 
stalled, seven of the hand pumps failed after a few months of service. (In a later 
study, a consultam noted that the sane make and model of pumps were insrallcd 
in a large wafer supply project in West Africa and broke down an average after 
wo weeks of “se.) 

In 1971, federal government studies proved what the residents already knew, 
that the lake was severely polluted, and placed ihe blame on the malfunctioning 
septic tanks in non-Indian buildings and the existing sewage lagoon which services 
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the schc 4. Engineering cons~lrams from sourhcru Canaia were hired by the gov- 
ernmenr to prepart plans for a nw scwagc system, and final plans wcw accepted 
by the D~partmenr uf Indian Affairs and Northern Dcvrlopmmr (DIAND) in 
lW6. A scwagc pipeline would COIJKI waxc wawr from gowxnmcnt buildings (in 
effecr rhe non-Indian community). and rransporr it via nvo pumping stations CO 
an extended aeration plant for treatment and subsrqucnr discharge into the lake 
(fig.2). This system, common i:a more temperate sourhem Canada, had serious 
shortcomings in a remote sub-arctic region. Subzqucnr srudies showed rbat: 

1. The proposed sysr<m would not clinGnate sll chc major sourca of pollution. It 
would srwice only the small number of houses with piped wawr. To use such a 
system rrquires indoor plumbing. The Indian houses could nor hc connecred III 
this system. 
2. The system is complicarcd, cxpcnsirc, and difficult to maintain in such a re- 
mote location. Thr chance of breakdwvn and subsrqurnr discharge of unrreaud 
sewage into the !a!.e is high. The operating rccurd of similar syswms elsewhere in 
nor~hcrn Canada has not been good. 
3. It does not consider the nerd for a hexer warer supply sysrsm to complement 
any wasfe disposal sysfrm. 

One u~n~~dtant later noted that such sewage sysrcms are expensive under the 
best of conditions and Big Trout Lake offers some of rhr worst. Another consult- 
ant bluntly called it “tcch,mlogical apartheid.” As later siudirs showed nof only 
wrre the government’s wrms of reference faulty bur also the recommended solu- 
tion was technically and financially regrettable. 

Consrrucrion on this projecr began in 1976 but was halted as soon as rhe 
Indian community discovered whar rhe DIAND pl ans included. While dynamir- 
ing trenchrs for the sewage piping, government work crews rnrrrcd rhe Indian 
cener~ry in the path of the pipeline and biasted markrd grave sires. The Band 
Council was hornfird. Since it is rmpoxvenx! ,:xder existing legislation to prohibit 
access to rhe Reserve, it stopped the project, ,,ifter a strongly-worded resolution 
from the Band, a ilurry of interdepartmental meetings in Ortawa bctwcen the 
three govrrnment minisrries now involved in this projecr, and delays of over one 
year. the Band Council decided to initiate studies, using irs ox-m funds co hire ifs 
own COnSUltanfS. 

The Band Council hired the Participatory Raearch Project (PRP) of the Inter- 
national Council of Adult Education, with whom they had worked before, IO acr 
as their consukants. This group is not in iixlfa technical organization. It is prima- 
rily involved in deveioping new methods of non-formal education using such 
things as theatre and radio ro help low-income communities identify problems and 
promote the control of their awn developmenr. 

Members of PRF had seen enough ounide “experts” impose inappropriate 
solutions on the Third World to realize that a unique kind of technical consult- 
ancy was needed: competent technicians were required who could present a range 
of technica! options that are not normally found in the southern Canadian ongi- 
neer’s design now and local people should participax in the rezexch and design 
process and ultimately choose the technology. It shnz!d be noted that this style of 
consultancy is rare for low-income communirics: paternalism is more common. In 
Canada, the few consultants wi::, the necessary technology and philosophy have 
worked abroad jar communities where lower-cosr alternatives are preferred fo 
existing high-cost techniques. DIAND has in practice been unaware that the 



development problems and csprrience of low-income Third WJorld communities 
are rrlevant to the situaGon of the Canadian lndisns they are presumably serving. 

PRP recruited five spe.%lisrs: an engineer and an architect who specialized in 
low-cost sanitation and water supply systems, a limnologisr, an ecologist, and a 
participaiory research consultant. Their terms of referencr included an overall 
technical, ecological, economic, and social assessment of the DIAND bLIIy6. I 

i*>.,*“r 

sysrem. At Big Trour Lake the problem of waste disposal was inseparable from the 
provision of safe water as both are linked m enrcric disease. The consultants were 
therefore required to present alrxnate, intermediate WBXT supply and ware 
disposal options rhat would service the :,hole community. 

The con&ant-clienr relationshi:, was unambiguous. The Indians, rather 
rhan B gowrnmenr agency, were rhe clients. The warn of specialisrs could contact 
governmenr agencies only after clearance from rhe Band. Community parrici- 
pation was achieved through public meerings held to discuss problems, criticize 
options, and heighten the village’s awareness of the study. It was agreed that the 
community should be involved in both the planning and implemrntation of the 
work. It was also to be an educational process of direct benefit to the Indians by 
improving their existing research and problem-solving skills. 

In 1978, the team visited the Indian community several times and conducted 
interviews and general meetings organized by the Band. They discussed prescnr 
methods of wafer collecrion and use, and waste disposal. All aspects of the 
DIAL ID solution and altcrnxive options were discussed while the ream completed 
a chemical analysis of wafer supplies and identified sources of pollution In late 
1078, the consulrants’ first repon was drafted with the Band Gilnri!, ::z’ ; z;::. 
mary was translated locally into Gee. 

In accordance with the consultants’ philosophy of “Users Making :Xhoices,” 
the title of their report to the Band Council, they made no sing!? reccmmenda- 
vinn~ Tnw~wl n matrix of feasible notions was oresaxed for discussio- +- +h.n R--A ,I c” .,,- yy.l.. _____. ___.. .__)......~~~~ .~~~~~~~~~~ ~,~~ 

and (he community (L&.2), Choices ranged from existing, unsatisfactory methods 
of waste disposal and ws x supply 10 the more sophisticated option of a trucked 
sewage and wafer system. Ocher options such as chemical toilets, septic tanks, 
bucke; toilers, incinerating railers, and small camposting toilets were considered, 
but soil conditions, the need for wxter or power, and the problems of disposing of 
treated or untreated wastes make these options unfeasible (fig.4). 

The consultants’ assessmezt of the DIAN13 sewage sysrem was that, on rhc- 
basis of costs alone, it was simply too expensive far the Indian households to ever 
be part of it. If the DIANE solution were completed, a marginal improvemeni 
would be obtained at enormous ax. With construction still incomplete it was 
etimated that rhe system had already cost the federal government .-bout $1.8 
million. 

The PPJ water quality studies showed many sources of poilution: seepage 
from the exiscixg sewage lagoon, septic ranks, outhouses. the town garbage dump, 
and oii nnd gasoline from airraft and mao~ boats. The point was emphasized 
thz, due 10 the isolation, severe climate, and vulnerable ecosystem of the reserve, 
the communiry should avoid adopting any technology that relied heavily on 
mainrenance and electricity, or on chemical treatmen:. 

The trucked sewage system uses all-weather, rracked vehicles with two 
separate insulated tanks, one to deliver potable water, the other to carry away 
liquid wastes (fig.5). Such systems are used successfully elsewhere in northern 
Canada. Unlike the DIAND sewer system, it could service the whole community, 
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Fig. 3. The Waste Disposal/Water Supply Matrix 
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Fig. 4. Waste Disposal Options Not Recommended Incmrating 

Bucker Toilet Toiler ,. ‘-.,i 

Fig. 5. Vehicle for distribution of potable water and collection of 



pods where it wvould decompose organically. 
Tl;c moldering toilet funcrions without rxternai prowar (f&h). Ex::c:a and kit- 

chen wastes are stored for up to nvo or rhrre years while obey organically decom- 
post info an rscellcnt ferrilirer. Unlike smallrr composring toilas, rhcy fan accrpt 
peak loads and inwnsivc. use. This oprioll is still being cxperimcnrcd wirh in 
norrhrrn ~:limatcs as it requires the r&sign of houses KI prutrcr rhe toila from 
frost. 

The tram explainrd thar the /zrrin~. Jrspirr its problrms, was still rhc husr 
unmcdiare dution for collccti;xg in .man wastes. Its disadvnnrage rould bc mini- 
mized by better ConswuCfion and the use of a rubber liner to conmin wasws (fig.?). 
Using the truck syswm. such a latrine could br periodically pumped on. 

The residrncs felt thar hand pumps would be the best immediare method for 
supplying an increased amount of warcr to nar!vr households. As increased water 
use meant mow waste \\‘atrr IO be disposed of. a modest increase, such LS that pro- 
vided by hand I>umps or a truck rystem, was prefcrablr IU the ~noim~us increase 
which would cult from a piped wawr sysrem servicing the rntiru community. 

In mid-1979, tw,, members of the Big Trout Lake health cornmittw an cl&r 
woman, and a PRP consultam ftrw 1CCO km north fo Baker Lakt, an Inuiz 
(Eskimo) commx,ntiy about the same six as Big Trour Lake, where rhr community 
council was adminisrcring and maintaining an rffc‘tivr trucked water and srwagr 
sysrem. i:rrhngu 

Fig. 6. 
Sectional View of Mouldering 
Toilet and House Design 
Incorporating Mouldering Toilet 
and Water Storage 
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Fig. 7. Improved Outhouses 

This allowed the research [earn m assess this option and identify potential pro- 
blems if such a system were used in Big T:our Lake. The research team found our 
how the council, mechanics, and users organized their system, collected fees. and 
trained mainenance personnel. Some problems with the Baker Lake system were 
identified: holding tanks located on the colder north side of buildings sometimes 
froze, as do the sewage hnes pumping wastes co a sewage lagoon. Phorographs of 
the researchers’ findings and their favourable assewnenfs were then reviewed by 
the Big Trout Lake inhabitaxs. 

The Band continued to extend the de&on-making process beyond the Ba.nd 
Council. The women of the communiry b&wed that earlier meetings were nor 
productive because they involved only men in the discussion of what was essen- 
tially women’s work; that is, carrying wawr and disposing of wastes. Thanks to 
the efforts of one woman who summarized, translated into Gee, and explained 
the extensive PRI’ report, community women were able to express their opinions. 
They pointed our that using warcr tanks would require structural improvements 
in the houses, and additional space for cooking and washing. They also wanted 
proof that a moldering roilct would work in Big Trout Lake before they would 
consider adopting it. The women drew diagrams of their houses and the architec- 
n>ral modifications needed co incorporate some of rhe new methods. 

The cammuniry also wanted the hand pumps repaired. Two men visited rhe 
pump manufacmrer fr,r a short course on well irstallation and maintenance. At 
the same time a proposal to fund new pumps and repair the old ones was submit- 
ted to DIAND. 

By study and discussion, the community began co cenrrr its interest on the 
trucked system, hand pumps, and improved outhouses. 

The Band’s consultants mef with a ~~wernment committee in the spring of 
!979 to discuss :1.x PRP repor:. The government, while expressing agreement with 
the title theme, “Users Making Choices, ‘I insisted that their sewrr solution he 
compietrd, allowing for rhc possible inclusion of hand pumps and improved 
outhouses. 
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Given the government’s past record and present intractabiliry, rhr Band dr- 
tided to delay any further meetings with the gavcrnmenr until mow aspects of the 
design of the trucked wafer and sewage system had been refined. 

Research conrinued during rhe summer of 1979. With the assistance of a con- 
sultant on truck systems, the community identified an excellenr sire for oxidation 
ponds, 5 km away an a different watershed. The Band and ics consultants prc- 
pared 2” addendum to their original report based on more rrcenc data on water 
quality, the cumpararive costs of the options, and the opinions voiced at commu- 
nicy meetings. It strongly recommended that ail human effluent bc kept from the 
lake. For this reason the DIAND sewer was judged unsuitable as rfflurnr would 
evenrually be returned to the lake. 

The addendum also noted an apparent technical bias in government guide- 
lines for financial assistance to Indian communities. Sewage lines, pumping sta- 
tions, and lagoons are subsidized at a rate of “3 percenr; whrrras truck svsterns, 
wells and hand pumps are subsidized at only 50 percent. 

The next meering of the Band, PRP consultants, and the gcwcmment was held 
in October, 1979. Again it appeared that the government was nor willing to alter 
its commirment CO completing its sewage syscern. The Band rrmaincd adamant 
that no effluent should rnrer the lake. Since there was a quorum of the Band 
Cauncii present, the Band passed a resolution CO proceed with the design of rhc 
truck system and immediate improvement of hand pumps and latrines, rcsrrving 
for themselves the righr to select their own consultants. Under existing legislarion 
DIAND is obligated CO follow this resolution. However, the Band is dependent on 
assistance from DIAND for obtaining funds from the federal Treasury Board to 
meer the objectives of the rcsoiution. 

At the time ofthis wiring (May, 1980) there has been no official reacrion from 
chr g~verxrten~ tc :he Band’s rc;&xion. Over the last year rhc gawrnment has 
been operating in a period of “fiscal restraint,” compounding the normal bureau- 
cratic delays, but has found funds to hire its own consultant to look further into 
the choice of technology. In any event, it has shown considerable crcarivity in 
d&vine a ~)rocess inimical CO ifs own interests. The struggle over “who makes the 
choi;es’ cdn~inues. 

‘Jnfortunarelv. for all the effort. there has been little improvement in the 
siuatian at Big T&t Lake. Some rubber iine:s hae been insta!led in latrines and 
a few hand pumps repaired but communiry leaders in Big Trout Lake are involved 
with many other projects and have had problems maintaining interest and 
expanding if to involve more members of the community. The Band commirrees 
are dependent an a few people who are under heavy administrative pressures. 
Many hours are spent soliciting projecr funds and accounting for their cxpendi- 
cure. Work is held up by the normal drlays inherent to bureaucracy and negotia- 
tion. Travel by air to the cemres where the most important financial decisions are 
made is a heavy burden on the Band’s funds. 

It is no wonder that the process is slow. Five years elapsed between the time of 
the first government study of the po!lutian problem in 1971 and initial consfr~c~ 
rion of :he ill-fated sewage system. One canmx expect an over-extended Indian 
community. without access CO the same amount of funds and manpawer, fo install 
a sewage disposal system and a better water supply system and involve the total 
community in a development process in even the same anmum of time. It becomes 
obvious that ro r&w excessive government control it is more important CO know 
how decisions are made :ha 70 know which iechnolugirs are chosen. 



The Big Trout Lake case srudy raises some fundamcnral quesrions rclcvanr co 
tlhe fururr uf appropliure technology. Will users parricipatc in technical choices UT 
arc they to bu excluded by the statr? \yiill marginal communicirs wer havr rhr 
option of hiring their own consultants, particularly rhosc who can provide them 
with appropriate informari,m and aw willing to cntcr into ncgoriarions with rhc 
central govcrnmenr? Even in Canada rhare arc few consulmnts with depmdablr 
knowledge on low-cost sanirarion and warrr supply systems. Fewer still are rechni~~ 
ral consulrams who will participate in rhr dcveiopment of a negotiating strategy to 
bargain with gwernmrnt authorities. How do you extend ;tnd susmin the process 
of participation! What kind of political sysrcm will allow this process co happen! 
Wi!l a cenrral govcrnmcnr or an intemarional development agrncy cry tu 
“package” this approach and still remain cffcc:ivcly in control of decisions on 
ccd,nical choice! Some of the participzmrs in this case srudy frei that this 
approach is not possible in most councrirs. As ox of rhrm said, “It would br dan- 
gcrous to atrcmpr co apply the model anywhere without car‘ and caution. The 
risks XC not those of the professional. Th e risks are the risks of rhr prople.” 
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The Politics of Water, Lesotho 
The three case studies quoted from here are part of a large interdiscipli- 
nary study done from 1975 to 1977 to evaluate and improve rural water 
programs in Lesotho.’ They illustrate the complex village-level realities 
which determine the outcome of such programs. 

The technology employed in these case studies was a gravity-fed, 
piped water system from a protected spring to standpipes in the village. 
In a general survey of water systems in Lesotho, investigators found that 
about 90 percent of the gravity-fed systems were working properly, 
compared with 40 percent of the pumped supplies. However, in the 
mountain districts only about half the gravity-fed systems were 
working, partly because of frost at higher altitudes and less access to 
technical assistance. Nevertheless, in searching for the reasons for the 
success or failure of these systems, the authors found that they had to 
look beyond the technical factors and take into account the turbulent 
political situation of the new nation, combined with the different 
expectations of the users. managers, funders, and designers of new 
water systems. 

Lesotho is a small mountainous nation, the enclave of the 1 million Basotho 
people, and is surrounded by the Republic of South Africa. About half of the male 
Basotho labour force is usually absent, working in South African mines. Their 
migrant labour earnings exceed Lesotho’s gross domestic product. In their absence 
women in the small rural villages, where most of the popiilarion lives, have had to 
shoulder many responsibilities. Carrying water from distant sources is one of 
them. Conveniently located safe wafer supplies can save them considerable time 
and help prevent disease. 

Villages were often the victims of conflicting expectations. The answer to the 
question “What constitutes a successful water supply system!” depeods on who is 
asked. For the users, it must be a dependable and conveniently located supply. 
Economists, however, measure success in terms of cost-effectiveness and increases 
in productivity. Engineers want to see water flowing out of the end of a pipe. 
Community development workers judge success by health benefits, “self-help” 
committees, and local control. Voluntary aid people are looking for a “catalytic” 
effect :o facilitate future development projects. Politicians promore the installation 
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of a wafer supply if ic guaranrees more supporters. Each “interest group” wishes co 
consmuct a warer supply system which first answers its own needs. 

Politics, in particular, have had a Iprofound influence on the management of 
village warer suppliu. Political events in Lesotho during the 1960s helped co create 
bitter divisions at the national and village levels. These events are summarized 
below: 

1960 - election iron by Basutoland Congress Party (BCP) 
1965 - BCP defeated by Basotho Narional Party (BNP) 
196; - independence 
1968 - local governmeirt a b I’ L1 o ~sr e d as BNP feared it was becoming a strong 

hold of BCP 
1970 - BN? lost election, declared the results invalid. suspended the can- 

sitution. and declared a “state of emergency.” Subsequent attempts 
in the 1970s co promote “reconciliarion” failed. 

In 1968 the government began to promote village commitfees to manage local 
projects through the Department af Community and Rural Development 
(Comrudev). During this time the village chiefs traditional authority was eroded. 

In some villages, two or more cormnittees, some an organ of the ruling party, 
others more independent of politics, were set up to manage specific tasks. The 
question of who had authority in a particular situation was often confused and 
contradictory. “We are suffering,” said a woman carrying a wafer bucket. “Our 
trouble is too much politics in this business.” 

Ha Moferefere 
Ha Maferefere is a small village, about 45 households in all, situated on 3 high pla- 
teau in the mounmins. Before the installation of a piped water supply, villagers 
drew wafer in the summer from a number of springs which issue in the wet season, 
at most 150 memes from any household, but in the winter from a single perennial 
spring to which one musf walk between 100 and 150 metres. Ha Moferefere is 
situated so high up that even the strong perennial spring may be frozen over on 
winter mornings. 

A gravity-fed piped water supply was completed there in 1972. The district 
Comrudev technician carried out the survey, and selected a spring on a auth- 
facing slope from which to oipe the water down to the village. Unfortunately, the 
supply has only worked intermittently since its installation; every year the outlet 
pipe from the storage tank has frozen up for wo to four months during the winter. 
Villagers complain that they had initially suggested a sp:ing on a north-facing 
slope slightly further from the village, which would enable the tank outlet to thaw 
out in the winter sun, after each night’s frost. 

The long-term problem for the village, however, lies in the management ofthe 
supply. Prior to 1970 there was no alternative source of authority to the chief- 
taincy. A BNP committee had briefly formed for the 1965 election but had become 
dormant soon after. It was resurrec:ed for the 1970 elecr~~~s, and thereafter the 
political tension prevented it from again slipping into inertia. In the latter part of 
that year the cheirman of the BNP commitfee attended a meeting convened by 
the constituency Party “activist” (Mohlophisi) who suggested to him that the com- 
mittee might organize the development of the village. 

The first step was for the BNP committee co become the Village Development 
Committee base. It then began to organize cash subscriptions for a wafer supply. 
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The supply was installed in 19i? under rhe managemenr of this commiree. 
However, the chief appears fo have been concerned about the legirimacy of a 
party committee managing the water supply. Consequently. a year later when 
villagers were setting up a Communal Garden Committee, the chief took it upon 
himself to arrange that the elected Communal Garden Committee also took 
responsibility for the water supply. 

This was perceived as a threat to rhe standing of the Village Developmem 
Committee, but they were restored co pre-eminence at the end of the following 
year when the superior fo the chief of Ha Moferefere, an ardent government sup- 
porrer, appointed the chairman ot the Village Development Committee as the 
new chief in rhe village on the groiln& that the superseded chief “obstructed the 
work of development in the village.” 

The deposed chief, wirh the backing of the majority of the vi!lagers and the 
e&ted committee, has recently decided to sue for his reinstatement. In the mean- 
time the condition of the wa~r supply has deteriorated. While the issue of mana- 
gement of the water supply ‘has become a vehicle for village political dispute, lack 
of regular maintenance has resulted in more frequent breakdowns. The village 
now faces the prospect of less and less piped water and a drawn-out series of court 
cases which are not likely fo resolve the deep divisions in the village. 

Tsoelopeleng 
Tsoelopeleng is a small village with a population of 35 households. It is unusual in 
that the supply is well maintained and rhe water commitree well organized. 

The idea of having a wafer supply came initially from the Community Devel- 
opment Officer. The village chief, an exceptionally well-educated and capable 
man, played a large part in encouraging rhe vi!lagers. Cash was collected through 
the office of the chief in 1973, and in 1974 the supply was installed. At that time, 
against the opposition of a BNP commirtee based in a neighbouring sub-vil!age, a 
wafer committee was freely elected by villagers to manage the running of the 
supply. The chairman of the committee is the chief’s charismatic wife. 

The committee, then, not only has the acti.:e voice of the chiefs wife and rhe 
supnon of the chief, but is also openly eiected and recognized as legitimate in the 
village. The responsibility for maintenance of the “self-help”scheme is also clearly 
understood by the committee and they have initiated and organi:ed a system of 
routine maintenance whereby the village is divided into areas. each of which 
maintains the section of supply closest to it. Mainrenance involves the regular 
covering of pipes with earth and preventing children or animals from breaking the 
standpipes. 

A further reason which probably heips to accoum for the impressive organiza- 
tion in Tsoelopeleng is that the village is small and politically united. However, 
being small it also lacks sufficiently skilled people 10 attend co the supply if some- 
thing major were fo go wrong. So far. their preventive work has been of a 
sufficiently high standard to prevent any major breakdowns, but the committee 
actually suggested co us that they needed to have a villager trained in the basics of 
wafer supply maintenance. 

Ha Kotsi 
Ha Kotsi is a poor sub-village of a large and wealthier neighbouring village. It is 
known as an opposition enclrve within a supposedly BNP village. 
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Ha Kotsi is a small village by any standards. Thr whole village comprises IS 
households. The !:oml pi>pularion at home on two separare surveys in 1976 were 
68 and 61, most of whom were children. The total healthy work force between the 
ages of 16 and 65 years in and around thv village in June 19i6 consisred of 17 
women and six men. All but wo of the households in the village have at least one 
member who has gone to work in the mines in South Africa. 

Prior co 1972 rhe village v..omen drew water from either of two springs, caih of 
which is about ZOO mrrrrs from the average household. Both springs are near 10 
streams and thoroughfares. making them particularly liable ro faecal pollution. 
They are protected anly by a few scones. 

The idea tha: a piped warer supply could bc obtained had long been in the air. 
Ha Kotsi’s nrighbouring village had already received two water supplies. The 
decisive impetus for the implementation of a water suppiy ill Ha Korsi came early 
in 1Yi2 when a local missionary told a group of womrn In his congregation that if 
they were to form a committee to manage the self-help component he would be 
;b!c co assisr the villagers with materials. 

At this stage there were nu formal cammirtees in the village. Theoretically the 
village cane under the authority of ihe neighbouring 4lage’s BNP affiliated 
Viiiage Developmcnr Commirree, but chew were only wo BNP households in Ha 
Kotsi and the rest of the village was hostile towards the establishment of a BNP 
committee. Neither a Village Developmenr Commirree nor a BNP committee 
could be started in rhe village. 

Following the missionary’s initial suggestion. a public meeting was held af 
njhich rhe Community Devrlopmenr Officer outlined how an elected committee 
should be established and what “self-help” entailed. The missionary sripulated 
that hc could only provide funds if, following the insrallation of the water supply, 
a communal garden was srartcd, and if Comrudev supervised the installation of 
the supply. 

The firsr plan for the gravity-fed supply was to lead the water from an 
excellent spring just beyond the cxsc of a nearby hill back over the hill down to 
the village. The villagers had dug the half a kilomctre or so of trench before it was 
discovered that rhe crest ofrhe hill w-as too high for the spring warer to flow over it 
by gravity. 

Nothing &her occurred until the arrival of a more vociferous Community 
Development Ufficer, who decided to “brain further funding so rhat over a 
kilomerre of swei pipe could be purchased to take the water on a steady downhill 
slope around the hill rather than over it. Accordingly, in early 1973 with the help 
of a number of additional households in another sub-village who benefitted from 
the change of plan, the pipe was laid under the direction of the District Comrudev 
technician. 

Three events marred the implementation. First, the rank outlet was not p:op- 
erly flanged. Second, the ground was so rocky around the hill that well over a 
quarter of the total length of the pipe remained exposed after the first rains had 
washed the loose soil away. Third, and most crucial for future village orpz=.,lzation, 
the rechniclan had an illicit affair in the village from which an illegitimate child 
was born. Despite this, by February 1973 the stipply starred working in time for a 
scheduled visit by the Prime Minister fo the area. 

The supply worked for just over IWO years during which time only minor 
problems were encountered, some of which were attended to by the committee. 
No major breakdowns occurred and no serious maintenance was carried out. By 
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June 1975 the minor problems had built up until thr supply stopped working 
completrly: several raps were missing or broken; great lengths of piping were 
exposed and many were cracked; the exposed piping had also been damaged by 
animals and herd bnys; the unflanged tank outlet had broken; and the eye of the 
spring had begun to move below the box. By July 1976 no further repairs had been 
attwnpted and water was again drawn from thr traditional springs. 

The elected cummitter which \vas to orcxnizc maintcnancc was established 
just after the supply was installed, all the members being women. The committee’s 
chic1 concern was with their communal garden and little attention was paid to rhc 
water supply. When the suppiy broke down, the committee met regularly to 
organize village labour and cash contrib~utions but neither was forthcoming from 
the village. In a year they only managed to taisc a little money, and no repair work 
was carried out dcspitc frequent visits by the Community Devrlopmrm Officer 
who came out on foot CO encourage and advise them. 

A&r monitoring the situation for eight months ar so it still remained unclrar 
why the committee did not succeed in organizing the villagers to fix their supply. 
The majority of villagers understood the responsibility for maintcnancr w’as theirs. 
A freely-elected commirree represented the villagers, all of whom claimed that they 
needed and ivantcd a piped water supply. Same of the reasons fo; the fai!ure of tbc 
project wwe obviously beyond rhr villagers’ antto:. The poor installation meant 
that much more was required of the villagers. No technician was on hand to 
advise the villagers OT to repair the supply. and rbe Community Development 
Officer had to suggest to the villagers that they hire a privare welder to repair their 
tank as Comrudev could not help them. The need for outside help was all the 
more acutr given the very small size of the village and its lack of skill and 
manpower. And ‘yei it remained a mystery why the committee was unable to elicit 
the villagers’ support in attempting to repair the supply. 

Further clues were forthcoming only after intensive interviews were conducted 
in every household in the village. A constant theme in reply to our questions was 
the hostile apposition of men to women. The women blamed the men for the lack 
of rrpairs in that they refused to join work parties, while the men either said that 
the maintenance of the supply was a job for the women as they benefited mat 
from more accessible water, or suggested that the women on the committee were 
incompetent. Two particularly outspoken men went further and spoke of political 
differences between the men and women of the village. 

Further questions unearthed the bone of contention. At the time when the 
water supply was being installed, the eldest son of one of the most important 
families in the village was kilied in an accident at the diamond mines where be was 
employed. His death was attributed to the BNP and political feeling ran high in 
the village. It was around this time that it was discovered that the technician, a 
prominent Government supporter, was the father of an illegitimate child in the 
village. The wmbination of these two events caused a great deal of argument and 
bitterness, the result of which was a split between the men and women of the 
village. A stalemate was reached in whit!, the men, who were expected and better 
equipped to carry out the repairs to the supply, would not cooperate with the 
women who controlled the committee. 

The problems resulting from these scandals were no doilbt exacerbated by the 
size of the village. If such small villages are to receive supplies ir would seem that 
good contact with a district office would be necessary to come fo grips with the 
scandals, feuds, and political infighting characteristic of small powerless societies 
everywhere. 
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Women Finding Suitable Assistance: 
Soapmaking in Mali 
Susan Caughman, ~Moriam N’diaye Thiam’ 

Women often lose their traditional sources of income as society adopts 
improved techniques of production. 

Within most industries and occupations, in rich countries or poor. 
the more highly mechanized a job is and the more sophisticated the 
machinery it involves, the more likely it is to be done by a man. 
Even jobs traditionally classified as “women’s work” are often 
taken over by men when they are mechanized: palm4 pressing in 
Nigeria and rice-milling in lndonesia are two examples. 
Moderniztion brings with it a redistribution of institutional and 
economic power between the sexes - one which frequently makes 
women run faster to stay in the same place.2 

Strong local women’s organizations can prevent this loss of income 
but their strengrh depends in part on access to better techniques of pro- 
duction. Some women’s organizations have heen able to acquire such 
assistance. 

Soapma,king, a traditional source of revenue for women in West 
Africa, has been transformed into a small business by the 50 members of 
the Women’s Cooperative in Markala, a town of 5,000 people in the 
Segou region of Mali. Using soap boiling tanks developed by the Tech- 
nology Consultancy Centre (TCC) of Kumasi, Ghana, the cooperative 
members experimented with local oils and fillers until they developed a 
laundry soap equal in quality to the more expensive soap sold in Mali. 
The Soapworks now produces 2,000 bars of soap a week and is entirely 
managed and staffed by the women. 

The Markala Cooperative was founded in 1975. Its members discussed various 
income-producing possibilities, making all decisions about projects and internal 
management. Its initial activities utilired existing skills, such as the collective 

’ Susan Caughmnn was with the Americm Friendr Service Committee’s Women and “evclup- 
menI Program (1501 Cherry St.. Fhilndciphiu, P.9 l9lOZ US.4 from l%h co February 1’180. Moriam 
N’diave Thium is responsible iar women’s animation ,,rogramr in the Ministry oiKum, Dcve,opmenti 
Division of Training and Rural Animation :Dirrrtion Narionale de Ia formation er de i’.~nimatian 
Run,) in Barrdo. Mdi. 

2 Karhleen Newland. The Sirrrrhood of Man. New York: ~orron. 1~9. 
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gathering and side of firewood. clorh dyeing. and rhe szlc of fish oil. The income 
from the coapararive paid ia whoa! fees. zm d must of the mcmbcrs’ family food 
other tlran the staple grains provided by male relxives. 

Cloth dyeing matched women’s schedules and interests and in the first year 
became the principal revenue base for the coopcratiur. Local dyers taughl 
members improwd techniques ofdycing and soapmaking, and two rcprcsuxz~tivrs 
attended a cloth dyeing training program in The Gambia in 1Yii. Honevrr, prafit 
margins we:c low due co the hi& cost of chemical dyeing and the labour rrqi;ircd 
by traditional indign and mud techniques. Cooperative members wanted to 
expand their range of income-producing activities and began rxprrimcilring wth 
differrnt techniques of suapmaking. 

Ma!i’s one soap factory tum~ out a pruducr which does nor mcrt :hc demand 
for laundry soap. (As is typical of mar,y large-scale indusrrics in Africa. ihe soap 
facrory usei miwly imporred ingredients, even though local farmers - usu:~!i~; 
women ~ cwld produce some of these ifthe large-scale technique war modifird.) 
Imported soaps, the other alternarivc, are too expensive for mat of rhc rural 
population. Malian women have had co rely heavily on locally-made soap of 
potash and oils which dissolves quickly and is ofwn tuo caustic. There is, 
rhcreforr, considerable demand for a reasonably-priced. good quality laundry 
soap. 

As the first step toward improving soap pwducrion, the cuaperarivc members 
found a soapmaker from the Bozo ethnic crow who showed them how to make I 
soap using caustic soda. In this cold process soapmaking, oil is melted and rhcn 
allowed to cool to body temperature. At the same time a caustic soda solution /s 
prepared and cooled. The cousric soda solution then is added rlo~ly to the oil and 
the mixture stirred constantly until it becomes shiny and rransiucenr, or 
“sapanifies.“The soap is then ooured into molds. allowed to harden. and cm into 
bars for sale. 

Cooperative members experimented with both fish oil and shra butter, rhr 
two oils most readily awilable. Fish oil produced a delicate so.a i;-!lich lathered 
extremely well; however, long hours of stirring were required befo, e saponification 
occurred, and the soap remained very soft. Shea butt?-, on the other hand, 
produced a hard soap after oniy a half h our of stirring, but it did n.v lather wci!. 
Moreover, both soaps had an unpleasant odor which could not be zrasked wit!h 
perfumes or local lemon grass. A final disadvantage was the high cosi of imported 
caustic soda. 

Only during periods of acute soap shortage or plenriflil oil supply could the 
cooperative members make a profit with these soaps. Nevertheless, the experi- 
rncnt~ with cold process soap gave the women considerable expertise in caustic 
soda use and the process of oil saponification. 

The cooperative approached outside organizations for assistance only to be 
girzn formulas for soap using ingredients that were not available or told that 
small-scale production would be unprofitable. 

In February, 1979, Peter Donkor. Research Associate and soapmaking expert 
from TTC, visited Mali under the auspices 01’ the Women and Development 
Project, a joint project founded by the American Friends Service Committee and 
the Malian Ministry of Rural Development. At the request of the cooperative 
members, he spent three days in Markala studying the possibilities of improving 
rhe quality of locally-made soap. 
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Fig. 2. The first experimental bars of soap being cut by haod. 

oils, he then helped the soapmakers assess the profitability of such a soap. Basing 
the produuion COSLS of soap on the highest searonal oil prick (Table I), the 
committee concluded thz soqmaking could indeed he a profitable venrure and 
requested that Donkor return to help them install a soapworks based on rhe 
Ghanian design. 

During the months before rh- planned installation in May 1979. rhc 
cooperative members assembled the necessary equipment, all of which wx 
available in Markala. Local welders made wo boiling tanks from galvanized iron 
and wo tank s:ands of reinforced iron rod according to TCC diagrams. Wire- 
r~~spensian cutting tables and 10 molds were ordered from a carpmter. A scale for 
weighing raw mare%& and plastic sheeting to line the molds were purchased. 

On Donkor’s return, the soap boiling tanks were installed. For several days a 
local mason did skilled work. while the women carried the bricks, racks and 
cement reeded for the installarion. The tanks on iron stands vex pa in place and 
mud bricks packed ara nd thire sides of the stands, thus crcatiny a reinforced 
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Table L: 
Typical Costs and Income from Soap Production (Malian francs) 

Shea butter 70,000 
Peanut oil 12,600 
Fish oil 2 1,000 
Palm oil 1,600 
Caustic soda 7,800 
Wood 1,500 
Gay 3,000 
Perfume 1.250 
Salaries for 20 wcrkersl500 francs pet person 

Total Cost (excluding capital costs) - 

lo;ooo 

128,750 ($320 US, 

Number of pieces of soap made 

Sale price of one piece 

Cost price of one piece 

Net Income 

400 Malian hncs = $1 us 

1,150 

150 

112 

43,700 ($110 US) _._ 

mud oven under the boiling tanks (fig. 3). A cemem wall was then built around 
the tanks and filled in with rocks. A thin layer of cement create,l a platform on 
which the soapmakers stand during the bailing process (fig. 4). The total cost of 
the installation was 505,380 Malian francs (about $1250 US). 

Under Donkcr’s supervision, the cooperative members produced four hatches 
of boiling process soap of 150 lines each. The mixture of oils and caustic soda 
solution was brought to a boil and water added slowly to accelerate saponification. 
The Markala soapmakers previous experience enabled them tc identify when and 
how much water co add as a saponification medium, when saponification had 
taken place, and how much water to boil off before removing the heat. 

With the fire removed. perfume and the kaolin filler solution were added to 
ihe liquid soap, which was then poured into molds tc harden. Finally, the large 
blocks of soap were cut into 250 gram pieces by pushing the blocks against a wire 
suspended vertically between a cross bar and the table top. This simple system, 
introduced on TCC advice, was a marked improvement ever cutting with a knife. 
The cutting table produces identical pieces ofevenly-cut soap and reduces waste to 
a minimum. 

After a week of soapmaking trials, the cooperative members were satisfied that 
they had acquired the basic techniques and Donkor’s training was complete. Over 
the following months, the Markala soapmakers continued to experiment with 
combinations cf oils, fire intensity, timing of water additions, and different fillers. 
They found a nearby source of kaolin filler and tried different methods of 
producing a kaolin powder fine enough to assue increased soap hardness. 
smoothness. binding, and transparency. The end result is a laundry soap which 
compares extremely well in quality and appearan-z with any industrially-produced 
soap sold in Mali and is a product of which the members are justifiably proud. 



Fig. 3: Wood-Fired Soap Tank 
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The original group of three soapmakers has expanded 10 10 women who have 
mastered all production techniques. Ten more warnen provide assistance on soap 
production days twice a week. Participants in the soapmaking are paid for their 
labour. 411 income from soapmaking is held in a separate account which was 
initially used for purchase of raw materials. Recently, however, with new profirs 
from soapmaking, the caoperat;ve ha% raised the monthly stipend received by 
each member by 25 percent. 

A number of obarzcles must be removed before the Markala Soapworks can 
attain the members’ goal of both producing and selling 2000 bars of soap per week. 
They musr have retail agents in other ~WI)S since Markala cannot absorb this 
quantity. This in turn has strained the cooperative’s bookkeeping system. The 
IWO literat? members of the cooperative record the transactions of their millet 
grinding mill and cloth dyeing, as well as soapmaking. Recendy an improved 



Fig. 4. Soap tanks in use. 

bookkeeping and stock control system for the Soapworks was established; 
however, further training in bookkeeping is needed. In August 1979 the 
cooperative began purchasing raw marerti4 in bulk in order to increase profits by 
reducing production costs. This in tutu has required a reevaluation of the working 
capital necessary for rhe soapworks, an accurate stock control systemi effective 
transport, and storage iacilities. These problems are currently being studied by the 
members, who may seek credit for expansion as weli as technical assistance in 
cooperative accounting. 

Traditiona! soapmaking has long been recognized as a woman+ task in Africa, 
but has often become a male preserve when improved technologies permit the 
production of large quantities of high quality soap. Rural women seldom reap the 
profits from improved soap technologies. In the Markala case, however, a low-cost 
soapmaking technology led by a cohesive, self-managed women’s cooperative has 
enabled lowincome, rural women to retain control over and improve upon a 
traditional source of family revenue. 

The Markala cooperative has begun to tee& soapmaking technologies to 
other women in Mali. In January 1980 the Markala cooperative rraired 15 
representatives from nine rural women’s groups in cold process soapmaking. 
These groups have begun production and, depending on local oil suppiies and 
group cohesion, it is likely that :ome will install soap boiling ranks in the future. It 
is hoped that the transfer of soapmaking technologies will then s:reogthcn other 
wornens’ institutions in the country. 

In conclusion, a number of factors about the transfer of soapmaking 
technology to the Markala cooperative are noteworthy. The women chose to 
develop soapmaking on the basis of their own skilis and knowledge of local 
demand and resources; they were involved in adapting an imported technology to 
their conditions. They control!ed the introduction of new techniques. Finally, the 
cooperative achieved a significant group strength through its soapmaking efforts 
which enabled it to benefit as an institution. 

Contact: Technology Consultancy Centre 
University of Science and Technoiogy 
University Post Office 
Kumasi, Ghana 





Condensing a Solution: 
Community Solar Engineering, Haiti 
Ron Alward and Tom Lumnd 

The Handbook on Appropriate Technology contains a detailed des- 
cription of a solar distillation plant built at Source Philippe, La Gonave, 
Haiti in 1969. Eleven years after its inception, Tom Lawand and Ron 
Alward of Brace Research institute looked back on this project and 
tried to answer the question of why this project succeeded when others, 
equally sound, have failed. They looked closely at the decision-making 
process, the selection of options, and the longer-rerm technical 
reliability of the system. 

Source Philippe, an isolated island community of 250, had no natural supply of 
fresh wafer other than rain. A large rainwater catchmcnt system had been bui!t, 
bur there was stiii an ucgcnt need for fresh waler. Efforts CO drill for fresh u’afer 
had proved fruitless. Recurring droughts meant that people had [o depend on 
distant water sources (a nine hour round trip by foe; or donkey! or water brought 
by boat from the mainland. In conjunction with the local ~ommunirv, rhc Brace 
Research Institute designed a sob distillation system which produced 1100 litres 
per day of fresh water from either brackish well or sea water, and collected 
rainwater. The cost of the sysrcm is high (approximately $60 US per capita in 
1969) relative to ground\vater systems but still low compared CO rhe alternatives. 
During periods of drought, over 1000 persons per day obtained wafer frcm the 
xii!, The !ocal ~onnwnify w’as involved in al! phases af the project fron the 
choice of solar energy to distill water through the labour-intensive construction. 
Without question, the technology employed was adequae the still continues to 
work. it is intrerated info thr life of the villaee. and the villaee is resoonsible for its I 1 . 
maintenance. 

Solar sfills are usually only feasible in arid sea coast regions where the ground 
water is salinated and not potable. The best locations are small. isolated 
communities with a low demand for drinking water. 

In 1968, after considerable research, the leaders of Source Philippe and a 
Haitian agronomisr. with the help of I’Eglise Methodistc d’Hiairi, identified solar 
distillation as one of the options for providing fresh wawr. Brace Research 
Institute was initally asked to help determine the feasibility of this option. Afwr 

1 Bram Rmwch Inrtiiule. Sre. Anne de Bclle”“c, Q”&C. Can& 



discussions of Jcsaiination techniques berwcer\ the Alagr cooperativr and rhe 
agronomisr. solar Jistillation ,vas chosen iai rhc :ii<,st likely CO succeed. 

\‘illayc members ip~cifierl ih~ir ,va~ili r:ee J- t” the Bra;e rngincrr anli cx- 5 
picssrd ;onct‘rn nve~ rhe a~,pcarancc o f rbis nowl Avie and how it wou\J he 
ixcgxrd with rb /’ ,:‘: llr i\irr,ng nacCr reselcol:. The rngineer also ;iskcd for aiiiiw 
on insulation matcri2l. ad the vii&m wggeste J rhc use of ~offtx husks fur [his 
pu,pnsc. With this on-site informar,on an J furthrr coircspondencr wi.!, I’Eglisr, 
Brace drsigncd a suirahle soiar disrillarion planr. 

When thr Brace project rnginecr arrived in Swrce Philippe four months !arcr. 
working drawings in hand, hz found that rhc people had changed rhcir minds 
about rhe sip> originally sAxted since a large shadr trer, which formell a 
communal meeting place, \vould have to be cut down. Finding a nrw site which 
did nor disrupt village xiivitie required alterations in the oripinai design. The 
ncs &sign ~onsrraims WCTC not a problem as local construction skills were used to 
ohrain the nrcrssary suurh-facing slupe. dig the UYII, and build olcvated and 
sunken water rexmirs. The cunmunity’~ skill in stone-wall rerracing methods 
was particularly inprrssivr. In many instances such skills were in~trumrntal for 
decreasing the quanriry of construction materials used. Tlx Brace engineer latrr 
said that the village workers taught him a considerable annum about the use of 
latcrific soils mined with cement and effi&nt trchniques of hand-mixing largr 
quantities of concrete. 

The interaction and learning which took place on all aspccrs of rhc project 
between a local non-governmental arprcnization, engineers, village leaders, an 
animator, and rhe villagers themselves partly BCLOUIIC for rhe Still’s success. Over 



Basic features of La Gonave solar still 

five long, hot, dry months the consfrucriun involved every m.,n, wutllan and child 
in rhe village. 

lr was rmlized a~ the outset that the most vulnerable part of the sysrem would 
be the pump used to elevate water from the wrll to the solar dis:il!ation site. Thus 
the primary wind pump had a hand pump and even buckets as back-up. 

The original windmill was a Savonius Rotor built in a Port-au-Prince work- 
shop of oil drums and orhcr locally-available parts. After installation if became 
apparent that rhis system was incapable of reliably delivering adequate quanrities 
aiwarrr NIP the 5m head from sea level to the saline wacrr reservoir. The Savonius 
Rotor watcrpump was rventually replaced by a small German-made Luhing wind 
pumper (original cost $200). Its bronze pump rod lasted about two years before 
being repiaced. The windmill itself lasred five years. Since that time, saline water 
has been plvmped to the upper reservoir by x hand pump. Every few years new 
pump pars have had to he purchased (toraIling about $30 each tune) because of 
the highly corrosive saline wxer in the well. 

A general overhaul and mainfenancr check of the entire distillation plant was 
done in 1978 to correrr a few txhnical fauirs that had developed over its nine 
years of operarion. The coffee-husk insulation material u’as originally buried 
under a two-inch layer of sand but, due to settling and sand shifting caused by 
flowing water in the ponds, some husks came into conmcc with the butyl rubber 
basin liner and gradually wore holes in it. During rhe overhaul, [his insulation was 
removed and replaced by sand. Some glass which had broken over the years was 
replaced. The overhaul was initiated by I’Eglise Methodiste d’Haiti and the village 
leaders. Correspondence with Brace Research Institute technical staff and on-site 
assistance from church volunteers ena bled 
in six working days. 

the villagers to complete the overhaul 

Prior co the repairs, nine of the original 15 distillation basins were operating at 
01 near capacity with the remaining six basins only partially operational. Since 
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Schematic concept of solar still operation 

rhat rime, fresh xr’ater producrion from the solar still has averaged some 20 percent 
OVrr design predirrions. 

Non-technical bcrors also accounted for rhe outcome of the project. Everyone 
in the village needed fresh wager: the desired goal was rntirrly unambiguous. This 
is worth emphasizing since frequently those who advocate a focus on basic needs 
in development projects overlook :he facr :hat priori&s are often unclear or, at a 
minimum, there is no grncral concensus on the order of priorities. When the need 
is clearly agreed upon, an AT approach to providing so!utions is much simpler. 

The introduction of rhr solar srill was facilirared to some extent through its in- 
corporation into an overall dcvelopmenr scheme for the community which 
included agriculture, fishing, and he&h components. Recent successful 
innovations had paved the way for the solar still. But the use of locally-available 
resources and skills working through the e&ring leadership struc~urc, a&the 
participation of rhe whole community in the project all increased the chances of 
acceptability by rhe c~xnmunity. By participating in most aspects of this project 
the village was able to broaden its range of experiencrs while utilizing existing 
skills and familiar working materials. 

The introduction of new rechnologics involves a complex intcrxfion between 
the people in the community, their social, political and economic sfrucfures, the 
local resource base, and the new technology. The degree of success or failure in 
tc;hnology introducti~on generally rrlates directly to the level of consideration 
given to rhe various elemenrs in this interaction. If the focus is primarily on 
technology. CO the near exclusion of the other elements, an immediate technical 
success may be achieved. Often, however, the technology is not used as people 
revert :o traditional practices for a number of non-technical seasons. 



L’Eglise Methodiste d’Haiti provided the structural umbrella under which the 
project was carried out. They promoted the establishment of a village cooperative 
council which formulated decisions on project developments. and the church used 
its base in Port-au-Prince to support village activities. 

Local technical and social animators employed by I’Eglise Methodiste d’Hairi 
provided logistical, technical, and morn! support to the villagers. At critical phases 
in the technology introduction, before the project was initiated and during the 
follow-up period, Haitian SW. lologists, agronomirn and other community 
animators provided the social motivation necessary to ensure the success of the 
project. They helped the villagers understand the basis of the work and provided 
the continuing support necessary to ensure the operation and management of the 
still. 

Training villagers in construction, operation, and maintenance procedures 
was fundamental and essential to integration of the technology into the social 
fabric of the community. Those trained developed and improved on skills which 
they have subsequently used to advantage in related activities and other 
development programs affecting their own and neighbouring communities. Their 
resolve, willingness, and ability to solve their critical water supply problem 
contributed most to the success of the operation. 

This was an uncommon development project. Everyone in the village was 
involved: the traditional leadership, the rooperative movement, the church 
hierarchy. the richest, the poorest, the most powerful. the least influential, and 
even the externally-imposed police officials. Perhaps more important, all of these 
structural elements were represented in the decision-making process. 

Contact: Brace Research Institute 
MacDonald College of McGill University 
Ste. Anne de B&we 
Quebec, Canada 
H9X 1CO 
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Putting the Components 
of AT Together, 
Papua New Guinea 
The South Pacific Appropriate Technology Foundation (SPATF) has or- 
ganized a network of activities and services to promote small-scale 
app:apriate technology projects mainly in the rural areas of Papua New 
Guinea (PNG) and other islands in the South Pacific.* Over three years 
SPATF has developed 2 unique set of interconnected components to 
serve some of the needs of isolated communities. SPATF has focused as 
much on developing the support services required to get improved tools 
and techniques into use as on the techniques themselves. SPATF 
provides information, implements, technical and financial assistance, 
and promotes access to these services to help develop the village.level 
organizations which are the base for further development. 

SPATF is adapted to the present development policies, resources, 
and traditions of PNG. The same organizational structure and combina- 
tion of components are not necessarily suitable or feasible in other 
countries at different stages of development, and having policies which 
may not support appropriate technology. 

AT endeavours which focus only on hardware demonstration or 
information centres will be marginally effective. Information on paper 
is silent and demonstrations are interesting to look at but a supporting 
network is required to get ideas into action. 

PNG is a diverse country split by mountains and coastal waters. Its 3 million 
peqp!e are also divided by a mixture of languages and cultures. Travei and ttans- 
portation within the country are expensive. PNG is still largely dependent on 
foreign aid and primary product exports (copper, &fee, copra, and cocoa) and 
does not yet have a sizable number of small-scale carpenters, blacksmiths, or 
tradesmen in the rural areas who can readily service small-scale technologies. Prior 
to independence in 1975, development iyas limited to a few coastal centres. 
Providing the 80 percent of the population in rural communities with access to im- 
proved technologies has been a primary concern of the post-independence 
government. 

1 lnformarion hr rhia case study provided by Ngel Florida. SPAT. 



Fig. 1. SPATF’s Logo 

In 1976 PNG was one of the few countries in the world with appropriate 
technology concepts sr%fically incorporated into it5 national development plan: 

Government exfemion and education efforts will be increasingly related to 
the needs of specific communities thnugh better coordination of field services 
and by developmqnt oi a mote integrated national and provincial planning 
system. In this sense the whole aim of the rural development effort could be 
summarised as that of introducing technologies that are ‘approprixe’ to the 
needs of particular communities. In some circumstances, this could mean the 
introduction of sophisticated, capital intensive techniques. However, in most 
cases rural development in Papua New Guinea needs simple technology and 
u-herever possible labour intensive rather than capital intensive technology.2 

Though not a government organization, SPKrF is in some respects a policy 
instrument for the gradual transformation of traditional pioduction. To achieve 
this, the government will be encouraging introduction of technologies that ate 
appropriate in the sense of “being adaptable to local skills, fitting in with local 
customs, using primarily local materials. and relying on local co~xtol and local 
initiative.” 

Economic planners realized that industrialization ot urban employment 
policies can absorb only a small proportion of the workforce: 

Government policy will be to encourage the growth of urban self-employment 
but again this sector can absorb only a small part of the total workforce. Even 
if the urban workforce increased dramatically over 70 percent of the 
total workforce would still require opportunities for self-employment in rural 
areas. 

Moreover this is not a quick solution. 

This strategy for rural development is not put forward as an easy solution; it 
will or.l:~ succeed if promoted through a consistent set of policies over the 

2 This and the i&wi”g q”“tcs are hm The Porr-l”depcnde”ce Narionai Deucia~meni Stmcegi. 
Centrd Planning Office. Waigani, FNG. Ocmber 1976. 



lifrrime of the next generation. Howcwr it is r&e oni? strategy rhat will make it 
possible for the majorit? of the people to become in\&rd in improving their 
material standard of living through their own efforts. 

SPATF built on the initatives of other groups in PNG, in particular the Mel- 
anesian Council ofchurches which in I%7 published rhe Liklik Buk (Lirrlr Book), 
probably tht rnosc impressive AT “handbook” written for and by a particular 
country. It is an encyclopedia of resources, agriculture, and ideas for rural 
developmcnr s~arkrrs. About 20,000 copies have bcrn sold svorldwide in English 
and it is now available in pi&in. The book includes a cautionary note entitled 
“The Appropriate Techno!agy Game.” 

Every time an international fl:,ghr lands in Port ~\lorrshv. sve grr at least one 
more appropriate rechnology rxpcrr. !‘NG has more appropriate tcchnolog) 
cxprrts per capita than any cthcr ountry in the developing world, most of 
rhcm foreigners. 

The rrouble with appropriate rrchnniogy experts is thnr most arc cxpcrts at 
little exwx convincine themselves that thev have somcthine to reach. Per- 
haps Liklik Bxk is no exception! 

ir is very plrasanr to sit around the yard of a high convcnanr house sipping 
brcr and drawing glans for dehydrarcd kaukau factor& It is wen satisfying 
living in a bush house and building an evaporative cooler from poles and 
mosquito nrts. The trouble is that much of the “appropriasc” tcchnologv is 
what somebody rhinks is appropriarc for SOIIICO~C else Ur.ril more of 
what is called appropriztc rcchnolugy is inwnrcd, made. and adopred by 
Papua Sew Guineans, the appropriate tcrhnology “csperr” should rzamine 
his motives wry criticaily. 

SPATF rec-ognirrd that there were lots of ideas and potcnrially apprupriatc 
techniques in cxistcncc. The problem. the crucial part of a good AT program. n-as 
to help local communitirs identify their needs. and make nprions avail; Sic to 
them, and put them in contact with supplias of materials. hardware. or suitablt 
technical and financial assistance. 

Reali:ing the need for a network of interconnected supportive services if AT is 
to be applied, SPATF has the fall owing as components of ifs AT program. Eacib 
part in isolation would only be marginally effective; in an owra/I program, each 
one is more successful. 

1. Technical lnfoormation Exchange Library 
SPATF has catalogucd over 1,000 publications. The retrieval system is 
designed to provide a number of altrrnatives for a particular problem. Tiilr 
final choice of the technology to bc used remains with the user. 

2. Publications 
- A free, three-language, bi-monthly development newsletter, “Yumi- 
Kirapim,” which promotes, informs, and provides feedback on AT dcvrlop- 
ment activities. 
- “Kaunsila Traim” (“Counselor Try It” in pidgin), a comic strip which 
appears in a local newspaper. (fig. 2) 
- Basic construction and repair manuals for hydraulic ram pumps, serving 
machines, drum ovens, fcrro-cement houses and water tanks, blacksmith 
bellows, forges, and charcoal making. 



Fig. 2. Kaunsila Traim 

3. AT Demonstration Workshops 
SPATF organized 15 “hands-or:” workshops in 1979 which dcmonstratcd 
both traditional and improved techniques. and project-related skills that par- 
ticipants can begin to use immediately af the village level, or in organizing 
their own workshops. 

The workshops also introduced participants to representatives of govern- 
ment services and development assistance agencies. 
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4. Small Project Fund 
This fund provides grants of up co 300 kina ($420 US) c(1 group- or 
community-initiated and conrrollcd proj~cs w sup~~lcment local rcources 
and pur improved rcchniqucs inm pracrice. 

A second objective of this fund is to help dcvclop rcchnical 2nd managerial 
skills, and crraw an awareness of the need for project planning. For most of 
the rcquestcrs, it will be the first time that they have approached an aid 
agency; it will be the first time they have written a project proposal; it may br 
the first time thry have managed this amount of mt,ney; ix will hc the first 
cimr many have rackird a technical project. Thrrc will be mistakes - nails will 
bc budgeted for, hammers not so. Technical esprrrisc will br assured. only IO 
find it does nor rsisc and must br !oarnrd. The fund is bawd on trust - fiust 
that pooplr will spc-nd rhe funds allotred wisely and K> rho brsr of the currem 
ability and will gain from rhc rxpcrience. If a physical piece of hardwore such 
as a drum own or wafer tank exists at the and of rhib espcrirncc, that is seen 
as an added bonus. Drum ovens, WBIC~ supplyisaniration pnjecrs, and pig 
and poulrry projects haw been rhe mosr popular. 

5. Village Equipment Suppliers (VES) 
VES evaluates and se!!:, basic tools and agricultural prowssing rquipmcnt thar 
villager can afford (fig. 3). By conducting business by mail, it atrw~prs 10 
overcome rhr limited access remow villages in particulnr have w rhis market. 

6. Bomana Rural Workshop 
This is a demonstrarion and training ,.vorkshop to show that existing and 
upgraded metal and woodworkmg and blacksmithing can be de~ciopcd info 
small-sca!r indusrries which service agricuiturc. In dcmonsrrating altrrnatr 
technologies it avoids the pitfalls of becoming a “musrum for the preservation 
of AT” (a pirfall orher AT dcmonsrration cemres, without a supporting 
nerwork of activities, have fallen into). !t aI50 texs and adapts imporrd 
hardware (in particular the rquipmrnt sold at VES) and ideas to PNG 
conditions. 

7. AT Development Unit of the Univrrsity of Technology, Lae 
(ATDU) 
Some AT projects require sophisticated research and design services. Through 
the ATDU professional engineers and their students, SPATF and their 
village-level clients have some access to such services. ATDU promotes the 
inn&wnenr of faculty and students in viilage-level projects. (See the following 
case study for a description of an ATDU hydra-&uric project.) 

8. Regional Representatives 
After a two-year search for volunteers. SF 4TF is initiating a network of four 
paid representatives as a link between the head office and the field. These 
representatives will work from small regional offices and are provided wirh a 
mobile demonstration workshop on a 4.wheel drive vehicle. 

9. Hanuatek Small Industries 
This indusrrial prcmorion service offers initial financing for urban workshops, 
and a variety of training and marketing services. Current services offer help 
with sewing machine repair, copper beating, icr making, and carpentry. 
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Fig. 3. Part of Village Equipment Cataloeue, 
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Outboard moron repair, low-cost furniture and hospital equipment 
nanufacture, and casting of cooking pars are planned for the future. 

10. Administration 
This is probably the most important componenr of any AT organization. 
once the most feasible approach to serving clients has been identified. SPATF 
appears to have worked out a practical approach and can coordinntc its 
various components smoothly. The 23 paid staff include la Papua NW 
Guineans. 

It should be re-emphasized that the above components of SPATF are inter- 
dependent and linked to other development organizations in PNG. For example, 
some demonstration workshops have been designed so women can discuss, con- 
suuct, and evaluate both traditional and improved techniques from agriculture to 
sewing nuchine maintenance. If, in such a workshop, the wxnen find a wood 
rfove proposal potentially useful and Ixmageable. and want to implement the 
technology upon rerurning to their villages, they might still need further informa- 
tion, rools, rechnical assistance, a small amount of money, or feedback from 
similar initiatives elsewhere to help promote and legitunize their efforts within 
their own communities. These support services make demanstrarion workshops 
much more effective. Moreovrr, out of these workshops come sugpestions for in,. 
provements m existing services and technologies. 

Further Reading: 
Liklik Buk 
Available from Liklik Buk Information Centre. P.0. Box 1920. Lx, Papua New 
Guinea. 

A. Fuglesang, Doing TtLings Together: Retort on an Experience in Communicaring 
Appropriare Technology. Available from Dag Hammarskj6ld Foundation, Uppsala, 
Sweden, 1977. A detailed report on one of the original AT workshops in PNG. 

Contact: South Pacific Appropriate Technology Foun&;ion 
P.O. Box 6937 
Boroko. Papua New Guinea 





Generating the Links Between 
Engineers and Rural Villages, 
Papua New Guinea 
P. G,eenwood and C. W. Perrert’ 

In Papua New Guinea more than 80 percent of the population live in 
remote villages of nniy 100 to 300 people. Much of the country is 
covered by rugged, mountainous terrain which, because of a high 
annual rainfall, has a large potential for hydroelectric power 
generation. This is done on a large scale by rhe public utililty for 
electricity but it is not technically or economically feasible for many of 
the more distant villages to be connected to the main electricity supply 
grid. At present the majority of villages rely on kerosene for lighting 
and firewood for cooking and heating. Those few villages associated 
with mission and government stations, plantations, and business groups 
usually have small diesel power plants for lighting and small appliances. 
Some stations have hydroelectric plants. All these small~scale schwzmes 
have been initlate.d and managed by expatriate personnel ad have 
caused little change in outlying villages since electrification is aimost 
alwa~ys confined to the immediate station. 

In 1’35 the University of Techno!ogy, ix, ia ;nnjr!n~riun with ihe Appropriate 
Technology Developmenr Unit (ATDU), based ar ti;t~ University, installed a small 
hydra-electric system near Baindoang. a remc:tr rurai village. Wind power and 
solar power had been considered but were not seen to have any great potential, 
although the latter may be feasible in rhe fu:ure. Since liquid fuel must he flown to 
Baindoang, diesel generation is not economicai we; time despite its lower initial 
costs. Hydra-electricicy was chosen as the power source because of the t.eavy 
continuous rainfa!l and tigh head available. Local initiative, essential for success, 
ied to the choice of Baindoang: the headrnaster of the local school heard a radio,,, 
broadcast about a University seminar on rural electrificatiun and invited t& 
Universiry to investigate possible sites in his area. ,~,. 

Baindoang is at an altitude of about 1500 metres and has a generalk~ mild 
climate with fairly cold nights. It is a subsistence farming area with a small amount 
of coffee grown as a cash crop. Accas is by either small aircraft or an extremely 
difficuk two-day trek through very rugged mountainous terrain from Lae. the 

1 Departmenr oiEiecrrical Engineering, universir” ofTe&nolopy, be, Papva New Guinea 
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nearest town. The hydra-elecrric system is near the primary school and airsrrip 
area, Ihe focal point of rhe surrounding community of seven villages. The main 
village of Baindoang is 2 km away at an altitude of 1800 mares and in the near 
future it will be linked co the system by a high-voltage transmission IiF??, 

Since most rural villages have no hope of a govcrnmentuperated ,,&tricity 
supply, arrangements musr be created which permit self-sufficiency. Ir nial costs 
mw be kept fo a minimum, management and operation muff be provided by the 
people themselves, and maintenance arrangements handled on a cooperative 
basis. 

The objective of the project was to install a scheme which was nor associared 
.with a mission, government or business interest, thereby allowing villages to 
achieve more self-sufficiency. It was essential, therefore, that the local community 
be involved in planning and installing the system in order to be prepared for inde- 
pendence from expatriate involvement, apart from occasional technical assistance. 
Thus outside involvement was restricted co technical advice and aid. The 
community, through the leadership of the village counci! of elders. decided and 
managed the ncn-technical details of the project. The council also established 
priori&x for the we of electrical power: a two-way radio. a health aid post, the 
school, the teachers’ I-ouses, rhc trade suxe. coffee processing equipment, and a 
freezer. The dders also encouraged the participation of local carpenters and an 
&KfriCiaIL 

The install&x was managed by wo communities. The first, consisting of 
University and ATDU staff, z-sessed various technical pcssibilities. A sraff mem- 
ber then visited Buindoang and presented various alternatives :o the council of 
village elders which, with some of the school teachers, formed the second 
committee. In this way, for example, it was decided that a ha wafer sapply, 
shower b!ock, and washing facilities should be built. The sysccm was installed in 
1978. The community provided and managed the unskilled lahour, which often 
consisrrd of women and children digging trenches and carrying materials. The 
University and ATDU provided skilled and xmi-skilled labour; University 
swdents were encouraged co participax (which they did with great enthusiasm) by 
assisting with manual labour. houre wiring, and design work. (Course credits were 
the reward for their efforts.) 

The hydra-electric scheme (fig. 1) is a high head (180 metres), small flow 
@litresisecond), system driving a pelton wheel giving a measured 6.8 kW of 
elecnical power. A sin& phase, 240 volt, 30 amp, AC altrrnator is directly 
coupled CO the turbine. The customary, expensive, and complicated mechanical 
speed governor was omitted in favour of an elecrronic load controller having no 
moving parts and requiriq little maintenance. This device ensures that the 
electrical load on the generator is held consram. keeping the generator at conscax 
speed. It was developed by the University and coxs about $200 US, The load 
controller enables electricity to br diverted from a “continuous load” (a wafer 
hater) co a “temporary load” (a radio broadcast or coffee processing). 

The tc,tal steady electrical !oad is approximately 4.5 kW, consisting of a 3 kW 
heater and a 1.5 kW lighting load which run continuously 24 hours a day. A large 
hoc wafer tank is used for sh,owers and general domestic use at the communal 
facilities. No thermal icsulation is used on the tank so the wafer never exceeds 
60°C and the heat loss is available for drying clothes. Variation in the lighting 
load does not significantly alter the machine running speed but the load controller 
is required when an intermicrent load such as a freezer or power tool is used. 



Fig. 1: Small-scale Hydroelectric System 
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In the evem of a loss of a system load, a simple currem sensing dwice will 
switch on a large water heater in the tail race of the turbine fo prevent o~erspeed 
and damage fo rhe gensraror. This merhod is simple, reliable, and inexpensive. 

Answering the modest power needs of Baindoang required some bureaucratic 
intervention. After ensuring that initisl electrical requirements were me:, a fsw 
bush houses were wired up. Several safety problems, in particular the danger of 
fire in grass roofs and electric shock should a roof leak, ied 10 the establishmenr of 
a standard for wiring bush houses by the Papua New Guinea Electriciry Commis- 
sion Authority. 

Since stimulating s&sufficiency was a considerable intluence on the engineers 
of this hydra-electric project, simplicity and reliability were essential to its design. 
The turbine and generarot set was purchased from an OV~TSWS manufacrurer 
known for rehabiliry. All ocher equipment was purchased in Papua New Guinea 
to minimize larer problems of replacement. For future projects, pelton wheels will 
be manufactured locally. This will reduce the costs for high head schemes by up co 
seveml thousand dollars. A maintenance facility is bring sex up to service this and 
a number of other systems in the area. 

The actual cosf of the project is difficult to establish. Overhead costs such as 
staff time, airfares, and experimental facilities were included in the initial research 
project and the student field trip budset. The large amount of “free” labour 
involved could not be assessed. 

Travel and subsistence expenses wew reduced by using the local labour force. 
Use of local materials avoided expensive airfreight charges. 

The hardware cost of the scheme was 10,000 kina ($14,000 US), includmg the 
community washing block and all electric wiring. Funding came from va~lws aid 



organizations and University sources, plus a 10 percent contrihrlrion from the 
village itself. Conrrihutions from the future usus are considered essential for any 
prajcct of this smr; a sense of ownership is implanted as is active inwvcmcnr in 
the project. 

The transmission line m Baindoang, the next sr~ge of devrlopmrnr, will he 
expensive hut rhe potenrial reward is high. The proposed 2 km line, which will 
carry up co 3 kW, and the wiring of up to 10 houses will cosc ahour $10,000 US. 
The schrmc is supported by the govrrnmcnt CO discover lowt osr mcrhodc for 
furrxe systems and the socio-economic impacr of run! eletxrificarion. 

A full rrvaluarian of rhr impacr ofrhe electrification on the commence. will hr 
of neceGty a long term projrcr. Howvrver, the immediarc hrnc!ir :I) rhc 
community has been an improvement in rhe quality of life. The villagers are 
hopeful that this will hrlp them attrxt and rrrain good school reachers. They also 
hope thar the improved facilities will prompt young people to stay or rc~urn to the 
village. 

Only a few minor trchnical hitches have occurred in the last .;~~ar and rhc 
project hx been deemed a success hy all participants. Erprricncr ha5 shown rhar 
difficulties may arise through aging of plastic piping. land erosion un rhe river 
banks near rhc cable crossings, and earth tremors. 

The novelty of the project lies in rhc applicarion of this largely proven 
technology to a rural, unsophisricated situation and rhe handing owr of rota1 
managcmrnt to the local community. The major lesson to be learned from ir is 
that for such a projrcr to he a success the local community must he acriwly 
involved in all stages of the planning and consrrucfion. The project has also 
illusrratrd the \&e of a multi-disciplinary involvemenr of mechanical, e&r&i, 
and civil engineers, and economists and sociologists. 

As a result of the Baindoang success, several provincial govcmmenrs in Papua 
Nuw Guinea xc funding more projects with the samr aims and management 
Fig. 2: Local Construction Crew 
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s~rucf~re. Eight 2rojscts are being investigated currenrly by the University. lrs 
provincial government is establishing a five-year program plannpd and a&ised by 
University staff. Local manufacturing and maimrnancr. faciliries will be 
established as part of the program. 

Further Reading: 
The Power Guide: A Catalogue 0~’ Small Scale Power Equipmenr 
Compiled by Peter Framkel. IntermediateTechnology Puhlicarions, 9 King Strerr, 
London WCZE 8HN. UK: 1979. A buyer’s guide to suppliers of smaller-scale 
power sources and an introduction to choosir.g them. 

Energy for Rural Development: Renewable Rerourcrs and Alrernurir~e Technologies /or 
Devrlo~ing Counrries 
Report of an Ad Hoc Panel of rhe Advisory Commirtee on Technology 
Innovation; Board on Science and Technology for lnternarional Drvelopmenr; 
Commission on hernational Relations, National Academy uf Sciences, 
Washirrgon, D.C.; 1976. An introduction to power supply options usins 
renewable energy and their feasibility. A French-language edition of this repon 
was published in 1977 and single copies are available on request from the Agency 
for International Developmenr, Technical Assistance Bureau, Office of Science 
and Technology, Washington. D.C. USA 20523. 

Purari: Ouer~owering PNG? 
International Developmmr Action f& Purari Action Group. Available from 
Inrernational Develapment Action, 73 Little George Street, Fitzroy Victoria 3065, 
Australia. A srudy questioning the choice and development impacr of a large 
hydra-electric project in Papua New Guinea, also describing how and why such 
choices are made, and the developmenr impact (or lack of ir) in six similar projecrs 
elsewhere. 

Contact: Appropriate Techno& Development Unit 
University of Technology 
P.O. Box 793 
Lae, Papua New Guinea 
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Appropriate Technology vs. 
Economic Reality, Ghana 
A barrier exists between formal research and development activities 
and the majority of people. Large research institutions and universities 
do not have a particularly good record of providing suitable technical 
options that low-income entrepreneurs or communities can afford to 
adopt. Moreover, they are hesitant to involve themselves directly in the 
community or shop-level process of adapting research to local 
conditions. 

This is increasingly recognized and many independent AT centres 
have been established to link their research to the needs expressed by 
small farmers, artisans, entrepreneurs or cooperatives. Most of these 
centres are relatively new. There is little detailed information on their 
field experience in diffusing technologies or descriptions of the 
particular constraints which mold their approach to AT. The 
.effectiveness of these organizations is determined not only by their 
technical abilities and sensitivity to local development issues, but also 
by national and international level policies which can promote or 
thwart trhe initiatives of such groups. 

The following report is based on an assessment of the experience of 
one such group, operating in a different economic context.1 

The Technology Consultancy Centre (TCC) in Kumasi has had eight years of 
experience in developing alternate choices of technology in Ghana and, occa- 
sionally, in transferring them to nearby countries (see the chapter “Women Find- 
ing Assistance, Mali”). It has had a variety of successes and disappointments in 
diffusing new wxhniques and product:. Despite a focus on close interaction wirh 
local entrepreneurs and a willingness to involve themselves in non-technical 
problems such as assistance with loan applications, certificates of approval from 
the Nxional Standards Board, import licences, and raw material supplies, they 
and their clients operate in a very uncertain economic environment. Extremely 
high inflation rates and price controls increase the risks of adopting different tech- 
niques, hence limit the Cenrre’s effectiveness. In a country whose economic poli- 
cies over the past 20 :~;xs have created a bias towards selling or repairing imported 
items, the promotion of local or small-scale manufacruring is very difficult. 

1 Adapred and quored wirh permission iron, Sally Holrermann. lnrrmlcdiare Tdlnoiogy in Gho. 
Inrermediare Technalugy Publications, London: ,979. 
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Situated on the campus of the University of Science and Technology in 
Kumasi, TCC was initially established to link the technical expertise within the 
university with local entrepreneurs or craftsmen to help develop small-scale indus- 
try. Since then it has become more independent of the university, setting up its 
own research, development and production facilities. Now TCC is in the process 
of establishing “intcrmrdiate technology transfer units” for its main clienrs within 
the “informal” industrial sector w,hcre the majority of the industri31 labxr force is 
employed. 

TCC provides technical advice to small-scale manufacturers, and helps them 
develop new or improved produ..r< and adapt existing techniques ro local require- 
ments. Thry prefer rhat local people approach them for technical assistance. The 
requests they have received vary considerably: chemical testing of products, 
suggestions to improve product quality or process efficiency, help in mec:ing 
wxious govcrnmcnr standards, finding sources of raw materials or developing 
alternative sources, advice on rhe selecrion of new or used machinery, or 
assisrance with feasibility s:udies for loan applications. On occxion, thr Cenrre 
has built pilot plant production facilities on its premise ro demonstrate technical 
and economic efficiency. TCC has a professional staff of about six people, and up 
to 60 proplr in iti prodxtian Unirr. 

Although TCC would welcome more involvement with cooperatives, most of 
their clients have been individual entrepreneurs who want to invest in 
intermediate-scale technologies. Both effective cooperarivcs and entrepreneurs 
wi!ling to go into manufacturing are in short supply. With a few exceptions, 
cooperatives in the region have had a poor history: cooperativeofficials haveoftcn 
been imposed on the cooperatives rather than being chosen from within the mem- 
bership. As a result members are reluctant to trust their funds to these officials. 
Local economic realities present risks for a small-scale manufacrurer: 

Imagine trying to run a soap factory when you are uncertain mahether the state 
f;rm will allow you any palm oil this week even if you are prepared to offer a 
bribe, when the lorry for transporting the oil has a broken clutch and no-one 
can find a replacemen. and when the controlled price you are allowed to 
charge for the soa:) is less than you have to pay for the palm oil from which it 
is made. 

The government largely ignored the small-scale sector in the 1950s and 60s. 
There are few links between big and small firms. Overvalued currency and 
internal inflation (over 100 percent in 1978) have resulted in artificially cheap 
imports. Price controls have been ineffective in reducing inflation; since local 
foods are exempt, the poor do not benefit from them as much as high-income 
people who are more likely to buy the goods covered by controls. Nor are the 
controls systematically enforced, therefore buyers spend a great deal of time 
searching for the best price. There is no shortage of entrepreneurs but a shortage 
of those who will invest in manufacturing as opposed ro trading. 

The economic circumstances that make it difficult to xake money in 
manufacturing are precisely the ones that make it easy to earn money in 
trading. lntlation and price controls enable some people to make small 
fortunes. Between the person who initially imports or produces for sale at 
around the controlled price and the person who sells to the final customa at a 
much higher price on the open market, there is a chain of intermediaries, who 
all take their cut. An investment in a productive enterprise has to promise a 
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very high rate of return on capital, and a very high absolute pr,+ic. before it 
will entice an enrrepreneur away from the lucrative opportuniries in trading. 
This is one of rhe main reasons why the TCC has found it difficult to find 
capable and enthusiastic enrrepreneurs. 

TCC has beer: involved in producing a wide variery of items such as soap, 
animal feeds, glass beads, agricultural implements, and nuts and bolts. It ‘was very 
successful in helping a local entrepreneur de\rlop a paper glue, made from local 
materials, that could compete with imported glues. Ghana is now seif-sufficient in 
this product. 

Problems have been encountered in the diffusion of improved techniques, as 
their involvement in smallaale snap manufacturing shows. Ghana is heavily 
dependenr on imporred soap. Its largesr sixp factory, pw!y governmeni- and 
foreign-owned, auses imported inputs, althou& Ghana produces one of the major 
soap ingredients ~ palm oil. In recenr years rhc large-scale planr has been 
operating at a loss and 20 percent of capacity, despite govcrnmcnt subsidies. 

Traditional soap-makers supply most of the soap in Ghana. In 1972 some of 
them approached TCC for help in improving the quality of local soaps. After 
considerable research with local oils. fillers and perfumes, and the assistance of a 
consultant from India, TCC developed a number of satisfactory fornular snd 
built prototype soap plants to demonstrate their economic feasibility. An 
inexpensive and efficient wood-burning d-sign emerged. Because both the scale 
and the technique were familiar and credir was nor difficult co obtain, many 
enthusiastic entrepreneurs have bought soap boiling tanks manufactured by 
TCC. ‘The Cewre also designed small plants to make caustic soda, a major soap 
ingredient, at one-third of the price of imported caustic soda. The Centre also 
provides training facilities for soap makers who want co adopt these rechniques. 

In the following years the majority of these enrrepreneurs faced a local “oil 
crisis”. There were conrinual shortages of palm oil; rhe official cost of oil in 1978 
WBS ren times ,the cost in 1973. Biackmarket prices increased even more. The 
controlled price of soap was far less rhan thr increased cosrs of ingredients. The 
small plants were using a fraction of their capacity, profits were low, and many 
soap makers went out of business. Imported soap, when available, is sti!l a more 
“affracfive” product. By 1978 rhe Cenrre was advising caution ro people investing 
in soap production. The profitability of rhea plants is very difficult to determine 
on paper because the smaller producers can evade price controls (they must) and 
the price of ingredients fluctuates markedly. The Centre is now studying alterna- 
tives ux palm oil, particularly the non-edible oils which do nor compete with this 
product, and locally-made perfumes as substitutes for imported ones. 

Small-scale soap production is a very risky venfure in Ghana not because of 
inadequate technology but mainly because of the contradictions in the national 
economy. Receix currency devaluations which increase the price of imports may 
lead IO a clearer advantage for soaps made from local oils. 

The small professional staff at ICC has shown considerable imagination in 
attempting fo wercome the economic constraints on their clients. From soap 
making and other activities they have found that the diffusion of appropriate tech- 
nologies and the selection of profitable locally-made products are extremely 
difficult. The C enme has found the use of prorntypr :rod_ccfion ~lnits s vaiua’bie 
training tool. They are now endeavouring to establish more prororype production 
units outside of the university campus in the midst of the existing informal manu- 
facturing sector. 
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Small-scale 
Technical Assistance, 
West Africa 
Most .4T activity goes unrecorded. The busiest innovators are often the 
small-scale repairmen and manufacturers around urban marketplaces in 
the Third World. These self.employed machinists, carpenters, 
designers, tailors, iyelders, blacksmi+‘- u.8, dsctricians, bicyc!e, truck and 
sewing-machine repairmen are part of the “informal” sector of the 
economy. The income they generate is seldom recorded in nati~onal 
statistics, their skills and jobs are seldom catalogued in national 
manpower plans. 

These workers are seldom graduates of formal technical schools, 
nor do they have access m the huge government subsidies or services 
provided for large.scale manufacturers. They learn through appreatice- 
ship and are skilled in adapting technologies to their particular needs. 
Their markets are often unregulated and very competitive. They do not 
earn much, but governments still tax them and provide very little 
support in return: interest rates are very high, tools and materials are 
often difficult to obtain, workshops are temporary structures, water and 
electricity are expensive or unavailable. 

Some effort has been made to improve their incomes through access 
iir improved *--I- ---L-:-’ ,z.-+?nce, credit. and working facilities. I”“LD) LCLL,.I.CYL I, ““l-. 
However, these initiatives are difficult to pian and carry out given the 
general economic and social conditions in many countries. 

One conclusion from a study of 21 small-scale enterprises in devel- 
oping countries is particularly relevant to AT practitioners.’ The study 
noted that in less than one-quarter of the businesses was technology the 
key problem. Like small busiaesses everywhere, government economic 
policies, credit policies, and a host of other problems were of greater 
importance. 
The following case study is an interview conducted by the Canadian 
Hunger Foundation with a mechanic who has been working in the 
informal sector for many years in West Africa. It describes some of his 
experiences as a representative of an international development agency 
working with other “fitters” (repairmen). 

1 Malcolm Haiprr and Tan Thiam Soon. Smnll Enreiprires in Dev&,oing Gunriiei. London: hxer- 
me&are Technulog” Publicarions. ,979. 



Canadian Hunger Foundation: 
What is your role with the fitters! 
Mechanic: 
[‘m really a mrchanical extension officer, sort of like agricultural extension, but 
ujorking ivith small-x& mechanics, tradesmen, to offer any assistance I can. My 
technical skills are mostly in large and small vehicle maintenance. At the moment. 
I cover a large area - it’s about a mile long and half a mile wide. on both sides of a 
main road going out of tuwn. with a lot of truck and car repair shops in it. 
CHF: 
What sort of equipment and tools do you use? 
Mechanic: 
I use a pick-up truck. It has 4’by t?‘shrers ofplywood made into a box in the back. 
If YOU stand outside the truck. vou can draw on it. This wasn’t used that often but 
when it was used it was dam&d handy. Inside the back there was a tool box, 
nothing sophisticated, except a basic set of wrenches, screw drivers, pliers, and 
sockets. The most sophisticated item was a meter for taring generators and 
regulators. Most of my teaching was in elecirical componenrs. 
CHF: 
Couid the firters borrxv your tools? 
Mechanic: 
Generally. no. They were used for demonstration. I kept an eye on the shops to 
know what tools were available, and if a guy said there just weren’t any, and I 
knew there weren’t, then fine. I spent L lot of time looking through little stores - 
just finding our what was available. Availability is more important to them than 
the price. 
CHF: 
How did you get started on this project? 
Mechanic: 
When 1 went in, there was a mechanical association, something like a union, but 
very weak. 1 introduced myself to the director and told him what I hoped to do. 
He didn’t understand. but he introduced me to about 12 fitters. They didn’t 
understand either. They were really sceptical. They’d never had access to 
rechnicai assisrance right in their workshops. It took a year before 1 really 
established a good working relationship with them. 
CHF: 
How did you do this! 
Mechanic: 
As well as understanding the mechanical problems, you have to be pretty sensitive 
and patient. It’s understanding when IO talk and when to teach, how :m explain 
technical problems, when not to step on ~CCS, when to see so:mething is wrong and 
not say anything at all. For example. you couldn’t start early in the day. if you did, 
the apprentices would be there but the, master wouldn’t. You didn’t work with 
them, you only worked with the mastn’. That was one of the basic rules of the 
project. The other thing is you don’t talk to customers. You are on thl: master’s 
side. You’re trying to improve this guy’s business or improve his work. Say a 
customer comes up and says “Have a look at my car.“If I look and say this and 
this, the cusrorner says “But the master just did that.” Sometimes you have tom be 
very careful that the fitter doesn’t lose face when he asks you a question in front of 
a C”Sf”rnt-r. 



I started with this group of 12. I pas&red. I visred rhem regularly on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. At first they said no. we don’t have any problems. I’d show up 
again. After a while they realized that I wasn’t there to make money off them, also 
that I undersrood and resoccced ( :heir skills. Now they have confidence in me. 
CHF: 
How did you learn these skills! 
Mechanic: 
In another ciry in a smaller fitting area. There they mainly fixed small rrucks and 
raxis. They had all kinds of cars: American ones with British engines put in them, 
Russian with French, and so on. 1 learned co do the job there. I made a !or of 
mistakes, learned a lot about their methods and their resources. 4 iot of rhings 
rhey fixed rhe way they do because you jusr couldn’t 60 it the way a mechanic’s 
manual said you were supposed co. It is not usually because they didn’r know the 
best way, they just didn’t have rhe tools, like a hoist or a gear puller. 

1 learned that before you get anywhere. they testrd you. A fitter would ask you a 
question because he wanted co know if you knew the answer. He already knew the 
answer. If you didn’t know, he couldn’t learn anything from you. For this reason 
I’ve avoided onr of the fixers in the area I’m now working in. He fixes diesel 
injection pumps - I’m juf not familiar enough with them. You can’t fake it with 
them. 
CHF: 
Is this one of the reasons that the technical schools are nor interested in your 
work! Yesterday you were talking about the government’s policy of hiring only 
mechanics who had diplomas, the over-emphasis on “paper” qualifications, in 
spite of the fact rhat many government vehicles are unofficially repaired in fitrer’s 
workshops and no[ the government workshop. In effect, the technical school 
graduates are no more effective in repairing vehicles than ths fitters, often less. 
Mechanic: 
Sure, my job isn’t very appealing co the technical schools because you have to be a 
mechanic, know what you’re doing, and accqx unorthodox techniques. You are 
tested every day by a fitter who is having a pro&m and is economically 
motivated. So for a technical school teacher or graduate there is a lot of 
reluctance. With the .zalary they are paid it’s easier IO be in a classroom or a 
“modern” garage. 
CHF: 
Do the fitters have access fo credit? 
Mechanic: 
Sure. but it’s expensive. Some shops will give you “3 for 2.” For the price of 2 you 
have to pay back 3, a 50 percenr mark-up over a few months. The money lenders 
are wows. Over 100 percent interes: in a shorr period. and they use force fo 
collect. Some people who have had loans from government ar cwmmercial banks 
have had rhem wrixen off by a f&end. Many of the owners of lare rransport 
trucks have paid cash for them, they don’t borrow money. 
CHF: 
What about the problem of materials and spare parts? 
Mechanic: 
The best source is wrecking yards. In one I used fo work near, rhe size of the pile 
over the years remained the same but anything of value was taken out. You knew 
after a while that all the parts lying there were useless, just heaved back. Sheet 
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metal for vehicle bodies is harder and harder co get, it’s all imported. Wooden 
vehicle bodies are illegal for saferg reas~~ls - they claim more people get injured in 
accidents if wood is used. Yet wood is available. Electrical conduit was used co 
make a lot of tt,!ngs. passenger seax for vehicles were bent out of it, bur now you 
can’t get it. Sretl rods are hard CO get. The building industry gets most of the local 
production so that small manufacturers of nuts and bolts, bar chairs or burglar 
bars are priced out of the market. 

Materi,& are a real problem. Paint, for example. First, they ger old rim, put 
rhree-qu KRCS of a gallon in each, then rap ii up with gasoline so it goes farther. 
Some p&s are spoiled because gasolix isn’t the sohem, but thry try m sell it 
anyway. So you run into a lot of problems jut getting materials and when you do 
ger them you miqhr run into unexpected technical problems. 
CHF: 
How are rhc fitters trained? 
Mechanic: 
Masters take on apprentices. Of course, it’s all outside the formal education 
system. The masfers usually get apprentices from their home fawn. How it usually 
works is a farher will negotiate an arrangement with a masfcr and pay him a fee. 
There’s usually no ser mime period. but an agreement ro review the situation after a 
few years. The masters are realisric. maybe the apprenrice won’t learn anything in 
two years. When you become a master you give a big party, rlaughrer a sheep, buy 
beer. Later you mighr get money from your family CO srart your own shop. 

A lot of your qualifications depend on who trained you. If you had 2 good 
master you let people know. Some masters are really good, willing to teach, nof 
make you cook or wash clothes. They are supposed fo give you money for food, 
but there’s no legislation and no one could enforce ig if there were. Some appren- 
tices run away, and if you do, you can’t come back. 
CHF: 
Are the fitters organized in any way 50 they can buy materials cooperatively, pres- 
sure the gowrnment CO provide better services, or even technicai services like rhe 
ones you’re providing? 
Mechanic: 
It won’t happen. The union is very weak, it doesn’t even put pressure on the city 
anymore ro repair the road into the fitters’ area. But they’re still taxed, a flat rafe 
income rax. properry taxes. Even peddlers need a vendor’s licence. Bur the taxes 
don’t bring any benefits, it is money that only goes our. The water supply is poor, 
and the electrical supply voltage drops very law sometimes. For an industrial area 
the services are very poor. 
CHF: 
You are also working for an international development organization. What are 
their expectations! 
Mechanic: 
They really don’t understand my working environment and have unrealistic ex- 
pectations. They wanted me to push the program a lot faster, but 1 kept pointing 
out that establishing a working relztionship.wirh these fitters couldn’t be pushed. 
To my employer ir wss very straightforward: increase their incomes, collect 
figures, and write a report that looked good. 

My employer wanted me fo keep records and evaluate. “Are the fitters you’re 
working with benefitting! What are their incomes now, what are their incomes 



Mechanic: 
It’s just nat predictable. For example I tried m introduce a sawdust stow (fig. 1). I 
thought it was terrific: almost free energy for anyone who was interested and who 
had access to sawdust waste. You can use it in the house, it’s easier co light than a 
charcoal snwc, you can turn it off by suffocating the fire, and the metal doesn’t ger 
so hot, so it doesn’t oxidize. You haw to have dry sawdust. You ger a drum with a 
hole in the bottom, you put a 2 x 4 in there and set a length of PVC pipe on rap of 
the 2 x 4. You throw some sawdust in, pack it dawn, gradually packing it to the 
top. Make a big metal washer. Then put the washer on the top. pull up the PVC 
pipe, pull out the 2 x 4 and there is your draft. Drop a twisted piece of newspaper 
dawn CO light it - no need to fan. In five minutes it’s burning up co temperature, 
yellow CO blue flame, and no smoke. You are burning the wood gases first, and the 
charcoal you make along the sidps of the chimney continues to heat. You end up 
with an ash - like rLlarcoal ash - of salts and minerals. It is highly efficient and 
very hot. The size of the hole dewmines the temperature. the larger the hole the 
hotter the flame. A woman used one 1 made out of a grease pail t3 cook palm oil 
and complained that it was TOO hot. Nobody adopted this. 1 promoted it for about 
six months but there are only a few xound. Some of the problems were getting a 
supply of sawdust, drying. and transporting it. 

after YOU’VE bern working with rhcm fix a while!” I said, “Wait a minute,,this 
information is confidenrial.” If I go poking my nose into their accour~s it will 
destroy the relationship I’ve builr up with them. Legally the fitter is supposed tc be 
keeping accounts. If I starred recording his work in derail, someone from the 
taxarion office might get hold of this informarion and come in and say “Where are 
your books showing you repaired this engine an April lsr?” 
CHF: 
Do any of rhcin keep accounrsl 
Mechanic: 
Sure, in their pocket or in their heads. 
CHF: 
How did you resolve the problem of evaluating your work for your employer! 
Mechanic: 
We worked our a compromise. W’e coded the fitters, say “P6” for perrol fitter 
number 6, on a map. I keep the map. In this way I can qxecr my clienrs. On 
other sheets ! recorded the code, dare and work complrted 
CHF: 
Do you rhink the governmen,:~ or technical schools will continue your work after 
you leave? 
Mechanic: 
Frankly, I’m disappointed. 1 doubt it. After a long wair. I had one fellow in 
training with me for a while. He was a workshop assistant u,ithaur pap-- 
qualificarions. He really began CO undersrand the way you had to work with t..& 
fitters as a consultant, when to listen, when CO say somerhing. Just before I left, rbe 
government brought in a fellow with formal training and papers, but no 
experience, co be rhe projecr leader. The furure of the project is uncertain. 
CHF: 
What if somione from ourside wams co imnduce a new technology that the 
fitrrrs could manufacture? How receptive are they to new techniques? 



Fig. 1. Sawdust Stove 
E, 

I. Chisel out the barrel top to form the washer. 
2. Chisel out a hole at the bottom. 
3. Insert a piece of wood. 
4. Insert a piece of pipe and pack sawdust around it 
5. Drop in e piece of t&red newspaper m light it. 

But you never know for sure when a new idea will become popular. I once 
worked with a fellow who was rebuilding car batteries. At first he wasn’t interested 
in my suggestions. Six months later 1 saw him again he was using some of my 
suggeaions. Part of a new project I’m now working on is introducing improved 
technology m manufacture hoe blades. There is a large demand for the blades bur 
will the manufacturer accept our technology? As a technologist I’d feel fine if you 
asked me m build a machine m make hoe blades, but I’m trying to help people co 
make hoe blades. The technology is simple, people are not. In B~SWE~ CC your 
question, I just don’t know. 
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Local AT Experrs, Indonesia 
Who is designing appropriate technology? It is not the exclusive domain 
of professional engineers. They are usually not familiar enough with 
existing production abilities in low-income areas. The most active 
designers are those who are already producing products fer this mwket. 
Their techniques are not necessarily “traditional” but often highly- 
developed crafts which have already undergone many improvements. 
In most cases the innovators already know what their clients need and 
can afford, and the available local skills and materials. Any professional 
designer would agree that such information is the basis for good design. 
However, many improved technologies, even those based on profes- 
sional design and labelled “appropriate,” have been implemented 
without considering local needs, costs, or resources. People in local 
workshops cannot as easily afford to make false assumptions and are not 
protected by patents, copyrights, or subsidies. Their very survival 
confirms the suitability of their technologies. 

In Indonesia, about 25 percent of the workforce is in the informal 
sector. Many of these people are highly skilled, producing watch parts, 
generators, compmxnts for televisions, film-editing machines, all often 
adapted from imported models. Some sell their products directly to 
larger firms. Some are at the mercy of middlemen who control access m 
credit, raw materials or markets. In other cases they have to pay fees to 
someone in the formal sector charged, with regulating small industry. 
Many civil servants supplement their incomes through equity in these 
small industries. 

Many development assistance programs focus on what is called 
“target populations.” Some AT practitioners working in Indonesia in 
the informal sector have concluded that “it is probably more apt to call 
this group the ‘active population’ rather than the ‘target population’ 
since we ourselves are the ones with much to learn.” 

Following are descriptions of some informal technicians in 
Bandung, Java.’ 

Food Processing 
Gasoline-powered coconut grarers are rapidly replacing hand-operated ones, 
grating a coconut in less than a minute; about one-quarter the time required by 

1 Based on material iubmitted by 1. Morliano. Sr. Boromeus Harpiral. Bandung. indonrria, and 
Russ Dilrs and Craig Thoiburn. FLNFM. ,avagiri. Lemb.q, Wsrt ,%+a. Graphics by Craig Thorburn. 



the old method. The tool used previously by these coconut salesmen was a small 
tin and wood hand-held grater; the teeth were made by punching nail h&s in rhc 
tin from the back. Ar least two businesses in Bandung manu&xure rhe new 
machines which sell for $300 to $400 US, including engine. The gasoline engines 
ax manufacturrd in Jakarta by a jointly-owned Japanrsr-Indonesian company. 
The original mad&, copied i&m impwted machines, used electric morors, hur as 
electricity is so undependable, the users decided to switch ro gasoline. One model 
uses an old 49~ two-stroke moped engine. 

The grating cylinder is made from ungalvanized 3.inch iron pip?. The text!~ 
last for about six monrhs of heavy use, and are then re-ounrhed. The brrrer 
models use solid steel cylinders. 

Acetylene Generators 
Most of the welders in Indcnrsia using oxy-acetylene torches have rheir own 
acetylene generators. Some make their own but most prefer to buy them from 
small manufacturers. Usually they are made from oil drums, COST $40 to $150. and 
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Fig. 4. Gas Tank and Generator 
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iast about three years. The operation is simple: calcium carbide (CaC,) reacts with 
water in a chamber at the bottom of the drum to produce acetylene (C,HJ gas. 
Accumulating gat displaces the water, thereby creating pressure. Gas generation is 
controlled by adjusting the flow of water into the chamber holding the carbide. 
Excess gas escapes from an overflow vent. 



Coffin Makers 

Local Machine Tool Manufacturers 
This workshop shows rhc diwrsity of re~~ourccs and techniques which arc 
de\~eloped by small-scale manufacturers. Metal shears have been copied from zan 

Fig. 6. Metal Bender 



Gil. 7. Metal Lathe _.- 

imported model. The meral bender, desiznrd by the owner, has interchangeable 
wheels to make bends of different radii on various sizes of pips. rod, or strap. The 
metal lathe, also his own design, inxxporates an imported chuck, a Willys jeep 
engine block and bearings, and a Mercedez Benz transmission. 

Sattery Manufacturer 
An automobile battery manufacturer and repairman buys many of his compo- 
nents from large factories, sells OT trades the lead hr reclaims from old battcrics to 
them, and sells many of his batteries through formal dealers. 



Hydraulic Ram Pumps 
Recently the owner of this machine shop bccamc involved in designing. 
manufacturing, and srlling hydraulic ram pumps. tic employs eight skilled nrlders 
and machinists who received informal training x his rmployecs. They are wry 
vrnatik workers, changing their products from mont!~ to month. Car ar.d truck 
parts predominate, supplemcntrd by products such as pellet guns. folding rhratre 
seats, and ca::: alcminum CB radio antennae. Onr employee gets information on 
available mxcrials by searching regularly through the local scrap metal market. 

These >!:ops look cramped and disorganized for a purpose. Fcu of thrm have a 
business licence and thcrzfore cannot get lowinterest business loans; if they wcrc 
licenced thrv \voul,l have to pay taxes. from which they anticipate nil bcncfirs. 
When the tax-c&icior comes bv, the o\vner can say. “Look how difficult business 
is - I don’t have enough money to paint my shop.” 

Hydraulic ram pumps, puwrrrd only by water flowing into the inlet or drive 
pipe, push a smaller quantity of this water to a height above that of the supply.’ 
kx example. n vertical fall of water of about 4m will deliver about 5 pcrccnr of this 
flow to an elwation of 4Om, or 22 percent of the flwv ton height of Ym. The pump 
can be manufactured from standard metal or plastic pipe fittings. A similar kind c>f 
pump was used to supply water to the fountains and lakes of the Taj hlahal in 
India. The pump requires adrquatr water and sufficient head to power it. Thr 
mountainous region around Bandung satisfies these conditions. 

For two years an agricultural engineer had designed and built thrsrpumps at a 
technical rallegc and installed them in local villages. Huwwcr, he became pro- 
gressively disillusioned with rhc effectiveness of the welfare method of essentially 
giving the pumps to the villages. After two years no pumps had vet been built in 
local machine shops. 

In 19’19 the machine shop owner and the wgincer collaborated on the 
production of ram pumps. They experimented with diffcrcnt air chamber dimen- 
sions, check valve configurations, and impulse valves t!, improve the pump’s 
efficicnry. One impulse valw uses motorcycle shock absorbers, auromobiic valve 
springs, and rcflon bearings. Teflon is hard to find; when the current supply runs 
out the valve will bavr to be redesigned. 

A used-motorcycle repairman familiar with the rural markers was hirrd as a 
salesman. He usually approached community leaders about the possibiiity of 
sharing the costs of the pumps. To promote sales the engineer and the shop o~vner 
have built a small demonstration mode! which they can install at a sit? in a few 
hours. The three men can also provide engineering services ro assure the correct 
choice of model for a particular site. 

At first, many orders came in from individuals, villages, and drvrlopment 
organizations. But the process has had its problems: one village leader had to be 
persuaded not to demand a commission before allowing his village to purchase a 
pump. Elsewhere an irrigation official complained that a new pump was wasting 
irrigation water. \‘i!!agcrs were helped to alw the irrigation canal so that they 
could continue using the pump. 

Promotional work has tapered off rrccntly. The machine shop owne: now 
finds it profitable only wl!en he can fill orders directly from his workshop. 

2 Murr bcoks on LowcosI \WICT wppli. iystenls dcrrrihc this punxp in &tail. See ior ‘wnplc. 
s. Wart. A ?“lonsoi “” rhr Auromuic Hrdiuic,zc Ram Rcmp. lnrernrrdinre Tcrhnulugy Fuhlii~ali’>ni. ‘I 
King Srrerr. L”nd”“. U.K. WCX YHN. 
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Fig. 9: Schematic Diagram of Hydraulic Ram Pump 

Assisting Small-Scale Industry 
Many small-scale industries in dwellping countries are highly innovative - thq 
have to be. (It is interesting that in so-called developed countries, the most inno- 
vative firms are often the smaller ones.! Although the success of these workshops 
is dependent on the skill and initiative of individual entrepreneurs, they generally 
work against a variety of formidablr obstacles beyond their control. On one side 
they face biases favouring larger-scale industry. government regulations, shortages 
of raw marerials, lack of suitable technical advice. marketing restrictions. and so 
an; an the other side, the low-income market they serve does not have the sxial 
or economic power to make stronger demands. (Poor people do nor make 
demands for betrei technologies simply because they are unawate of themj. Many 
of these restrictions are rooted ir. national and international economic and 
political policies. 

Development assistance programs focusing an small-scale enterprises have not 
been very effective: 

governmenr sponsored assistance programmes are often ineffective and 
can even damage the interests of rhe businesses they are intended to serve; 
although the government may see itself as a SCWC~ of help, many smali 
business people look upon it as the agency responsible for incomprehensible 
or irrelevant regulations whose enforcement provides an ideal opportunity for 
local corruption. Some small business people may reasonably be excused if 
they feel that the government is like a man who runs ova you with his car 
and then ensures that you receive the best hospital treatment. You are 
grateful for the treatment, but you would prefer newt to have been injured in 
the first place.’ 

3 Mdcoim Harper and Tan Thiam Soon Small Enrei~rires in Drdaping Countries: Cosr Srudvi and 
Canrluiionr, p. 90. 



Echoing thr dccentrnlisr bciiefs of appropriate technology: 

It is rarely economic to set up 3 special agency to carry uut ail these wrviccs for 
small enrerpnscs, sinw the skills and facilities already exist in one gowrnment 
dcparrment or another; the problem is to ~nsurr that they are all availabic to 
small-scaic enterprises. and that they arc rffectiveiy c+ordin;ltcd. This 
depends mow on awa~encss of the impurtancc of small enterprises and 
COI~~OD sense and co-operation at all In&, particularly in the ficid, than a 
formal commbsion or other institution at the centre.’ 

Further Reading: 
Krnncth King. The African Aniwn: Educarion and the lnformoi Secror in Kenya 
London: Heinrmann. 19X A detailed aux~nt, with tax studies. of small-scale 
production in relation to the formal and informal education system in Kenya. 
Ma!coim Harper and Tan Thiam Soon. Small Fnter/xixes in Dewlopini: Counrrier: 
Case Studies icnd Gnclusions. London: Intermcdiatc Tcrhnology Publications, 
1979. Over 20 case studies of the exprricncr of small businrssos in various 
devyloping countries. 
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Strengthening Houses and 
Local Organization, Guatemala 
Ku&y Rhyner-Powk’ 

Houses in impoverished communities are the most vulnerable to the 
devastation of earthquakes or hurricanes. After such disasters some pea. 
ple have access to new building materials provided by internati~onal aid 
agencies; others, usually the poorest, have to rely on traditional designs 
and materials. The poorest communities are seldom involved in the 
process of designing stronger houses using techniques or materials they 
can afford or that local industries can provide. Generally, their new 
houses remain as liable tu destruction as before. 

The devastation caused by the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976, 
which left 250,000 people homeless or without adequate housing, 
underscored the need to develop inexpensive housing which is also 
earthquake resistant. 

Architect Kurt Rhyner, in conjunction with a local community, 
started a successful project of 150 improved adobe houses in Baja 
Verapaz, a remote region which had been largely ignored by the major 
aid programs. 

Baja Vcrapaz is extremely dry and mountainous and is best known for its manu- 
iacturd clay goods - roof riles, bricks. and pars. Houses in the area ax made of 
adobe brick or bajarequr, a grid of wooden poles which is plastered wirh mud. The 
1976 carrhquake~almost totally destroyed both semi-urban and rural homes in rho 
area. 

The architrct first discussed idrz rn nrtxv housing with rhr psplc of Bzj:, 
Vcrapaz. \Vithout ruceprion, they wanted cement black Construction. although 
ail were di aware of rhe basic problems of mansporting ~errwnt. its prie and 
scarcity, and the lack of good sand. The attraction of ccmcnr was largely the rrsult 
of advertising hy rhc ~onst~u~rion mnterials industry RI enhan<C AC materiz!‘s 
quake-proof image and exploit the wdesprcad fear of adobe houses rhat existed 
afrer the earthquake. Ccrnenr block houses, howcvcr. arc‘ not necessarily quakc- 
proof, especially if poorly construcrrd, although the use of more ‘emerx and 
reinforcing steel does make them mow resistant. 

Must experts dismissed rhc traditional methods of adobe and b:?jsrequr. The 
possibilities of improving adobe construction wcrc gtxxrally not considered by 

1 A membrr of rhr Grqx SoiL>ni.lr. Corn ilica. 
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either the cons~~i~ancs or rhe unnerveli 4l.g’ :. :~ \ I 1 ‘T\ wme uf WhOlli rcfuxd [II 5leep 
idoors unril afrcr the firs a~miversay of the carrhquakc. 

Kurr Rhyncr felt, wnrrary IO public opinion. that :lJohc cm:hinrJ ~vich wrnc 
cor~crcw was rhr mosr appropriare building ~nx,rer!al for tht. regmn. \Vhilr 
starching for pcuplu to parricipatc in a cmvcru~rion experimcnr. he fourA a ncn 
wmnunit~ organi:arion in rhc village cf Salama which was lwking fur aitcrnariw 
buihling rechniqurs. 

During meccings consisting of ?C co JO pwple. Rhymer Jis~~uscJ huaiiling 
systcrns and which houses fcil. their faulrs in conscruc~ion and why some houses 
rcmninrd sranding. Hv explnincd impromxi cm~tr~~~i~m techniques rhnwgh t!x 
use of i\~ooJen modeL 

In Jesigning enrthquake-rcsiitai. - houm, Rhvncr Jreu <>,I n UnircJ Satwm 
construction nmnual, producrd afwr an earrhquakr in Peru, whxh ourlincii rech, 
nqucs for building ra:rhquake-resisra,,Ir house d mudhnck. The manual is hxeJ 
on srdics of mmiels of a&he house, n!>ich wcw srrcng~hencd wirh the :aJJirion 
C>f 3 rclati\ely srnnll ilmuunt of reinfmic J c~,I,cn!cc anJ testcii “11 earrh‘,u.rkc *in,“- 
him rahles. The manual W~SS(IS rhe foiluwing five factors: 

,, A i<,liii fountiarion (fig. 1). 
2. Good clu,lit). arlohcs anJ masonry work. 
3. CrosseJ iriturlocking cor*~cr. (fig. Zi. 
,. Horirn;,ral hnnii <of winfnrieJ CO~CIC~C siruincii abox rhc dours mJ win- 

Jons (fig. 3). 
j. SdiJ roof constru~rim. 

Fig. 1. Foundation with humidity ring to preserve adobes 

Rain 

and dividing walls with interlocking corners 



the improved methods to build their own houses. 
About 100 S&ma families werv divided info 20 consrruction groups. ‘4 

building group was made up of three to nin? families (fis. 5). Women xtively par, 
ticipzted in the mrctings. and some in the construction itself. One member per 
family worked on all the houses for the group. Thus, each person built his neigh. 
bar’s hour as well as his own, and gained greater experience in house consul- 
tion.~ One bureaucrat from thr capital commented that these houses were much 
too beauriful for campesinos and must surely lost more than they could afford (fig. 
6). 

Fig. 3. Concrete ring to reinforce the walls and corners 

These design features can resist thy prcdominanrly lhoriarntai csrthquake 
fwces; wirhour them the ,vaIIs and the roofcoliapsv on the occupnnrs. hlosr oftbe 
rradirional adobe house in Guarcmala lack thr requisite foundarions. cornris, 
and horizmral concrrr~ reinforcanent. The difference between a good adobe 
h<>usc and ii poor once can bc ssprrssr d as about 20 hags of ccmrnt and about 
25 kg of srwi for the horizontal rcinforcemenr, at an appnximatc cost of $100. 

Logical rrchnical explanations and simple rwnerary c~lcul~rions soon con- 
vinced rhr S&ma comm~rter rhat adobe remained rhu most pracrical conxruc- 
tion material. Most people agreed thar cement block construction was financially 
ouc of their reach. The few who still wanred cement black consrruaion werr 
usually “brrtrr off’ and saw rhc cemrnt block homr as a sra~us symbol. 

In other mcrrings, small-group discussions analyzed house design and the 
advantages and disadvantages of adobe and wood ConstruCtion (fig. 4). 

Approprisrr trrhnnlogy can sdmulare analytical capacirirs with a Community 
in addition rca giving a specific technical education. The focus on the technic;; 
aspects of rhc S&ma project was viewed by rhe projecr organizers as part of a 
much broader dewlopmcnr process through so&l animation. Other Community 
prioricics, such as wamr supply problems. were disrussed at these meetings and led 
to orher projects. 

Through these meerings, a small group of masons cum animators emerged. 
They h&cd plan a house with each parricipant according IO family needs, 
~rcf~rw~es. and financial resourcc‘s. They rhen helped local groups of families use 
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Fig. j. A Qs,rrr”cti”n Tram MakinC ttlc Wooden Form for rhc concrete Reinforcing 





proof consw~ction, arc affordable co the poorest mrmba of the community and 
comparible with local skills. Ideas were inrroduced through a local commitwe, 
which, in the process, developed organizational skills. Through participation the 
people now possess both earthquake-proof adobe homes. and rhe abiliw co make 
rhcm. 

Earthquake-proof adobe houses wex not th: only result of the project. Many 
other venrures developed through rhe Salama commitwe such as vegerablc gar- 
dens, marker stall construction. cooperative chicken farming, and berrer wiser 
supplies. People learned to work together to produce results 8s a community rhar 
they could nor produce alone. 

The Grape Sofonias also evolved from this project. Ir acrs as a liaison bctwern 
basn groups and donor agencies to help define projects and rcchnically assist in 
their realization. It believes char rechnical projrcrs cannot occur in a vacuum, bur 
must be pan of an integrated community dwrlopmmt scheme. however small. 

contact: Grupo Sofor.ias, 
Avenida Y C&s 35 61 37 
Casa No. 3586 
Barrio Escalante 
San Jose, Cr,? n 





Users Assess Appropriate 
Technology, Indonesia 
Developing and implementing improved technology in maw rural 
axas is an experimentai, technical, and social process. The best 
approach is not always clearcut. In the spirit uf open inquiry, 
technologists who haw attempted to implement low-cost options are 
assessing their experience. Many organizations are looking for less 
arbitrary methods of choosing technologies. As the following case study 
indicates, the challenge of actually having the technology adopted by 
potential users remains. 

This report’ shows that “small” can be very difficuit. It shows rhe challenge of 
working for rural targer groups and rhe need for a wide technical, social, and 
economic sensitivity and open-mindedness. 

It is nor the intention of this report ro show failure. The fact that the Develop- 
ment Technology Centre of the lnstitur Technologi Bandung (DTC-ITB) had the 
courage co move out of a scientific institution into the everyday realiry of rural 
people is worthy of congratulations. 

During June and July, 1975. DTC-ITB set up several field stations to demon- 
straw well-known, internationally-promored simple technologies in the Sukabumi 
district of southwest Java. Three projects, dealing with energy sources (solar, 
biagas, and wood stwe~), ferro-cement boats. and water supply, were to bo used 
for expe:imental and dissemination purposes. 

This followed a general needs assessment, done in 1976 by DTC-ITB, which 
had identified general education and skills, health and sanitation. the level oi 
economic life, marketing of products, improved production equipment, and 
sources of energy. The assessmenr, however, did nor identify potential users of 
new techniques or the requirements of lot:al people. It is hoped chat this study 
sheds more light on the subject of needs assessment and problem-solving 
priorities. 

Seven ro nine months after the demonstration projects were set up, the DTC, 
ITB ream collected data on the effectiveness of the field demonstration moeram 
and gaps in its rxccution. Interviews done at each field demonstrat~onbf a 
random sample of the population represented ar least 10 percent of the potential 
respondents. Using standardized interview forms. the impact study attempted fo 
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measure the quality of extension. services, rhrii general appropriateness I0 
consumer or producer, rechnical and economic feasibility. fielJ station 
performance, and the relarionship of rhe technology to the pwplc’s priorities. 

The technical performance of rhe projrcrs is summari:ed in the following 
table: 

Numhcr of Krpairs by Repairs by Our of orJer 
Twhnclogy PC”,KCS DTCC-IT6 population January I’);‘) 

Solar Hearer 2 0 0 0 

Biogas 3 0 -i 0 

Pindang stove 1 0 0 1 
Ferro-cement boat 4 I 0 7 

Bamboo pump 16 10 Y 14 
Pralon pump Y 4 2 -1 
Hydraulic ram pump 6 5 12 1 

The solx and biogas projects WYCTC rhe most technically successful. alrhaugh 
there was no local involvemenr af all in the case of the solar wafer heaters. 

The pindang srove was an attempr to improve upon rhe energy efficiency of a 
traditional javanese food presrrvacion technique, pindang ikan. Tuna are cooked 
in buckets with salr and water ovrr =,ood fires until all rhc water has evaporated; 
the fish can then he kept wirhout refrigeration for up IO two months. The DTC- 
ITB demonstration used a five-bucker “pindang stove,” which was supposed to 
have lower energy costs, making fish processing more economically feasible. The 
srove WEE in use for only one week and was in an ad\,anced stage of deterioration 
by the time of rhe impact study. 

Boat owners, builders, and crew members wrre very interested in ferro-cement 
boats hut those built had serious technical problems. One was wrecked. one was 
never launched because its quality was so poor, and the remaining wo had nor 
been launched at the time the study was done. 

A month or two after installation the bamboo hand pumps began to “smell 
bad” (rot), so the villagers took them aparr. Although the pumps would seem to be 
a total technical failiix, vi!!agers subsequently artempred co build this ~v-pc of 
pump ac five locations. Some of the p&on hand pumps had leaking foot Y, Ives, 
which local people were not able to repair. They made three arremprs to cons~~ct 
their own pralon pumps; nvo worked (fig. 1). The hydraulic rams were carefully 
mainrained by the villagers, and two cases were reported of warer rams being built 
after seeing the demonstrxion rams. 

DTC-ITB treated the local population as consumers of technology rather than 
as participants in a process. Despite this approach GTC-ITB tried 10 discover co 
what extent villagers perceived these technologies co be suitable for their needs 
and living conditions. They asked a variety of detailed questions about rhe 
people’s desires to learn to construcf the technology ar their own expense and 
their general impressions of “appropriateness.” 

The bamboo and pralon pumps were seen as appropriate and there was a high 
ir:eresc in learning co make them; this meshes with the fact that some people did 
actually build them. But there was relatively !irtle interest in the other technolo- 
gies. \Vhen questioned about their willingness to buy them at anywhere from full 
price to less than a quarrrr of the full price, the vasr majority of respondents either 
said no or did not give .~y answer. They appeared to he willing to learn about 
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rhem but reserved judgemenr on adopting them. In sumn~arizit~g rhe opinions of 
the local people the survey indicated that mosr of rhr tcch’oologirs were economi- 
cal!y unfeasible. 

The impact survey also asked if local peop!e had used rhe three field scarion:,. 
A high number of respondents had never heard of the stations despite intensive 
use of mass media, pampl:Iets, and information manuals. When rhe effectiveness 
of rhe extension work around the demonstration sites was investigated, ir 
appeared that direct cortact between DTC-ITB workers and local people ~-as 
much more effective than media campaigns in prol,roting access to technical 
assistance. 

The most striking paxcrn thar emerged from an eramicarioo of the respond- 
ents’ needs is rhe lack of correspon~lenie between the perceived oeeds and the 
implemented projects. Villagers were mox concerned uirh unemployment, irriga- 
iion, and pest control. Water supply projects, which provided clean warer for 
washing and drinking, were installed though no groups saw this a a primary 
need. Psople who received pralon pumps had wanted improved irrigarion and 
cleaner warer: rhix may account for the interest this technology generated. People 
who were concerned about fuel problems did not receive energy projects. Water- 
buffalo owners, for whom obtaining fuel is no problem, rectived biogas digesrers, 
much to rhcir surprise. Of the segments of the fishing popularion who might 
directly benefit from building ferro-cement boats, only boar builders erpresced the 
need for improved producrion cquipmenr, employmenr, and a higher quality 
product. 

DTC-ITB came to some difficult but honest conclusions in their assessment of 
this project: 

Small is very difficult we wi’J only be able to cope with these difficult;es if 
we keep an open mind tonard ourselves and our performance, while realizing 
that dealing with appropriate technology means dealing with people We 
ha;v CO scacc by analysing rhe target group and their socio-economic 
neds. Once this data is obtaiixd. the en+eer should do his job and do it 
technically well; neglecting technical quaiiry is one of the great threats to the 
reputation of appropriate technology. 

Eliciti,ng :he human factors by communication and conrrol!mg rhe 
technical quality is one of the mosf difficuk jobs on earth; it is also the 
gceatess challenge 
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Big AT vs. Little ,4T: 
Organizing a Large AT Program, USA 
Ron Alward’ 

One of the largest AT organizations in the world, the National Center 
for Appropriate Technology (NCAT) in the United States, has had 
considerable success in reaching some of its clients, but it has also had 
problems :hnt have reduced its effectiveness. The experience of NCAT 
is relevant to any group which is promoting access to technical and 
financial services for lower-income groups. Ample funds, a competent 
staff, and suitable technologies are not enough. Tbr whole concept of 
AT arose because governments, corporations, large institutions, and 
bureaucracies were not in general providing access tr) these services, or 
willing to help with the social formation of orgardzarlons of low-income 
people that can demand. and absorb these services. Hence, AT groups 
havr advocated more direct contact with their clientele and a different 
style of internal organization which is independent of bureaucratic 
procedures, small in size, and held together by a commitment ta a cause 
rather than rigid proce&res. 

It is inevitable in such a situation that conflicts arise. However, 
these conflicts are exacerbated if there is not a sound working relation- 
ship, based on an understanding of the concepts of AT, between staff 
and management, between the group and its funding sources, and other 
AT groups. Some nf these problems are also inevitable because the con. 
cept of AT is multidimensional, attempting to address problems in an 
integrated technical, social, economic, and political framework; prob. 
lems whose solutions do nor fit neatly into standard frameworks for 
making investment decisions on development activities. 

NCAT was established in Rutte, Montana, as a privcte non-profit organira. 
tion in 1976. It is principaliy funded by the United States Government’s 
Community Services Administrarion with the primary goal of developing and 
applying technologies appropriate to the needs of lox-income communities in the 
United States. 

In order :o achieve its goals, the Centre operates in four major areas. These 
are: 

’ Ron Alward is an engineer who has warked with NCAi and orhcr AT organizations. 
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I. A ruchnical rcsenrch staff working on x ;l%xu aspects uf energy ~~:mserv~~~ion. 
rwrwahlc energy utilization, community and ecunomic dc-velopm< !nt. bailding 
rwhnology, agriculture and ~vaste rcc\cling. 
2. An information collrction and disscminnrion program will- a gnwing lisr of 
publications in the abuvc tcihnical arcas. 
3. A program of granrs co scin~d3rc appropriarc icihnrhgy reiurih :ind demori- 
srmr~ons by rcmmuniry groups end other AT org,anixti<xw 
4. An rxtrnsion program consisring of I0 regionally-hard firld ~c/xc.wn~a~i\.cs 
who help dcvclop conr~ilcts heraeen rommuniry groups and appropriate rec!~nolo- 
gists around fhr country. 

Includu~g rhe cxwnsion sraff, about 65 people arr urrrnrly empluycd by the 
Center. The operating budget is ahour $3 million per year of which approximately 
one-third goes m rhe gianrz ~jrogram. 

The bcn&iaries of NCAT’s acriviries are generally intended co br low 
income groups including urban and rural low-income people. native American 
groups, and communities in rhe Trusr T~rrirorics and dcpcndencia. A wider 
audirnce is reached rhrough :hr ;nformnriun. research. and granrs programs dw 
co a significant public awareness of the acti\ I:& of ihr Crnwr. 

Technical Resources 
The Technical Research Staff has a wide rangr of capabiliries. It undrrtakrs basic 
research, producr development and testing, report and publication writing, and 
technical assistance, depending on the specific needs of i:s coxtituency. 

Some examples of rhe most pap&r and successful work undeiraken zt 
NCAT are: 
- assessment of residential heat losses and domestic energy use inefficiencies 

as a prelude IO reducing energy costs; 
- mining psckagcs for low-income home improvement crews; 
- testing and certification of do-it-yourself i&r collectors; 
- design, construction, and horticultural management manuals and techni- 

cal assisrance far solar greenhouses; 
- production of manuals, resource bibliographies and slide shows on a 

variety of appropriate technology topics; far example, micro-scale hydro- 
electricity. cellulose insulation, IOW-cost solar collectors, organic farming; 

- assistance CO cirizm advocacy groups in the areas of energy, food, shelter, 
and community economic development. 

Since NCAT generally responds to the needs of people it serves and since its 
technical staff is generally well qualified, it has promoted very few unsuccessful or 
unpopular rechnolugies. One technology that has been the subjecr of considerable 
popular interest is comparing toilets. However, it has been the experience of 
NCAT staff who deal with ihe subject chat mcsf purchasers oL:hcse commercially 
available sysrems find them somewhat umeliable and difficult to maintain. 

Small Grants Program 
In order m encourage dissemination of small-scale technologies and promote 
iocally-developed solutions co technica! problems, NCAT operates B small grants 
program. Typical grants are: 

- An organic no-tillage small farm demonstration project in California. Under 
this grant a non-profit group is running observation trials of till and no-till 
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farming mcrhods. The plors are compared for K&IS, moistuw rercnrion 
qualities, and culrivacion rquiremmcs. The projrc: hr7s hew used 10 
demonstrate the &antag:~ of no-rill methods co local farmers rhrough ~~;irc 
and co others rhruugh seminars ar:,~J ptiblicarions. 

- A solar greenhouse for srarring vegetable seedlings in Louisurn. In this pro- 
jeer an association of 32 !cw-income vegetabic warmers built a solar grccnhousc 
designed by NCA’i rechnical sraff and funded by rhr grants program. The 
1000 sq. fr. greenhouse enabled rhe farmers to graw isgeiable seedling: so chat 
vegerables could be produced earlier tc take advantage of the early season 
higher marker prices. Before the greenhouse was builr, none of rhc farmers 
could afford to buy seedlingr and thus had TU planr seeds dir&y in the &ids, 
ui:h the result that their prodiuce was ready 3: rhe heighr of rhc harvest 
season when prices were !ou.esr, Since installation of fhe gremhousc, gross 
farm incomes, directly atrriburable ro rhe use ofcarly seedlings. have incrcasrd 
markedly. 

Effectiveness in Reaching Constituency 
NCAT’s primary mechanisms for conracring its constituency are its newsletters, 
publication;, and sxrension staff. The technical research staff also opcratcs a recb 
nical assismnce program co respond to enquiries and reiolvc problems eirher by 
mail, t&phone, or site visits. All these techniques tend to be very effrcriw for 
reaching those people and communities chat are well organized. usually un&r the 
federal Commu~‘:y Action Agencies and Community Anion Programs, nacivr 
American groups, or appropriarr wchnorogy groups. On the other hand, rhe 
unorganized poor have made very littic use of NCAT’s services exzepr 111 are-s 
ujhere the KCAT regional representative has made specific attemprs to conmcf 
these peopl,~. 

During the fwmarive stages of NCAT it as expecred that ir would model it- 
self aroilnd the issues and concepts of the nams i: chose. Acti\,iries at the technical 
level generally fir the criteria of appropriate technology: however rhc Center has 
encountered major organizational problems. As well, the Center has suffered criri- 
cism from other AT groups in the United Srates for ifs range and sphere of activi- 
ties. The following sections may yield useful information for others contemplating 
the estab!irhment of similar national or regional organizations. 

Funding the Operation 
Given the inherent political nature of somr aspects of appropriate technology, 
particularly when working with low-income groups, it is imporranr that an organi- 
zxion engaged in such work be staffed by persons committed :o its ideals and 
objectives. Moreover, financial support must be obtained from sources that are 
least sensitive to external manipulation and who understand the concepts of AT. 

The initiators of NCAT found a single government agency m provide rhe 
necessary funds. This may nof have been wise for a~ least WD reaons. First, the 
sponsoring government agency itself was, and is, often subject fo strong pressures 
from other individuals and groups of differing and often conflicting political and 
economic persuasi.ns. Second, the single funding agency held virtual control over 
rhe Center’s azijvities, a difficult situation co be in when working on activities 
different from those of most government agencies and xing procedures different 
from those normally accepted by bureaucracies working with low-income groups. 
The resulr for NCAT was rhar ir soon found itself at odds with the sponsoring 
agency, The ensuing series of crises lasted more than a year, detracted from pro- 
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ducrivc outpur, and eventually resulted in a changr in borh leadership and 
internal organization. 

Multiple source funding, rhough iurder to achieve. may have been a morn 
spprcpriste basis from which to operate such a crntrr since the amount of direcr 
int!uence owr operations by any one of th? sources would have been significanriy 
reduced. Wether the funding sourer is sin& or mulriplr, ir i< vital thar rhosc 
atrempring co establish such an organization fix rerms of refer:nct wkich are satis- 
&tory to themselves, co rhc funding agencies, and to those thev employ. 

Size of Organization 
NCATgrew from one to fifty employees in about eight months. This high growth 
rate was undoubtedly rhe cause of a lot gf early organizational problems which 
rould have been resolved with less difficulty, or rven avoided. had the 
o;ganiration srarrrd small and grown siowLy. A very young organizarion in a n~\v 
and somewhat controv~:.sial field and crying non-ir-aditional organi:arion;l 
npprozches. for wwnple demorratic managemrnr of the workplace, is more visible 
at the political level if in is larger rarhrr than smaller. Such visibility became a 
iiabi!ity for NCAT during the period when its inrcrnal upcrarions IWTC nor aii 
smaorh. 

Style of Organization 
NCAI’ was established with a narionally-based boxd of direcrors of varied hack 
grounds. The board was nor a cobesivc unit and very quickly succumbed to 
pressures exerted bx; the fwimg agency. These pt-cssures,, coupled with a lack of 
management-level diplomacy led to :he series of CT& menrioncd earlier. The 
result was a major reorientation of the internal organizarional sructurr from one 
favouring democratic managenrnr to one chat today is exc~ssiwly hierarchical. A 
management was evcn~.nlly imposed cn the Center which had virtually no 
knowledge and little wderstanding of appropriate technology practice and 
theory. It has become overly concerned with management efficiency, and has 
atremp:ed co rcsoIv.r internal organizxional Lssucs by edict rath-x r!xn by 
consultation. Quite naturally, appropriate technologists attracred co work at the 
Center because of its sphere of activities often find they cannot reconcile the work 
environment with :heir concerns for meaningful change. One result has been a 
high turn-over rate of rechnical staff. 

Sphere of Activities 
Those who were originally involved in establishing NCAT saw it more a- a 
national coordinator of appropriate technology activities. In addition, they saw it 
as a vehicle for disseminaring information and providing techmcal and program 
support and rexurces ro the various groups across the counfry already involved in 
appropriate rechnoiogy development. 

The roles eventually a~sumrd by rhe Center quickly alienated many estab- 
lished Aii groups because they perceived. right or wrong, that: 

1. NCAT was intruding inw their sphere of activities, offering services in com- 
petition with their own. For example, a community in southwestern Texas 
was in the midst of a severe energy crisis, having had its natural gas supply CUE 
off by the distributing company. NCAT’s early encounwrs wirh the 
community were undertaken fo the rxar exclusion of an established AT 
cenm nearby. This led fo an unnecessary and o&n bitter struggle fo gain 
influence in the community. Two years of acrimony passed before a ~working 
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rclatiwlship was finally arrived at between rhe communiry, the AT cenrre and 
NCAT. 

2. NCAT, being nx;h larger rhan moot AT goups and ovemmen:.funded 
organizarian, was monopolizing rhe limited r~suurces rradltionally availabie to 
rhe smeller AT groups This has been an &a-voiced criticism r: the NCAT 
operxion. Before N:AT, most AT groups were small and the comperition 
for funds to run their operations and do research and developmcnr was more 
or less between equals. Once NCAT b ecamr established. a significant source 
of direct funds for these centrrs was perceived to have been eliminated. 

3. Due CO its mandate and rhe source :>f in funding, NCAT was required co work 
predominanrly airh governmenr sponsored low-income agencies and groups 
often ro :he ~clusion of other legirimare AT groups. Howwer, with 
appropriare technology concept dominanr in its mandate, orher AT groups 
felt rhrre was a significant neei for NCAT to widen rhe scope of in grants 
program to include their own activif::s, which &en reached a brtlader 
specrrum of American suciery. 

4. NCAT was coo concerned with developing new or modified technologies on 
which the NCAT label could be put, when there were ample and often satis- 
factory systems existing ore bring deveicued &where. Thcsc groups felr 
NCAT should ensure rbat not only were the rcchnologies beins developed 
tat also rhat information concerning these rechnologies was being adequately 
disseminated CO those mosf in need, and that the users and potential uses 
were being adequately informed on thr appropriate use, operation, and 
maintrnance of the sysrems rhey wew acquiring. An example often cirud in 
this context concerns solar water heaters: emphasis does not need fo br placed 
on designing a betrer solar wa,ser heater, but to ensure chat pote%al ,wers, be 
they low-, medium-, or high-income people, do-it-yourselfers, or purchasers, 
be able na obtain or make efficient and effective sy~ems appropriate to rheir 
needs. 

Local Legitimization 
NCAT was estab!ished in an old and economiiallv-declining mining community 
pa& as a stimulus to the ecowxny of the region through local employment at the 
Ccntrr. Although this was achieved, there has been wry Me atrrmpt by NCAT 
to integrare its services into the community itself. The stated reason for this is that 
as a nationally-based organizarion, de Center cannot favour one communiry over 
another. The result of this lack of integrarian has been considersbie ignoracce on 
the part of the local communify about the Center’s aperationr, and some distrust 
and suspicion of those who work there. 

Bureaucratic reasons for separation seem paltry in com?:lrison to possit,lc 
advantages: technologies and methods of introducing tlwm could b.: tested in the 
community; the local geople would become more aware of the variius a:p;ec:s of 
AT and they could provide another political and economic base for the Center’s 
activities. 





The Limits sif Appropriate 
Fisbaing Technology: 
Resource Management, Canada 

“The traditional, small-scale fisheries of the world are not simply 
relics of antiquated technology, but are often repositories of skill, 
experience, and sensitivity to the local environment. Govern. 
ment fisheries management programs have been notoriously inef. 
fective, not only because of poor x+zncs or political manipulations 
of the managers, but also bkxause they contain very little 
appreciation of the economic and social realities of the systems 
being managed and even less appreciation of the potential of 
existing informal or indigenous forms of resource management.“’ 
The foilowing case history is one example of attention being given 

to the appropriate resolution of local economic need but without sound 
resource management. In Newfoundland the inshore fishery has 
suffered marginalization; government and industry efforts in fisheries 
development have emphasized centralized, vertically.integrated and 
industrialized units of production to the neglecr of - and at the expense 
of - the smailaxde, decentralized, labour4ntensive inshore fishery. 

Along many coasts of rhe world large rrawlex move ix and hzwil>; fish the W~VCS. 
Inshore, small-scale village fishermen see their catch diminishing, the women who 
process and market the fish bemoan their de‘!ining income, local shipwrights sit 
idle, a:ld customr~s complain about rhr rising price of fish. 

This is one small episode in, rhe “tragedy of the commons.” According fo 
international lawi off-shore fisheries have been common property, open CO 
whoever has the capital and technology fo exp!oit them. Generally, the benefits 
have gone fo the few larger-scale harvesters. As access to resou~es is uncontrolled, 
there is no incentive ro conserve and fish srocks are de&red. One fisherman may 
refrain from overfishing, but that does not stop someone else from moving in and 
reaping rhe benefits of his restraint. Although many iwchore fishermen have 
rraditionally regulated access to their coas:al fishing grounds, competition from 
off-shore fishermen ior a migratory resouxe is increasingly a threat co their efforts 
in conservation and to their existence. 

1 This case rrudy ii adaprud and q”“ted uith prmirsion from Bannie 1. McCar, “Appropriate 
Tuchnologier, Fisheries. and Resource Managemenr.” ,ournal of the Intemorionai Arsmnrion ,m chr 
Ad”an‘emenr 0, *pp,opizte Technoiogy ,m Dr”dapi”g C”,,“rri~s, “0,. 2. No. 4. March ,980. Graphics 
pio”i&d by Fisheries and Oreans Canada. 



:nshore Cod Trap Fishing 

Conflict over access co ocean ~esou~es, parricularly off-shore oil and mineral 
rights, has forced governmenrs IO inrcrced,e. D wing the I9iOs, many nations 
declared conr~ol over a ZOO-mile-wide zone along iheir coats, the Unlrrd Nanons 
Conference on rhe Law of ihr Sea atrcmprcd to wwriw the obsolete open-access 
laws, and local communities suffered rhc social cox of fisbcrie policisi hiasrd 
reward large rrawlers inzgrared with distant processing ;~lan:s and shipyards. 

Some governmrnrs have recognized thar small fishing commun!ties .~annot 
continue co be excluded from develomcnt projects. In some cases rhey have been 
supported ,.virh brrrer technology, marketing, and credit. The Handbook on Appm 
priate TechnoloE: describes such a cast in Nrwfaundland. However, it is instructive 
to look ar the im;ract of rhis AT iniriativc in one conmuniry. Fogo Island, hecausr 
it was impkmented nirhout a well-devcloprd local organization or rhe necessary 
policies LO control access to fishery rewurtxs. Without such organizations or 
policies. coastal ii hrrmen and ammunitirs will reap only limircd and temporary 
benefit from appropriate rechnolagy. 

Fogo Island lies IO miles off the northrasr coax of Newfoundland. The 
popularion of 1000 living in nine communifirs has had few alternatives to fishing 
for a living. Tradiriona!lv. during a five month season, small crews harvest cod 
and salmon in open boats. Local customs regulared access ro the inshore “u~d- 
crag” fishing grounds. Howevrr, since rhe 195% rhe catch has .!eclined as the off- 
shore i;.>\\Iers, mo+ foreign, compete niore rff~tivriy for the ., ‘:,,e ~~SOLIICE. Rv 
19X! fish were scarce around Fog” island. 

Until rhc mid-1960s rhe communities did not sttrmpr a united sranc< CO ncgo- 
tinte wirh outside gowrnmcnt and business agenc&. The communities relied on 
merchants based in the provincial capital. S:. John’s, for crrdir, wpplies and 
markers and had become increasingly more drpcndenr cn goverrmenr welfare. 
Their earlv efforts to dwelq community-based organizations could no: ovrrcome 
what one ab<?r,w c&d the “traditional disputes over womrn and Ash”. 

The federal and provincial guvernmcnrs initially arrcmprr,3 i:o xscttle the 
inhabitants of these mall “ourports” in larger, more indusrrializrd ccnt~cs. Some 
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The ncm boars are intrrmediarc in scale berwvce:~ inshore open boats anJ Jeep- 
sea trawicr~. These “lcngliners” are Jiescl-powred wr,oden ~cssc.Is ii to 2 I mewrs 
in length with a crew of three CO six men. Their cos: in 1973 was about S5cl.000, 
compared co %OOO for an inshore boat and swcral mi!!ion do!!zrs for a trawler. 
These longliners \~‘ere equipped with radar, sonar, and other navigarion and fish- 
finding aids. Instca~3 of sele~fiwly catching fish nrar the short., fishermcu could 
nou csrcd rhcir range and fishing season. 

So far so good. The longlinrrs sari&d mrmv of the criteria of P.T. Their 
conxruction rquired rhr “EC and development of local skills ami wxted mxe 
jobs rhan chc consw~tion of deep-sra trawlc~s. Large suhsidics from the govern- 
mmr were a srrmlg incrnrive IO fishermen to adopt this technology. In the latc 
iD6Os. the incomes of longliner fishermen incrcasrd and the govcrnrnenr rccog- 
nizrd this invcsrmcnr a5 producing more bcncfits than rquivalenr invcstmenrs in 
larger-scale fishing rcchnologirs. 

The initial progress, h .’ ‘. OULIC~. was not tc last in the fact of limireii fishing 
stocks. By the early IYiOs longlinrr fishermen had cc spend nwrc fimr ac sea, Iuy 
more equipment, and hire more labour to stay iinancialiy afloat. As these cost 



nim rhc valor of the rm,iirional inshore cod-trap fisheries. If thy cod stocks are 
rcplenishcd, rhis will probably be rhr most efficicnr means o! carching them. 

The proposed fisheries dcvclopmenr plan has nor yet been implrmmtrd, bur 
the ratrktions on the foreign uawler fleers have improved rhr car& of Iocal 
flshermcn. Although the Fogo Island iclngliner f&t has nv~ espa~.ded. its finan- 
cial problems arr mtich Icss *were. The cooperativr has placed more emphasis on 
f&i> prowssing rather than shipbuilding, recognizing chat production from rhc rra- 
d’.. uonal insnare crap flshi.xg rather man longliner fishing is criticai to ins success. 

The procrss of improving rhr economy on Fogo Island points out the limira- 
tions of emphasizing one scale of producrion, one I, crv~k activity, and only 
loal conrrol of deveiopmcnt. Without a vsriery cf : ~~an~nfs and supporr at 
the national and international lwel, I&a! rt,I .ifivr~ in appropriare 
technology have righ: boundaries. 

References: 
P.J. McCay. “ ‘Fi. !.! is Scarce’: Fisheries Modernizarion on Fogo Island, New- 

foundland.” :iurth klaxtis Mari;ime Culrutes, Raoul Andcrrer. rd., The Hague, 
tmxton: 1979. 



and efforts escalarcd, fishing became mow intensive. The local conwuls over 
inshore fishing rights cou!d nor be cstended to deeper wmxs. Now both tlx off- 
shore trawlers and the “nearshore” longlinrrs were dcplrring the stocks which 
migrated seasonally XI waren used by inshore fishermen. Tbc number of Few 
Islanders engaged in fishing declined. The Fogo Island conpcrarive \<,a~ no\v on the 
vrrge of bankruptcy. New orders for longl~ners crasud; lows from shipbuilding 
absorbed profits from other opcratiox. Very MC 3f the longlinrrs’ catch was 
proresscd in the roopcrarivr’s processing plant. ifs mosf profitable operation. 

This is yes anorher situation where the introduction of a nv technology. 
rwn thuugh based on some of the concepts of AT, has cxacorbared problems by 
ignoring terrain basic realiries. Wirhout a resource managemcnr policy to control 
the activities of a!1 fishermen. inshore, nearshore, ar.d offshore, the longliner 
fishermen had no choice but 10 conrinue ai participanrs in ~ssounx depletion. 
Wirhout iniriating such a policy. the production of longliners was highly inappro- 
priarr. 

The plight of the small Newfoundland outports, CY~I, when supported by l:>cal 
fishcries and community developmenr workers, is largely in rhr hands of narional 
eorcrt,ments and international aeencies. Recent Canadian iniriarives eivr indica- 
tions of recognizing the need to combine fisheries resour~r manage& with rural 
development and the choice of rrchnolog;. 

In 1977, Canada extended its jurisdiction over a 200.mile-wide coasral :ow 
and esrablished policies to gradually exclude foreign tmwl~rs. A yrar later the 
Newfoundland governmenr proposed a ne\\’ fisheries dcv40pmrnt itraregy rhat is 
a model of balance: it proposes rhat if the fish stocks can be restored, then all 
secrors of the fishing industry. including inshore and longliner fleets. be expanded 
therrbv overcoming the previous bias toward offshore trawler fleers. It also recog- 



nizrs the wluc of the traditional inshore cad-trap fisherirs. If the cod stocks are 
replenished. this will probably be the most efficient means of catching rhem. 

The proposed fisheries developmcnr plan has non grr been implemenrcd, but 
the rcsrrixions on rhc foreign trawler fleers have improved rhc catch of !ocnl 
hshrrmrn. Although the Fogo Island lvnglincr fkcr has nof espaiidrd, its fican- 
cial problems are mtich less awcrc. The coopexa~iv~ has placrd nxxc emphasis on 
fish processing rather rhan shipbuilding, recognizing thar production from the tra- 
dirionsl inshore trap Fishi,q rarher than longlincr fishing is criticai CO its SUCLCSS. 

The procrss of improving rhr economy on Fogo Islami puints our rhc limita- 
tions of emphasizing one scale of production, one I, IJN Til. acriviry. and only 
local control of development. LVirhour a variety ei ~.:tm~nts and support ar 
the national and inrernational lwel, locai II r ..rives in appropriate 
technology have tigh: boundaries. 

References: 
P.J. McCay. “ ‘F:.!? is Scarce’: Fisheries Modernization on Foga kland, Ncw- 

foundland.” :jmch Atlcxic Maritime Cultures, Raoul Anderser. cd., The Hague, 
h”ton: 1979. 
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Notes Fmm Conferences 
on Appropriate Technology 
Robert Mrrctel! 

AT meant many things to many people. Its practitioners frequently 
approach similar situations with completely different philosophies and 
intent. In order to test the reader’s sensitivity to AT, we have included 
the following comments, gleaned over the years from various 
conferences and discussions. Read it simply for the examples of 
influence which determine the fate of AT projects (and their users). If 
vow find some of the remarks a bit disturbing, so much the better. 

Engineer A 
I’ve jusr got in~iolved in a rural wafer supply program. The people who hired me 
think the problems to be solved are simply engineering ones. After talking IO 
people who have worked on installation of wells and pumps for many years, 1 find 
they are talking more about the non-engineering aspects of water supply than 
anything else. Sure, in many cams the pumps installed have not been reliable but, 
equally important, the local organization to maintain and finance the recurring 
costs of these pumps is never deveioped. 

Community Development Worker 
1’~ been working with local people in an isolated poor community for five years. 
Most of OUT work is getting people involved in making decisions through 
committees in a local cooperative. After a lot of trial and error, we now have a 
clean water supply, hand pumps a short distance from mosr houses, agreement on 
the need fo keep the pit-latrines away from wells, and are looking into some 
alternative waste-disposal systems. It’s really hard fo find good information or 
people with experience in low-cost options. Three local people run a medical clinic 
and dispensary - 20 basic drugs cover most problems. OK,? of these people is 3 
“narive” doctor who is great with setting broken bones and really good wi:h 
psychiatric problems. Another is a midwife who the women fee: comfortable with. 
We have learned a lot by our own mistakes. There have been other initiatives in 
new seeds and cropping patterns. The local people know a lot about agronomy. 
Some of them can identify over a thousand local plaors. 

In the last six months there has been a Ior of activity around the vi!lage. A lot 
of government people have appeared with bulldozers and surveying equipment. It 
turns out that they are thinking of putting in a hydra-electric dam. It’s hard to get 
information, they don’t talk to us much, really avoid us. Rumours have started 





I’ve ixcn reaching in an is&red pt-imary school where thr curriculum is 
.ictermincd in rhc capital city, mainly hi. o\‘erseas consuimms and book 
publishers. In IIY gast yrx, rhr reg:on has hew swerely afioxed by drought, our 
wawr supply in the ncighhouring village has almost dried up. Loi~g hefox rhis the 
hand pum;, chat thr gwernmcnt installed hwkc afrcr GX months and ne havv IIOI 
hccn able IU gci the minixry wnccrnrd 10 repair it. They say the\, havt 20 monu~ 
to fix the vehicle, required IO rranspor: the heavy cquipmcni fo extract the old 
pump from rhc ground LO repair it. Then by chance I came across a hook on 
nltrrnarr warcr supply rechnologirs. In ir wcrc a variety of warcr pumps, srorage 
and ~dIcc~iu~~ rc;hniqucs. i rcaik d rhar i/ lot of m; o&i srudcnis, with iomr 
hrlp, could undcrsrand and help develop these. Also, wmr carpcnrcrs any 
blacksmiths said they could easily make some of the pans rhough one caurioncd 
tha getting the proper six Mrs OIX hew was sumrtimes a problem. The school 
inspcctcr, when I asked for a small amounf of money, was really mthusiastic 
about inregraring some of the school curriculum wrh local needs. He pushed OX 
request for six months, hur gor nowhere. Our plans for a rainwater collecrion and 
storagr sysrem and a hcrrcr hand pump that we could repair <x,rs~l\w arc xill in 
my drawer. A year or so later he admittrd CO me that it was mosr frustrating; rhr 
guvrrnmcnr rnginrers feit he was questioning their aurhority and wisdom. They 
consider themselves the rxperrs in choosing water suppiy rcchnology for villages. 
Also, he found OUI thar the original wxcr pump was the product of a very 
exyrnsivc research ad dewlopmenr program to devrlop a hrrrcr hand wawr 
>~lmp. When he rcpcareiily pointed out that they still broke down. hc was wallY 
dismissed by commrnts char the villagers didn’t appreciare the pump and misused 
it. Our choice of technology boils down to what the gavcrnmenr is will!ng m give 
us. Wr h;ve to find another way. 

Et’ - ,gmeer I3 
I’” ‘c developed a unique design for a windmill matrr pumping system. It’s cheaper 
and more reliable than any alternatives 1’ ve seen. I’ve beard they really need this 
kind of equipmen: in the Third World. I’ve cried it auf on my iarm. It really works 
wll. Don’t know why I didn’t think af it sooner. 
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Foreign Aid Administrator C 
Look, off the record. we have to say we’ve always been doing ATE To say 
mierwise implies we haven’t been doing if in rhc past. If 1 understand coi-:crtly 
what the AT people are saying, ad b&eve me ir took a lcng time for me t<~. :er tn 
the real basis of your arguments. rhe approach co &w!opmmr y< u are 
recommending just does not fir into the standard procedures of our organization, 
ad besides it would be hard to control and administer. I sympathize with what 
you are saying but the general attitudes in our organization jusi don’t allow for 
real dialogue on choices with other agencies, let alone dialogue with the final users 
of these technologies. Let’s admir it, people don’t get promoted by asking 
questions, it’s how much money you can justify on paper and get out rhr door. 
Evaiuarion of pasr inw~tment~ is time consuming and perhaps threatxing. I 
suggesr as many of you do .&at you have R, work ourside burraucracles. 

International Technical Assistance Volunteer 
Before I went overseas I thought I knew ;*hat was apprr>,riate. After all. 1 was 
given a rhree-month course on solar and wind energy hardware and thoughr rhar 
all I had to do was build some of rhii stuff. demonstrate iis potenrial and p<~ople 
would automatically adopt it. Boy, did 1 learn. One thing we cried was a windmill 
to pump water. There was plenty of wind, particularly at night but rhe people 
living near it didn’t like the noise. It goes “whup, whup, whup” and the bearings 
sometimes squeak. Ir didn’t work very well, anyway. 

Academic 
I’ve been studying the socioeconomic and technical feasibility of AT for over 
three years. I have developed a Sdimensional matrix of 108 Clemens for selecting 
AT, Wirh this model we can determine beforehand what is appropriarc. 

Energy Cons&ant 
Aren’t we already doing appwpriate technology! What you call AT is second-rate. 
How the hell am I going to cxtracr oil from a kilometre down in the ground, dig a 
hole with shovels? 

Foreign Aid Adnlinistrator D 
Look, the local people are already doing AT. If AT is the technology that is best 
suited to local conditions and makes good use of local materials and skills, then 
local people are already exploiting these :o the best of their abilities. 1 respect the 
wisdom of these people. Yes, they need access co better technology but hardware 
alone is not going to solve their problems. Without some changes in the local 
conditions of agriculture production, these low-income farmers are going to be 
continually dependent on the whims of what are essentially welfare handouts 
from the decision-makers on high. AT people do not address this issue often 
enough. 

Social Scientist: 
I have been hired by an international development agency to do a study of the 
social and cconnmic aspects of a proposal ro install a solar-powered photo-voltaic 
sysrem to power a grain mill and a water pump in a village in the Sahel. 

This new technology and the process of integraring it wi+h a community of 
2000 people is an experiment; the equipment is still very expensive. Clther studies 
have shown such systems to be poor investments compared co hand pumps or 
diesei mofo~s. The project engineers mainrain that the solar components are 



rrliablc and virtually mainrenancc-free (mar applicarions so far have been in 
laboratory or outcrspx~ condiriom). Even if &is is true, thy LI~III-SI~~.V 
componmrs can bresk c!o\w,. 

1 have been trying to 3sk a Ioc of qucs’ians rhr cnginccrs iare 1,~ CL,CY 
cnnccrned with. They se ir as a relar~wlv srr?ightforoard appli~~rion of ~‘xisrins 
technology. E::periencr wirh projcc~s of rhi; SOTI clsavhvrc indiatcs rhoI 
successful adoprim of anything, be ;I a hand pump7 VI n farm implemrnr, rests on 
at least thrc< imporranr rhinq: rspressed nrcd by rh e po:r~rial users. willingness 
co adapr the trchnulogy rhmugh discussiu~~ wit!, rhcm. and somu local control 
over rhe managcmrnt of rhr tcchnoiagy. I believe rhcse qucstia,~ have CC, be asked 
now if small-scalr solar powx ii going to be productiw ix: rhr future in rhe Szhrl. 

To begin with, the l~al communiq has nor expressed a need, rhc cnginr~rs 
have been rclucranr to diswss solar-powrrrd oprioi,s with the ihrrc exisring 
owners of diesel-pauwvd grain mills, and in this GW rhc communism is nor 
organ&d in a way CO manage ins w:~wr supply. In rhc coloni~~l era, AC Ik~c~~l chief 
2nd his advisors had bwn srrippvd of vii-rually all power to adminisrer public 
works. let alone consider LICI. cptions in rcihnology. Iris simpiv not an i:~ue &a~ 
is commonly discussed berwrvn local groqx and oucsidc consulr~nts. The usual 
procedure is IO depend on the ccnrrnl government for such iniriati-.es. tkwcver, 
the government agencies have few T~SOUTCCS, rhc best people are overworked. and 
so the services CO rural people arc unreliable. In the long run if this &i&rive is CO 
be extended both wirhin this communiry and others. the managemenr must be 
mainly local. BUL arc rhe prOjeit officers willing CO allow rhe rime for these skills CO 

Probably 99 prrcenr of the discussion and work on this projccr has been 
compldv oursidc of the i,il!aoc :I> rhr c~nital ~itv o: ovrrseas. The cneinccrs for 
this project havr been hired on a short-term contract. They warn rhe syswm 
installed now. I suspccr they will leave behind 2 monument CO inapproprixe 
technology. As an inventor of an unusual windmill said, “I’ll sell plans for it next 
year if I: works. Ii nor, it will make a fine sculpture.” 
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Further Information 
th: of the information on AT IS in people’s Lds; rooted in their experience, 
nc; on paper. Most wnrking drawings. informarian. G: cqtiipmenr usage has m be 
discussed locally and adapted. The problem and risks for potential users are WO- 
fold: to locatr suitable technical assistaxe and co organize themselves CO evaluare 
and implement it. Finding a range of options and IKX just one “solution” remains 
a problem. 

A gulf exists between the knowledge in low-incomr communities and that qf 
formal instirwions. A small community may find !arge official organizations 
intimidating or inaccessible. Too often rhr research conducted in these 
organizations fnllow; the flow chart below: 

‘4 commOll research flow chartl 

Organizations Promoting and Implementing AT 
Some of the many smaller indepadent organizations formed CO bridge the gap 
berween information and action focus as much on community development or 
adult education as on technical equipment. The combination of both is a 
strength; each alone is often insufficient. Some large organizations are modifying 
their services m make them more accessibis to local people. 

The strength 3f the smaller organizations lies in their connections with user 
communities. The follcxing directories provide an introduction to these AT 

Cc groups aad non-governmental organizations (NGCs): 

1 Adapted kom P.H. Dun”, &pr.gsiote Technology i-ech”OlDgy wirh a Humnn Fore. London: 
Ma&fillan, 1978. 
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Appropriate Technology Directory by N&as Jequier, wirh rhr arsisrancc of 
GCrard Blanc, 361 pages, OECD, Development Centre, 2 rue Andre-Pascal, 
75775 Paris: 1979. (Also published in French under the ride Repertoire des 
Centres de Technologie Appropriee.) 

!nstitutions and Individuals Active in Environmentally-Sound and 
Aporopria’e Technologies. ~LJnitzzd Nations Environment Programmc, 
Oxford, Pergamon Press: 1979. 

Rural Technology in the Commonwealth, A directory of organisations, 
compiled by Bruce Mackay; Food Production &Rural Deveiopmenr Division. 
Commonwealth Secretariat, Marlborough House, Pall I&II. London 
SWIY 5HX; Second edition 1980. 

Directory of Canadian Non-Governmental Organizations Engaged in 
International Development. Canadian Council ior lntcrnarional Co- 
operation, 321 Chapel Street, Ottawa, Canada, K!N 722: 197X. 

A NGO Developnxnt Directory, OECD, Development Ccnrre, Paris. 

Inquiry services and technical information designed for rhe non-specia!isr are 
available from rhe Xlowing major distributors: 

Grmpe de recherches ct d’echanges technologiqucs 
GRET 
34, rue Dumonr d’Urvillc 
751!6 Paris 
France 

Intermediate Technology Developmcnr Group 
ITDG 
9 King Streer 
London WCZE EHN 
Engiand 

National Center for Appropriate Technology 
NCAT 
Box 3838 
Butte. MI. 59701 
USA’ 

TOOL 
Mauritskade 61a 
1092 AD 
Amsterdam 
Netherlands 

Volunteers in Technical .4ssistance 
VITA 
3706 Rhode Island Ave. 
Mt. Rainier, Md. 20822 
USA 
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The following international organizations provide information on AT: 

Food and Agriculture Organizarion 
FAO 
Agricultural Service Division 
Via delle Terme di Caracalla 
00100 Rome 
My 

United Nations Industrial Deve!opment Organization 
UNIDO 
P.O. Box 707 
A-1011 Vienna 
Austria 

World Health Organization 
WHO 
Appropriate Technology for Health Programme 
1211 Geneva 27 
Switzerland 

Suggested Readings 
Fcr an introduction ro the formal anaiysis of the role of xience and technology in 
development and underdevelopment: 

Bhalla, A.S. Technology and Employment in Jndusrv: A Case Study Approach. 
Geneva: International labour Office (ILO), 1975. 

Bhalla. A.S. (cd). Towards Global Acrion for Appropriate Technology. Oxford: 
Pergamon Press, 1979. 

A summary of an international conference of ,AT analysts in December 
1977. 

Chambe-s, R. “Project Selection fcr Poverty-Focused Rural Development: Simple 
is Optimal.” \z,!~Jd Developmenr. February, 1978. 

Development Alternatives, Inc. Strategies for Small Farmer Development. Boxlder, 
Colorado: Westview Press, 1976. 

An empirical study of rural development in the Gambia. Kenya, Lesotho, 
Nigeria, Bolivia, Columbia, Mexico, Paraguay, and Peru. 

Diwan, Romesh K. and Livingston, Dennis. P!iernaiiue Development Strategies and 
Appropriare Technology. New York: Perga..lon Press. 1979. 

An examination of technology in a world context, of conventional develop 
ment strategies (a failure) and alternative, more beneficial, options. 

Edquist, C. and Edqvist, 0. “Social Carriers of T.echniques for Development,” 
SAREC Report R3: 1979 (Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with 
Developing Countries) SIDA. S-105, 25 Stockhoim, Sweden. 

An analysis of who chooses technology, combining ~‘struc~uralist~~ and 
“actor-oriented” approaches. 

Lipton, M. Why Poor People Stay Poor: A Study of Urban Bias in World Dewfapment. 
London: Temple Smith, 1977. 

Morehouse, Ward, ed. Science, Technology and the Social Order. Rutgers, New 
Jersey: Transaction Books, 1979. 
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Essays cramining rhr rfftxts of modern technoiugics un wcizll and poliriul 
SI~UC~.IC~, especially in rhc Third \S;orld. A call for rciliicct~m in 
&\~&p**e”r co pmnote grrorsr autonomy for i”divid”als, conl”,“nitic5, ad 
112ltl”l!S. 

Ruincrh. J. anil Weiss, C., cilc. hloi.~‘i:inK Tmhnolog~ for World D<~wl<@neiir. Scit 
York: Prarger. 19i9. 

A wide prrspcctiw oi, the issurs in rcchnology and de\elopmeni, \(.irh 
po’icy rccum~icndarions. fron a conference <II sprcialisrs in 1%‘). 

Sigurdson, J. Rural InJnsrri&arion in China. Cambr;dpe: Harvard Uniwrsity 
Press. lYi7. 

Singer, Hans. TeL.knolugiei foi Basic .Xee&. Gmrva: lnrrrnational Lahour Offlrr 
(ILO1, l%i. 

Advocares socially-oricnred technology policies, a hala>nce hrnwrn capiral- 
inrrnsiw ad la’bourkrmsivr tcchniqucc. and discusses some of the 
consrraints on dopring such politics. 

Srrward. Frances. ?echnolog~ nnd Undcnl~w!@ncnt, 2nd ed. Londw,: hlntMilla,,. 
1978. 

An analysis oi the impact of inappropriarr technologies on rhe Third 
World: unemploymcnr and technological depcradcncv; the polirical and 
ecO”Omic restrictions on more approprie strategies. Includes t\v<> case 
studies on choice of rcchnquc in Africa. 

Timmrr, C.P. et il. The rhoice of Technoloe in Developing Countries: Some 
Cautionan~ Tales. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 19ii. 

Three &nificant case studies of rhe impact of new rcrhniques and c!x 
reasons for their choice. 

For a less form;1 introduction VJ appiopriare technology, development, and 
possible fumres: 
Boserup, Esther and Liljencranrr, Christina. Integration of Women in Develot%w~ 

Whv. When and Hoer,. New York: UNDP, 1975. 
Canadian Hunger Foundarion and Brace Research lnarirure, A Handbook on 

A~propriare Technology, 2nd rd. Orrava: 1979. 
Available in English, French, and Spanish from the Canadian Hunger 

Founda:ion, 323 Chapel Srrert. Ottawa, Onrario, Canada, KlN 722. 
George, Susan. How rhe Othu Half Dies: The Real Reasons for World Hunger. 
Penguin Books. 1976. 
Jequier, Nicolas (cd.) Appropriate Technology, Problems and Promises. Paris: 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 19ih. 

One of the first general outiines of the concept of AT, its roofs, and case 
studies of AT in practice. 

Lap+, Frances Moore and Collins, Joseph. Food First: Beyond rhe Myth of Scarcity. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977. 

Lap@, Collins and David Kinley. Aid as Obstacle: Twrnry Querfions about our 
Foreign Hid. 2588 Mission St., San Francisco, Ca 94110, USA: Institute for 
Food and Development Policy, 1980. 



The Open University. Comrol of Technology. Waitr~n H:lll, hlilrun Kcyn~s. U.K. 
MK7 6AA: The Open University Press, lYi8. 

A Ih-unir, uniwrsiiy-level, self-instrucrion course which tharoughlv COVUTS 
all rhe social, wormmic and political aspeus of proplr corlrroliing choices in 
rcchnoiogy. Orienred 10 Brirish wntrxr hur csamplcs are drawn (ram world- 
wide soum~s. Units 15 and lf f : > OLUI on rhe Third \Y’orld, China, in parricular. 
For &c non-specia ist, I’ rhe best single intxxiuction to the issues. 

Robertson, James. The Sune Alternariw: Signposts to il S~!j~F~L!jil!ing Futuir. 7 St. 
Ann’s Villas, Landan W:ll ‘,RU U.K.; 19% 

Ryhrzynski, W. Paper Hriorr: A Rwiert of Ap[ P ro rime Teechnology. Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1YSP. 

Worldwatch Papers 
Brown. Lcstcr. “Food or Fuel: Nw Competition fix the World’s Cropland.” 
him h I 9:iO. 
Eckholm, Erik. “Planting for the Futurr: Forwry and Humin N&s.” February 

IYiY. 
Hayes, Dennis. “Pollution: 7,~ Ncglcited Dimcnsi,>,,s.” Marih 1‘1;‘). 
Norman, Colin. “Soir Technologies, Hard Choiox.” Junr 19X. 
Available from: 
Worldwatch Insrirutr 
1776 Massachusetts Ave. N.W. 
\Y.‘&ixgron, D.C. 20036 
USA 

Periodicals Focusing on International and Local Develop. 
ment Issues 
“Cauderos del Tercer Mundo” (also in English) 

Pdiodismr, del Trrcer Mundo 
Apdo 20.572 
Mexiuo 20 DF 
ML?XiC0 

“Ccrd (in English. French, or Spanish) 
Food and Agriculture Organization 
Distribution and Sales Section 
Via delle Tcrmr di Caracalla 
00100 Rome 
Italy 

Available in Canada from: 
Canadian Hunger Foundation. 
323 Chape! Street 
Ottawa, Onrxio 
KlU 722 

“Fx~il’e et Developpement” 
CCP 518, Dakar. Senegal 
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“ideas and Action” (in English, French, or Spanish) 
FAO Freedom from Hunger CampaigniAction for Developmcnr 
Via delle Terme di Caracella 
00100 Rome 
Italy 

Available in Canada from: Canadian Hunger Foundation 
“New lnternarionalisc” 

New lntecnationalist 
Montagu Hollse 
High Street. PE18 6EP 
Cambridgeshire. U.K. 





“Development is nor a simple sanirary process of investing capital or introducing 
new technologies It is a messy, contlict-ridden business oi social change.” 

Erik Eckholm 

Ir is K&T fa social scientists to gcr ash and Chairs by mocking HYVs (high yield 
seed varieties) in Sussex, or Washington, than by devising with :echnologists, 
inputs for poor farmers in field situarions. That perhaps is why appropriate 
technology remains largely wind and I do not wean windmills which are at least 
worth tilting af. 

Michael Lipton 

Whatever has happened m the economies of poor ~armie~ the lireraure of 
project appraisal has an impressive record of growth. 

Robert Chambers 


